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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Evolving Role of the Post Office

Worldwide Irends

Post offices around the world are currently undergoing rapid and significant changes in the way
they do business and the business that they do. This transformational process is being driven by
three key factors:

* Changes in the demand for postal services to encompass differing forms of
communication, transportation and delivery support, and financial and other related
services. Changing customer expectations help drive this process;

* The reform and liberalization of markets and globalization of exchanges in goods and
services. This change includes increased competition and the introduction of private sector
participation in areas that had until recently been public sector monopolies;

* Changes in technology, including alternative means of communication, such as fax and e-
mail, but also e-commerce and e-government through the Internet.

These drivers for change have resulted in post offices diversifying their product portfolios and
beginning to offer innovative services that capitalize on postal agencies' traditional mailing role,
extensive branch network, and their reputation as a public entity.

Among the new services are increasingly more sophisticated financial services such as broader
banking activities, electronic money transfers, insurance and pensions, sale of mutual funds, bill
payment, and - potentially - micro-credit applications. Also included are a range of e-govemment
services related to passports, licenses, registrations, and permits that have the potential to be offered
through electronic channels. Finally, new services include broader e-commerce related initiatives
such as information analysis, data mining, integrated logistics, and consulting.

OECD Experience

Experience in Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) countries has
shown that mail volumes tend to rise with per capita income - although the composition of the mail
is changing and there are no assurances that this relationship will hold into the future. Most
traditional mail and parcel volumes originate from businesses. "Business to business" and
"business to customer" account for between 75 to 80 percent of all mail volumes in both developed
and developing countries. With market liberalization, this market segment is at risk as business
customers are the least sensitive to price, the most sensitive to quality, and have the greatest access
to alternative forms of communication. Private sector express mail and parcel providers are already
starting to capture dominant market shares and are quickly altering the rules of the game by
offering new options to customers and providing flexibility in meeting the changing demands of
the marketplace.

Despite market liberalization, the demand for financial services offered through developed country
postal agencies has remained steady. These agencies have developed expertise in such areas as
cash management, postal savings, money orders, and pensions to leverage their branch network
and attract and retain more customers in highly competitive markets. Now OECD countries are
reviewing the possibility of using the postal service to extend financial services to the lesser-
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banked segments of their population. In turn, governments have responded by altering the
regulatory regime to ensure a level playing field between the public and private sectors.

The potential threat of electronic substitution of traditional postal services has not been borne out
by experience in developed countries. Instead, while the technological revolution is seen as
offering potential alternatives to traditional postal services, it is also seen as a driving force behind
market expansion.

After all, postal services provide access where telecommunication services may not exist and
interact with other media in mutual support. The effects of technology are likely to play out
differently in developing countries that have more limited access to technology (fewer phone and
fax lines, computers, and servers per person) and have the constraints of higher costs for such
services and less reliable access to power. The legal and cultural parameters are also likely to give
the development of such new services a distinctly different flavor.

The changing postal environment presents enormous challenges for traditional postal businesses,
but it also creates a vast array of new business options and opportunities. A modern, market-
oriented postal entity can take advantage of this huge potential. At the same time, a well-managed
postal system can provide an enabling infiastructure for new industries such as direct marketing and
mail order business. In combination with postal financial services, the posts also are in a unique
position to provide the solutions that are needed to stimulate new commercial activities including
integrated logistics or distance commerce.

Postal organizations must adapt to changing postal markets to meet new demands and enhance their
competitive strengths. There have been different responses to the new postal market environment.
However, successful responses seem to have several key factors in common. To successfully
launch new services and to become an attractive partner for private partners, a postal organization
should:

* Guarantee good basic services;
* Enjoy a high degree of trust and accountability;
* Have forward-looking, entrepreneurial management;
* Operate according to established business standards;
* Have commercial freedom and a clear market orientation.

The process of new business development, diversification, and entrance into new private sector
partnerships typically goes hand in hand with more general structural and legislative reforms. The
obligation to provide high-quality services to all citizens at uniform tariffs does not come free - or
cheaply. The postal industry must find a strategic path that allows defined universal service
requirements to be coordinated with the requirements of market-driven financially viable
businesses (public service versus full commercial orientation).

Developing Country Experience

Postal services have social and economic functions that clearly go beyond a simple business
rationale. This is especially true in the developing world. A reliable postal system is a critical
component of the modern information and distribution infrastructure and can be an important
catalyst for social and economic development and poverty reduction. Most developing country
postal organizations offer simple financial services - frequently - through post office savings
banks. The postal infrastructure is also a distribution channel for a wide range of additional
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products and services that have no alternative distribution means. The postal infrastructure
represents a huge - and often underestimated - service sector. The postal service can be a growing
business with significant, positive economic and social impact. However, serious modernization is
necessary to adapt to the new market environrnent and to rapid technological changes.

The services offered by developing countries fall into three broad categories: using ICT to provide
additional and extended postal services (including own banking); agency services (intermediary
between government and people, government and businesses, businesses and consumers); and
business solutions (such as total inventory management - including transportation, warehousing,
packing services - and also the collection and dissemination of information). Among these,
nontraditional "agency" services seem to be the most popular. There also appears to be an
opportunity (while regulation of the Internet is weak) for providing an "honest broker" service
through establishment of a portal that guarantees transactions (delivery and payment).

The World Bank Group supports postal service reform as part of the overall information
infrastructure of a country. The World Bank has supported comprehensive postal reform projects
including sector policy changes (legislative, regulatory, and institutional) as well as enterprise
modernization (restructuring of the main postal operator). The Bank can assist with ambitious
transformation prograns that typically include elements of market liberalization and the
corporatization of the public postal entity - as well as private sector participation, if appropriate.
However, it is understood that one size does notfit all and that postal reform can come in many
different forms each dependent on specific country conditions. As soon as a strong and reliable
postal system has been established, the World Bank also encourages and supports the development
of new business (expansion of the product base and value-added services).

India is well positioned to complement improved communications (through use of IT) with support
for physical delivery (with expanded and improved infrastructure) and facilitation of financial
transactions (improved postal savings banking services as well as acceptance of payments). Its
ability to provide such integrated services could make it a preferred interface for new financial
services, nonfinancial services, e-commerce, or e-government applications. In addition, reform of
the Post Office may be one of the best and quickest ways to take technology and its benefits to the
rural population of India.

The Status of India Post

India Post is a large organization with over I million employees, 154,000 post office branches (of
which 137,000 are in rural areas) handling 16 billion items of mail per year. In addition, through
the Post Office Savings Bank (POSB), India Post handles more than 110 million money orders and
administers 114 million savings accounts. India Post is heavily subsidized and current revenues of
US$700 million only cover around 55 percent of total costs.

India Post is a government department with no separation between owner, operator, or regulator.
Permanent employees are part of the civil service, and the organization receives no separate budget.
All revenues go directly to the Ministry of Finance, and all savings account balances are transferred
to the state bank. Of 24 services currently offered only 7 are profitable. Until the early 1960s,
postal operations in India were financially viable. Since then, populist policies have driven growth
in the branch network to reach every Indian village despite the unsustainable cost of such an
endeavor. India Post replicates the traditional pattern of civil service administrations in developing
countries. It is characterized by overstaffing, high salaries in the lower ranks (while management is
underpaid), security of tenure, and complete absence of performance incentives.
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India Post has developed a number of new postal services to take advantage of changing market
demand. These include speed post (with pick up at customer premises), speed passport, speed gift
service, media post, greeting post, hybrid mail, and datapost (direct mailing data). Additional
services such as logistics and rural set-top boxes are also planned. However, further modernization
is constrained by inflexible pricing and uniform tariffs, low productivity, low automation, and a
poor governance environment. However, competition is increasing quickly - especially in the
express and courier markets that have been fully liberalized and opened up to private competitors.

Although the reform process has started, changes have been slow to materialize. India Post has
introduced some outsourcing and has also organized certain activities as independent profit centers.
Management and staff are changing their attitudes: the former has commissioned studies to explore
new business opportunities associated with IT-related changes, and the latter has become more
open to a more business-like approach. Top management have agreed that India Post should run
like a business - while not yet accepting the need for private sector participation or even
corporatization. India Post is pursuing a strategy of partnerships with the private sector starting
with companies like MasterCard, Western Union, and IDBI-Principal for the provision of new
services (including prepaid cards, electronic money transfers, and the sale of mutual fund
instruments).

The reform of India Post will require a cautious approach - simultaneously maintaining the social
functions of the postal system while reducing the institution's deficit and preparing it for a more
competitive, challenging market environment. India Post needs new organizational structures and
regulations to significantly enhance its services and help it meet its longer term goal of becoming
an increasingly dynamic institution within the economy. These changes should be based on a
structured and phased reform program. Such a program is likely to include:

* The amendment of existing postal legislation;
* The establishment of a regulatory framework (clear separation of regulator and operator)
* Precise definition of universal service obligations;
* Clear distinctions and accountabilities between the govermnent, regulator, and operator,
* A legal status for the post office that allows for a high degree of commercial freedom and

flexibility;
* The gradual opening of the markets to competition.

The Delivery of Financial Services through the Post Office Savings Bank

The Indian Post Office has a long tradition of providing limited financial services to the general
population through the Post Office Savings Bank (POSB). Established in 1882 to encourage and
mobilize savings throughout the country, the POSB operates on an agency basis for the Ministry of
Finance in India. Savings collected are passed onto the state and federal governments. POSB
savings accounts offer distinct tax advantages to the public. Currently, the POSB offers eight
different types of saving schemes - from regular savings accounts to time shares and national
savings certificates. In addition to these services offered through the POSB, the Post Office offers
money orders (including international) and limited life insurance facilities.

India Post's increasingly interconnected office network is a major benefit - with more than 1,000
branches electronically connected and plans to extend this to 3,000 branches over the next two
years. This potentially provides considerable advantages in system clearing for payments purposes.
Over the past year, India Post has introduced several new services including: retail post (providing
a collection point for utility bills and fee payment services for government and private institutions),
Western Union (offering electronic money transfers around the world), IDBI-Principal (providing
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for the sale of mutual funds initially through a network of 80 post offices), ICICI Safety Bonds (sold
through the post office network), and MasterCard (introducing prepaid cash card for sale through
the Post Office). Other partnerships are planned in the future including: ATM machines, cash
management services, traveler's checks, and possible support for online sale of products (effecting
both payment and delivery services).

A recent consultancy report identified the following areas as offering potential for POSB:
electronic funds transfer, online banking, smart cards, mutual funds, social security benefits, postal
Giro, e-commerce, and microcredit.

However, with these opportunities come concerns. For example the POSB should be mindful of its
public sector status and bureaucratic constraints and therefore should avoid taking on credit risk
and/or asset management (in areas such as microfinance). In addition, the POSB's bureaucratic
procedures may not be well suited to the rapid transfer of funds - except as a payments clearing
service. Furthermore, the POSB is overstaffed with heavily unionized workers, and, therefore,
employee buy-in will have to be sought at every stage as well as increasingly examining methods of
incentivizing staff via nonmonetary incentives and training. Finally, the Post Office will have to
improve its physical appearance and promote an efficient, professional image if it is to attract a
growing number of customers.

A SWOT Analysis

An analysis of the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (SWOT) of India Post is
presented below. It illustrates that significant opportunities may be available to benefit from the
Internet revolution. This includes opportunities to offer new services in rural areas, capitalizing on
its main strength - a large, rural network, which remains unchallenged by any competitor. The Post
Office has the advantage of a vast rural reach, financial handling capabilities (a payment and
settlement infrastructure related to the POSB), and its position as a natural ally via which other
government departments could deliver a variety of services.

SWOTAnaJ Isis of India Post

Strengths Opportunities
* Large physical network
* Human resources * Increasing mail volumes
* Logistics infrastructure * Direct mail and customer databases
* Credibility and trustworthiness . Redeploy labor to productive areas
* Top management forward thinking * Courier market still available
* Good public image * E-government and e-commerce

* Growing market in speed post

Weaknesses Threats

* Low service quality * Slow growth of literacy
* Low customer awareness * Only 300 million English speakers
* No business culture * Growth of e-mail and telecom
* Labor unionized and low skills * Intense competition from couriers (in
* Regulatory monopoly - poor incentives urban areas)
* Financial deficit limits investments * Price inflexibility contributes to
* Little automation and IT continued losses.
* Bureaucratic mentality
* Unprofitable operations
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Both the organizational structure and the physical presence of the Post Office can be leveraged to
provide a range of e-government and e-commerce services linked to the core operations of the
postal agency. For e-commerce services this would mean taking advantage of the physical,
transport, and financial flows that make up the postal system. It would also mean taking advantage
of the trust the postal system enjoys to provide authentication services for electronic transfer of data
and funds. For e-government, it would mean taking advantage of the vast rural reach of the Post
Office's network, financial handling capabilities, and its position as a natural ally through which
other government departments could deliver a variety of services to citizens.

The provision of these services by the Post Office network will have two effects:

* Modernizing the post office system, expanding the scope of its business, and enabling it to
increase revenues in the face of competition in its core activities;

* Bringing these services to the people as well as further developing the e-commerce and e-
government sectors.

E-Commerce

Modernization of the Post Office (providing speed and reliability) is a necessary precondition to the
growth of e-commerce in rural India. The Post Office's functions can help facilitate and provide
essential infrastructure for e-commerce. In other countries, postal organizations are providing full-
service logistics operations for e-commerce companies - handling not only the flow of goods, but
also taking orders, warehousing, return services, and guaranteeing a secure payment service. This
could be developed in India.

The postal network is crucial to the successful operation of e-commerce for a variety of reasons.
Only a very small proportion of all e-commerce transactions can be completed online, that is, the
goods delivered digitally (only those products that can be digitized such as music or information
resources). The postal network can play a crucial role in the completion of the transaction process
through e-commerce. Until credit card payments can be made through the Internet, e-commerce
transactions will have to be completed with cash or check payments at the point of delivery. The e-
commerce transaction could be completed at the local post office, or at the point of delivery.

Similarly, India Post could take business to consumer (B2C) commercial mail from end to end,
adding value by assuming some of this process's cumbersome tasks from businesses and
performing them with greater efficiency and speed. India Post is also ideally suited to provide
billing and collection services for utilities for a service charge. A signed bill posted back to the
Post Office could signal an authorization to debit a customer's account and enormous cost savings
could be effected for utilities in the process. India Post could also offer targeted mail advertising
and e-mail services, especially in rural areas where competition would be limited.

India Post can also offer logistics services including storing, moving and delivering goods and
information enabling companies to outsource their logistics functions, including order and
warehouse management, order processing and dispatch preparation, distribution, and financial
management. The Post Office can offer comprehensive e-commerce services to satisfy all
inventory and supply chain management needs, including: collection of goods from suppliers,
warehousing, inventory management, receipt of orders, picking and packing, delivery, and return
services. Given the trust enjoyed by the Post Office, it could also become an authenticator of
digitally transmitted information, facilitating both electronic mail and electronic transactions.
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Electronic-message-based funds transfer could replace the existing money order system.
Electronic-message delivery systems - using a hybrid of electronic transfer, printing, and manual
delivery at destination - could replace the existing telegram service. Post offices are also the ideal
location for banking services in places where the banking network is otherwise poor (especially
microcredit offered by a third party).

E-Government

Several e-government initiatives in India and other developing countries have shown that these
applications can help promote transparency, reduce corruption, empower citizens, improve access
to government services, and build leaner governments. The challenge is to implement e-
govermnent on a wider scale.

The realization that IT also has the potential to exacerbate social exclusion, to widen the
inequalities between social groups, and to increase the income and other gaps between rich and
poor countries has brought about several efforts to take the Internet to rural areas by building
information kiosks/tele-centers. These can be used to deliver IT services to rural citizens. Post
offices are ideally suited to provide these tele-centers. They have the reach, the physical space, and
the public contact, which are all necessary for success. Rural post offices in India could be
equipped to work as Internet kiosks delivering information and services to rural communities just as
they have been in other countries such as South Africa.

Kiosks could also provide market information and offer access to an electronic market place. The
installation and operation costs could be reimbursed by the partners (governmental institutions or
others), but costs could also be covered by the revenues, which could be generated through user
transaction fees..

Payments and levies - utility bills, taxes, and university fees (some utility payments are already
made this way) - due to governments could be handled through postal outlets. The post office
could collect pension contributions and distribute pension benefits also using its financial transfer
capabilities. Other government services - such as passport applications, driver's and car licenses,
and other registration services - could also be transacted electronically through an outlet in the post
office.

Implementation Challenges and Policy Issues

In developing its e-business activities, the Post Office will confront the challenges of positioning
itself in a new technological and economic environment. A key question is what will be the
organizational structure within which these e-business services will be structured? Will post offices
be only the physical location where these services are offered? Or will the services be integrated
into the operations of the post offices?

Another key issue is that many government departments will not be open to the Post Office
assuming their functions. The Post Office may, therefore, initially be limited to instances where
other government departments do not have the capabilities or presence to deliver specific services.

Many proposed activities require that the Post Office develop partnerships with the private sector.
A corporate entity may be better situated to forge these partnerships than a government
department. To be successful, these activities will require a marketing orientation in management.
This will require extensive management training.
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The imperative for posts to transform to an electronic delivery model are many: (i) declining
conventional mail revenues due to electronic substitution; (ii) reduced market share from more
customer-focused competition; and (iii) missed opportunities to become the fulfillment service
provider of choice for Internet shopping.

For India Post there is no alternative but to leverage its infrastructure, trust, and related services into
a much larger role in e-commerce and e-government. To successfully compete with other (private)
providers, it must offer high-quality IT-related services. This will also be a significant opportunity
for growth beyond its current business. Technology will continue to remain a key driver of its
postal business practices across the country. Appropriate institutional structures and partnerships
with technology companies will therefore strengthen its capacity to compete in these markets.

Legal Issues in the Indian Post Office

India Post is governed by the India Post Office Act of 1898 (IPOA). The Post Office Savings Bank
is similarly governed by an old law dating from 1873. Unlike modern post office laws, these laws
do not provide for a separate institution to carry out the functions of the post office, neither do they
provide for a separation between regulator, service provider, and the rules governing service
provision. Therefore, India Post remains a government department without its own budget. The
law grants India Post a monopoly and empowers the government to set the rates and rules for
provision of service with parliamentary approval. However, there is no effective regulatory system
to oversee this process.

The lack of budgetary autonomy impedes the introduction of new services and products and hinders
investment in new infrastructure and the ability to make sound business decisions. As all costs
incurred are reimbursed by the central government, there is little incentive to reduce costs or
increase productivity.

As the Post Office is a government department, staff have civil servant status, and the institution
suffers from a ck of appropriate, merit-based incentive systems, high costs of unionized human
resources, and bureaucratic management practices.

Although the IPOA does not expressly permit or prohibit the Post Office from introducing new
services, it would be desirable to make this position clear and explicit by instituting reforms within
the Act. A new legal framework ought to ensure commercial flexibility, precise definitions of
universal service obligations, and a suitable regulatory framework. The regulatory framework has
to encompass four elements: (i) separation of regulatory powers and operational functions, (ii)
transparency of accounts and non-discrimination of tariffs, (iii) universal postal services, and (iv)
defining the extent of India Post's "reserved areas."

Finally as most of the proposed expansion of activities involves e-commerce and e-fmance, it is
important to ensure that legal reforms mesh with other relevant legislation. The Information
Technology Act, 2001 provides a comprehensive framework for e-commerce activities, and it is
crucial that the necessary institutional structures are established to effectively enforce the Act.
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Introduction

The government of India has asked assistance from the World Bank to develop a business plan for
the transformation of the India Post post-office network into a distribution channel for key financial
and nonfinancial information and services.

With its 154,000 branches throughout the country (137,000 of which are in rural areas), the post-
office network represents the largest branched infrastructure in India with a unique outreach in rural
areas. India Post has been in the process of computerizing and automating its services since the
early 1990s. It has begun investing in wiring DSL/Intemet lines and VSAT connections that will
link its branches and provide them with Internet access.

The government intends to capitalize on these investments to expand the range of services offered
by the post-office network, focusing on the use of the post-office system as a gateway to the
Internet and a connection to e-services. Four potential Post Office activities will be examined:

* A provider of information and services to individuals, including a role as a repository of
registry information and a collector of municipal payments;

* A better means tested lump-sum distributor of subsidies to the rural poor;
* A collector of pension contributions and a distributor of pension benefits;
* A conduit of product and pricing information to agricultural producers and other

agricultural market participants who may not have access to information in remote
locations.

In addition, in mid-2000 the government established a committee to review the system of postal
savings banking, aimed at expanding and enhancing the present mandate of the Post Office Savings
Bank (POSB).

The POSB uses the post-office network to offer financial and life insurance services. With more
than 110 million savings account holders and cumulative outstanding balances in excess of
Rs. 1,822 billion (US$38 billion), the POSB is the largest retail bank in India. The bank currently
offers basic financial services and is looking to diversify its product range toward more
sophisticated financial services.

Objectives

The key objective of this paper is to investigate the various financial and nonfinancial services that
post offices in OECD and LDC countries provide to their customers to provide the Government of
India and India Post with an overview of possibilities. The paper looks at the services offered by
post offices in a number of OECD countries, namely the United Kingdom, France, Belgium, the
Netherlands, Germany, the United States, Canada, and Australia. These countries have been
selected because their post offices offer a particularly wide range of services and illustrate typical
examples of recent developments in the sector.

Later chapters present experiences from a number of developing countries, including South Africa,
Singapore, Hong Kong (China), Malaysia, and Israel, and describe a selection of World Bank
projects providing support for post office reform.
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CHAPTER ONE
The Evolving Role of Post Offices in OECD Countries

Worldwide trends

The postal services sector is currently undergoing fast and significant changes all over the world.
Behind such rapid transfornational change are the following key forces:

* Changes in the demand for postal services, including communication, transportation,
financial, and other related services. (Related to this are changes in customer expectations.)

* The reform and liberalization of markets and globalization of exchanges in goods and
services. (This includes increased competition and the introduction of private sector
participation in areas that had, until recently, been public sector monopolies.)

* Changes in technology, including alternative means of communication, e.g., fax and e-mail
but also e-commerce and e-government through the Internet.

This combination of internal and external change drivers can express itself differently in different
countries. Regional and national authorities can respond to the changing enviromnent in numerous
ways with differing results. The capabilities of the post office itself can also determine the
outcome of this interplay of factors. There is no single "answer" to the issues raised in this
evolutionary process. This chapter examines the traditional list of services offered by public post
offices in OECD countries and then examines how that list is being expanded into nontraditional
areas such as financial and other services.

Services offered by post offices

In many countries, post offices have been expanding their services beyond their traditional mail
distributor role. This diversification has accelerated in recent years in OECD countries, mainly in
response to the unique potential e-commerce and e-business industries on offer to postal services in
terms of parcel delivery services. Diversification has also come as an answer to the expected
erosion in mail volumes with the growing competition of alternative communication means such as
the Internet, and the increasing sophistication of customer mailing and related needs. In addition, a
postal market liberalization process is under way in many countries, which is forcing post offices to
become more competitive especially in the parcels and logistics areas. To summarize, postal
services currently offered can be divided into the following categories:

* Postal communication - includes physical mail such as letters, post cards, newspapers,
hybrid mail, and electronic mail;

* Postal transportation - includes the demand for parcels and logistics;
* Other postal services - includes the demand for financial services, mail facilitating

services, informational services, and retail services.

Most post offices have diversified towards services that either constitute an extension of their
traditional mailing role or capitalize on their customer base, their network, or their reputation as a
public entity. The first category includes the provision of integrated logistic services, a natural
extension of post's traditional parcel delivery services. In the second category are customer
database and direct-marketing services that capitalize on the Post Office's unique knowledge of,
and access to, the addresses of the entire population. In this second category are banking services
that capitalize on the Post Office's branch network, as well as Internet authentication services that
build on the Post Office's reputation for integrity resulting from their public character.
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In addition, some governments have started to use post offices to provide a number of social
security, pension, passport, license, and tax payment services. These services are often referred to
as e-government services. They are generally offered at post office counters and in some cases
online. However, this is generally not the case when the post office has been privatized (e.g.,
Germany, the Netherlands).

Many OECD post offices have also started to expand abroad to consolidate their position in the
international mail and parcel markets. As this expansion is mostly mail related, it is not analyzed
here.

The range of services offered by post offices has generally been dictated by their statutes and
regulatory constraints. For most post offices in OECD countries, statutes are frequently revised and
have allowed more and more freedom to diversify into new services. A detailed analysis of these
regulatory aspects is beyond the scope of this paper. However, Chapter Four presents some of the
legal issues related to the diversification of India Post.

In most cases, new services have been started via the acquisition of a specialized company. In
some instances, however, they have been started in-house. Many have been established as separate
subsidiaries, although some are organized as divisions within the post office.

An overview offinancial and other postal services

This report focuses on the third category of services, the emerging demand for "other" postal
services, especially financial services. Generally speaking, the various nontraditional services
currently offered by post offices can be divided into eight categories:

* Financial services (banking and insurance);
* Bill payment services;
* Pension and other benefits services;
* Information repository and market/data analysis services;
* Integrated logistics services;
* Internet and e-business assistance services;
* Passports/permits/licenses delivery services;
* Other services (retail, travel, e-commerce).

Financial services are generally offered in partnership with licensed commercial banks and
insurance companies. Under this model, the services offered by the post office are usually limited
to basic deposit/withdrawal, checks and account activity services ("high street banking services")
on behalf of their partner banks and to the payment of insurance premiums on behalf of their
partner insurance companies. These transactions can generally be done at a post office counter or
by Internet on a secure site. This partnership model has been developed in particular by the United
Kingdom and Australian post offices.

The U.K. Post -Office Consignia is the leader in cash handling and cash provisioning in the United
Kingdom for business customers. It also offers check and cash deposits and withdrawals, postal
orders, international money transfers, foreign exchange, and the sale of bonds and savings
certificates. The Australian Post Office offers a similar range of services. Both institutions work
through partnership agreements with banks and insurance companies rather than through their own
banking arm.
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When their statutes allowed them to do so, post offices have developed a more complete range of
financial services, which they usually offer via fully-owned or majority-owned banking and/or
insurance subsidiaries. These subsidiaries are then subject to the banking/insurance regulation.
Such a model is used in Belgium and Germany. In addition, many post offices offer national and
international money transfer services (via GiroBank and wire) and some provide foreign exchange
and traveler's checks services.

BUI Davment services generally allow customers to pay utility bills at a post office counter or via
the Internet on a secure site offered by the Post Office. Some post offices have expanded this
service beyond utility bills, to include a wide range of other bills, including private-sector bills,
government bills, and taxes. The U.S. Postal Service has expanded this service even further to
allow payment of any type of bill via the Internet, by entering just the account numbers to be
credited and debited. The Canadian and Australian post offices offer similar applications but for
bills issued by a large number of registered users only.

Pension and other benefts services are not commonly offered by OECD Post Offices. However,
in the United Kingdom, the post office provides information on pensions and other social security
benefits. Social security refunds, pension, and other benefit payments can be cashed in at the post
office. These services termed the Benefits Agency accounts for one-third of the income of Post in
the United Kingdom.

Information repositorv and market/data analysis services have mainly been built around mail
redirection requests, which allow post offices to maintain an updated database of their customers'
addresses. That allows them to offer business clients updating services of their own customer
databases. Some post offices have expanded those services in the area of personalized mail to
groups of clients and to market and data analysis services. The Australian post office in particular
offers extended market and client-analysis services.

Integrated loeistics services have been the main area of diversification for many post offices.
These services capitalize mainly on the development of the e-commerce and e-business industry,
which created a large demand for parcel delivery services and handling of returns. While private
courier companies such as DHL, UPS, etc., offer good parcel delivery services, they are generally
unable to deal with returns. Post offices, by contrast, can accept returns at their wide network of
outlets. This competitive advantage has allowed post offices to get a large part of the e-business
industry's delivery business. Many post offices have expanded these services from parcel
collection and delivery to services that cover logistics in the entire production chain, including
inventory management, invoice management, payment processing, and so on.

The Belgian Post Office offers a traditional parcel delivery service via its EMS-Taxipost division.
These services can be accessed online, via e-tracker (an online parcel tracking service) and e-
shipper (an online express parcel delivery module). E-shipper allows the user to maintain a
database of recipient clients and automatically print invoices.

La Poste (the French Postal corporation) offers various services designed to assist businesses in
logistical aspects at all stages in the supply chain. It offers an integrated invoice management
software system called Pas.rel. It also offers software applications for inventory management that
can track parcels to effective delivery and the collection of payments. Finally it offers parcel
delivery, warehousing, and return services.

Internet and e-business assistance services were first developed by post offices as an extension of
their logistics services since these were increasingly used by e-business clients. Most post offices
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offer a secure e-commerce message exchange service to allow businesses to conduct their business
over the Internet on a secure site. Some post offices also offer authentication or certification
services of Internet service transactions.

Box 1.1 * Canada Post E-Solutions

Canada Post provides a secure electronic courier service called PosteCS (pronounced "Postex")
developed through a cooperative agreement between Canada Post, USPS, and La Poste under the
direction of the International Post Corporation.

Canada Post also offers online software solutions for e-businesses, including (i) eParcel, which provides
online shipping solutions to private businesses; (ii) eParcel Stores, which allows businesses to create a
secure virtual store (including a management interface, a secure server, taxes and shipping costs
calculator, payment services); and (iii) eParcel Shopping Cart, which allows the user to transform an
existing Web site into a online store. These applications combine the shipping solutions of Canada Post
with the technology of Click net, a Canadian e-commerce service provider.

EPost, Canada Post's Electronic Post Office, and its related eForms service, was launched in November
1999 to allow customers to consult online government forms, receive mail, and receive and pay bills from
registered government institutions, financial institutions, and businesses. EPost has proved highly
successful with 90 institutions and companies using it to send their mail and more than 100,000 customers
using it to receive their mail and bills from those institutions. Participating institutions range from major
retail shops to local governments.

Other e-business assistance services are being developed by many post offices, such as
assistance to create e-businesses, software packages for the management of e-businesses,
dedicated consulting services, and even incubating support. These services have usually just
been started and are expected to be expanded further.

In terms of general Internet services, many post offices have developed hybrid mail services
that enable customers to send paper copies of electronic documents to people not connected to
the Internet. The document is e-mailed to the post office, which then prints it. The document is
then mailed by the post office counter closest to the end-recipient.

* Passports/Dermits/icenses delivery services are quite common services offered and depend on
the type of licenses required in each country. The most common are passport application
services - whereby passport applications can be filed at a post office counter, and sometimes
are also screened for common errors by a trained officer. Services to renew passports or
driving licenses are also frequently offered.

* Other services may include e-commerce access on the post office Web site, the sale of lottery
products and telephone cards or the collection of prepaid cellular phone cards, and travel
tickets. Australia Post has established 142 business centers where business development
managers can advise business customers on all post-related matters.

Annex 2 includes case studies of a number of OECD-country post offices offering various non-
traditional services. The remainder of this chapter reviews the drivers for change in OECD postal
markets.
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Demand for postal services

The factors that influence the demand for postal services are the customers' purchasing power and
needs. How much are customers able to spend on postal services and which types of services do
they need? Gross domestic product (GDP) can be used as a proxy for purchasing power while
changes in customer trends and expectations are a proxy for customer needs.

Other factors affecting demand include:

* Trends in the population, number of households and companies;
* Letter prices relative to prices in general;
* Average letter prices compared to average prices of telephone calls; and
* Quality of service - predictability and timeliness.

GDP, has been a good predictor when estimating the demand for communication services. This is
the case for total demand for communication services as well as for subcategories such as demand
for postal services. Per capita or per household mail volumes tend to be highest in countries where
economic activity per capita (GDP) is high.

However, there are some indications that this relationship may be breaking down primarily because
of the complex interplay of technology, economics, and liberalization (see below). Figure 1.1
shows that letter items and GDP per capita in 14 EU countries for the year 1994 were closely
correlated.

Moreover, demand for postal communication services has grown steadily in the past as Figure 1.2
illustrates. Domestic letter volumes increased by 55 percent in the 15 EU countries between 1980
and 1994, with the actual volume surpassing 92 billion items in 1994. Other sources show that the
influence of fax and electronic messaging (e-mail and EDI) has not yet affected the demand for
domestic letter items in terms of lower growth rates.

Composition of mail

Surveys, however, have shown that the composition of the mail is changing. In Europe, the largest
product group - first class letters - decreased from 43 percent of total volume in 1990 to 40 percent
in 1997. Second class letters represented 21 percent of total volume in 1990, and increased to 23
percent in 1997. Printed matter increased from eight percent of total volume to 12 percent between
1990 and 1997. Direct mail, which is already included in the categories described above, increased
from 17 percent of total volume in 1990 to 22 percent in 1997

The average U.S. household receives between eight and nine pieces of mail everyday. The majority
of this mail is direct advertising. Advertising mail in the United States, has been increasing at a rate
well above ten percent annually in recent years. This increase in advertising mail has continued to
support flat or declining volumes in the traditional correspondence and transaction market.
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Figure 1.1 Letter items per capita and GDP per capita, 1994
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A Eurostat survey shows that in the EU about 51 percent of all mail originates from businesses and
is destined for domestic households, about 31 percent is "business to business" while the remaining
18 percent is "private mail." The dominance of the business sector in parcels is even more
pronounced; businesses send about 85 percent of all parcel items, and the majority (about 70
percent) is received by individuals. About two-thirds of the parcels that are sent by individuals are
destined for other individuals.

Figure 1.2 Development in the demand for domestic letter items for the 15 EU countries, 1980
is indexed to 100
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Source: Universal Postal Union, 1996; Eurostat, 1996.
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It is likely that business-to-individual volumes (including bulk mailing) will continue to increase as
many households, even in developed countries, will not have access to electronic forms of
communication. Business to business volumes are likely to decrease as they are the least price
sensitive and have the highest access to alternative forms of communication.

Demandfor postal transportation services

As parcel markets are liberalized the market for express service has become very competitive
through the entrance of both integrators and national/local companies. The overall volume for
domestic parcel services was steady throughout the 1980s, but in the 1990s there was an increase in
volume (Eurostat, 2000). This might, to a certain degree, be explained by the increase in GDP but
can also be attributed to factors such as increased dispersion of economic activities (teleworking,
etc.). Electronic and mail order home-shopping will also increase the demand for parcel
transportation services. However, traditional post offices across Europe are reporting reduced
parcel business as private operators increase their market share. This trend has already been
witnessed in the US where private provision of parcel services was initiated much earlier.

The express market has been created based on customer needs for express services as a result of the
manufacturing trends such as "just in time" production. Centrally placed manufacturing facilities
and shorter production cycles have also driven the demand for express delivery. The
internationalization of trade has driven this process globally especially during the 1980s and 1990s.

Express delivery services have primarily been offered by the global integrators and national/local
private operators. They have covered different types of demand on the express market. The
integrators have focused on the need for international express services by addressing customer
demand for value-added services. An example is providing package location information to
customers within 30 minutes or delivery is free. Local companies have focused on specific
geographic areas and in some cases on specific industries, e.g., some messenger companies
operating in the Danish market have focused on servicing marketing agencies and their need for
urgent deliveries.

Demandfor financial and other postal services

The market for financial/retail services has a much more complex structure than the markets for
communications services and parcels. In financial/retail services, public post offices are competing
with many different types of companies such as banks and private suppliers of electronic services.
Their customers (mostly individuals and SMEs) tend to use mostly simple, low-value-added
banking services.

Financial/retail services continue to be a small and falling business area (22 percent) compared to
mail services for post offices in OECD countries.

Postal financial services are divided into the following categories by the Universal Postal Union:

* Money orders
* Giro
* Postal savings

The amount of financial transactions involved is significant in all three of the above-mentioned
areas. The amount of Giro accounts increased slightly between 1990 and 2000 in the majority of
EU countries. The amount of postal savings accounts in most of the EU countries remained the
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same, while the amount of money orders decreased slightly in most of the EU members states
(Universal Postal Union, 2000).

The Giro account is a service which meets customer requirements for ease of use and flexibility
within financial services. In many countries banks have realized these needs, resulting in strong
competition in the Giro market. However, the recent trend towards reducing the bank branch
network in OECD countries again presents an opportunity for post offices to capture a larger
market share. It is still not clear whether the provision of financial services by post offices in
OECD countries will increase or decrease in the future.

Financial/retail services offered through OECD post offices are facing increasing competition and
are therefore under heavy cost pressures. Striving to achieve economies of scale, merger activities
have increased and have resulted in a number of branch closings, staff reductions, and operation
consolidations. Further consolidation of operations could be seen as a way to cut costs and create
the correct environment to make large-scale automation and information technology investments
worthwhile. Regarding new delivery channels, further cost reductions through automation and re-
engineering will become more difficult without using new processing technologies such as home
banking.

Market Reform and Liberalization

Market reform in the postal sector' focuses on three distinct areas:

* Reduction in the extent of monopoly powers and exclusive privileges of the post office;

* Competitive structure within the sector;

* Appropriate regulation of the sector (e.g., tariff setting, quality, and coverage).

Most developing countries have maintained the post office monopoly on all services with the
exception of express mail. However, owing to the problems of enforcement, the number of private
carriers is increasing even though such services are considered illegal. Even OECD countries have
maintained the post office monopoly in many areas. However, these exclusive privileges have led
to inefficiencies in both cost and service.

The examples of Sweden, Finland, and New Zealand show that it is possible for the post office to
operate in a completely liberalized market. Govemments can grant explicit and transparent
subsidies to cover non-commercial activities and allow a level playing field between the post office
and private operators. However, as these cases have also highlighted, reform has been most
successful where the operational and financial performance of the public operators have been
improved prior to full liberalization.

In principle many new approaches developed in the infrastructure sectors could be introduced to the
postal sector, e.g., competition, contestability, interconnectivity (e.g., from network industries),
however, only a few developed countries are exploring these possibilities. As government budgets
come under increasing pressures, more countries are looking into such alternatives. For instance,
by late 2001, the U.S. Postal Service had accumulated losses of $11.5 billion that cannot be
eradicated simply by increasing mail tariffs.

I Redirecting mail: Postal Sector Reform, Kumar Ranganathan with Rohini Dey, 1996
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Regulatory reform has to be accompanied by institutional reform. Government ownership of the
post office usually comes with safeguards to prevent an abuse of the public status and associated
privileges. These controls can sometimes prevent the post office from entering into joint ventures
or from accessing financial markets with the same degree of freedom as its competitors. For this
reason, the British Post Office has seen competitors attack its core markets but has been unable to
respond due to government restrictions on its activities

Box 1.2: Regulatory Reform in the U.K. Post Office

Consignia, the U.K. post office, is a group of businesses which form the U.K. national postal
administration. It is composed of three arms: (i) the Post Office Counters LTD, which operates the 19,000
post office outlets and offers various retail services through them, (ii) Parcelforce Worldwide, a parcel
delivery specialist and (iii) Royal Mail, which collects, sorts, and delivers mails and packets and offers
some specialized services.

Since March 2001, Consignia operates as a public limited company, owned but not managed by the
government. In July 1999, the U.K. government published the White Paper on Post Ofce Reform which
laid the ground work to provide the post office with greater commercial freedom and make it more
competitive. The White Paper proposed that the post office benefits from:

* A new, strategic relationship with the Government based on a rolling five-year strategic plan;
* A more commercial financial structure, including conversion to a publicly-owned plc;
* The ability to borrow for acquisitions and joint-ventures; and
* Flexible business pricing.

In July 2000, the Postal Service Act converted the U.K. post office to a public limited company. The Act
established a new commercial relationship with its shareholder, the government, based on the payment of
an annual dividend.

Consignia is no longer the sole U.K. postal administrator, but a postal operator, licensed and regulated by
Postcomm and subject to the rules of a regulated, competitive industry. A new consumer body, Postwatrch,
was also established.

The overriding ambition of the U.K. post office is to become "a complete distribution company with global
reach." The post office is committed to exploiting new technology to increase its service range, with a
focus on the e-business revolution, which it considers a huge growth opportunity.

Prior to the publication of the White Paper, the post office was limited by restrictions on investments by
public companies and obligations to repay a large part of its profits to the U.K. Treasury. As a result of
these changes it is expected that the U.K. post office will continue to expand its services in the near future.

Technological Change

Telecommunications services offer a number of new ways to communicate such as facsimile (fax),
electronic mail, and electronic data interchange. These services are beginning to substitute for
more traditional ways of communicating, including the use of postal services. The potential threat
to postal services from competing, electronic alternatives is described in Figure 1.3 below. The
gray boxes indicate which competing electronic alternatives constitute a threat to traditional, paper-
based postal services. Some services could be substituted by more than one alternative, as in the
example of bills, where the competing alternatives are hybrid mail, online services, and interactive
TV.
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The evolution of electronic substitution is determined by five factors:

* Access to technology (estimated by number of telephone and fax lines per person,
computers, LANs, servers, etc.);

* The cost of electronic services compared with paper-based services;

* The quality of services, that is, user friendliness, speed, reliability, interoperability and
degree of international standardization of electronic services, and speed and reliability of
postal letter services;

* Legal factors, such as the legal status of electronic information (e.g., copyright);

* Other institutional and cultural factors influencing the development of electronic services,
such as the traditions for paper-based work procedures.

The relative importance of these factors varies between services. Overall, the reasons for using
electronic services are speed and cost, but for certain types of messages, such as marketing and
delivery of journals, costs are more essential than speed. For other types of postal services, such as
financial, e.g., check payments, speed is essential. It is clear from the figure that all traditional
postal service functions are threatened by technological changes. However, the threat is greatest
when postal services are relatively expensive and of low quality. What is not shown in the figure is
the opportunity that new technology also presents. Provided that the appropriate enabling
environment is established, the post office can leverage its traditional asset base to market and
provide new services using electronic channels.

Figure 1.3 The potentia threat from electronic substitution on traditional postal services
Traditional postal services Competing Alternatives
(Applications) E-mail EDI Hybrid On-line Intranet Interactive TV

mail Per,i196
Greeting card
Social mail
Check payments
Bank statements a d al
Acknowledgmnents_
InsuCnce/Legal
Re-uested advertising n a i
Unrequested a dvertising c , c offer
Orders . < 
NewspapersI
Bills_ 
Soun:: Pang, 1996.

Moreover, it is becoming clear that new communications media generate more hard copy mail.
Paper applications, invoices and account statements, and direct advertisement mail will continue to
play a significant role in the "digital age." E-commerce can also create additional parcel volumes.
Virtual shopping comes with real goods, "bits become boxes" somebody has to deliver.

E-Commerce

E-business requires fulfillment and delivery systems, broad access to the Internet, and reliable
payment functions (often a bottleneck for e-commerce). The post can provide these services and
integrated solutions. A postal organization that enjoys a good reputation can offer trust center
functions. As a trusted third party, a post can mediate between supplier and customer, can offer
authentication/certification functions, and guarantee secure transactions of information, money, and
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goods. A modem postal system is in a unique position to coordinate physical flows, informational
flows, and money flows. The post can also support the complete logistical value chain. It can
provide all functions that are necessary for state-of-the-art supply chain management systems.

Operations that help to integrate postal services with the rest of the information and
communications sector can strengthen the infrastructure needed for the future knowledge economy.
This knowledge economy must be based on broad use of IT and information networks. Not only
big corporations but also SMEs and consumers must be empowered to take advantage of the new
opportunities for obtaining information, for expanding social and commercial activities, and for
realizing transactions. Postal services are accessible for everyone and by providing access to the
modem information and communication structures, the post can help to bridge the "digital
divide."..

Box 1.3: The Threat of Electronic Substitution as a Primary Impetus for Postal Reform in the US.

First-class mail volumes in the United States continue to increase, but at a much slower rate. Most of the volume
growth can be attributed to a continued growth in first-class advertising mail of about 10 percent a year. Many industry
experts seem to agree that first-class mail volumes have peaked and that perhaps a real decline will occur over the next
few years (The American Institute for the Future and Pitney Bowes, 1994).

Recent studies show that an increasing number of both businesses and consumers are turning to electronic options
instead of physical mail for some activities. The following list shows a few of the statistics concerning electronic
substitution in the United States:

* Almost 100 percent of all business with over 100 employees and over 80 percent of businesses with between 5
and 100 employees use facsimile machines (Postal Service Market Research, 1996);

* Approximately 43 percent of the 11 billion fax messages in 1993 represented diversion from mail;

* Eighty percent of home computers have software capable of on-line access (Electronic Access, 1995);

* Banks are aggressively pushing PC banking, even going so far as to make the service free and/or pay
customers to switch to the service (Gemini McKenna, 1996);

* Approximately 40 percent of households say that they pay one or more of their bills each month through some
electronic service rather than the mail (Market Facts Inc., 1995); and,

* The U.S. Treasury Department indicates that approximately 55 percent of all federal govemment payments are
currently made electronically, and its stated goal is 100 percent by 2006 (United States Postal Service, 1996).

Source: PricewaterhouseCoopers U.S. Postal Study 1997,

E-Government

A related area is e-government. Postal branches can provide electronic access to government
information and application forms. Electronic services can be combined with paper-based
communications including the traditional delivery by the post. These services relate to social
security, taxes, or to the issuing of passports, driver's licenses, and other government permits.

A modern and reliable postal enterprise will have its firm place in the Internet Age. It can even
play a critical role in promoting the new opportunities that will become possible with new
technologies (e.g., promoting Web sites in direct-mail advertising). This role, however, must be
developed and established - as it won't come automatically. For postal services in developing
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countries, the major step will be to secure a solid foundation in running the postal core business in
an effective manner.

New Directions

The necessary broad improvements in operations must also be based on sound policy reforms.
Postal organizations must adapt to changing postal markets to meet new demands and enhance their
competitive strengths. The winds of change that have been challenging the postal business in the
highly developed countries for the past 10 to 15 years are now reaching the emerging economies.
New entrants, such as express and courier services, as well as low-budget delivery firns, have
clearly modified the rules of the game. They offer new customer options and provide flexibility in
meeting the changing demands of the market place. The increase in transborder trade and
communications has created new potential for mail but has also raised customer expectations and
increased competition for incumbent postal operators.

New media, especially fax and e-mail, have started to substitute for the traditional letter. It would
be incorrect, however, to assume that postal services are a sunset industry. Mail volumes continue
to grow worldwide, even in the most advanced countries with very high levels of traffic and high
penetration rates by new telecom media, computers, and Internet. In these countries, new
information technologies and industries are stimulating mail volume growth.

Moreover, postal services provide access where no telecommunication services exist and interact
with other media in mutual support. Postal services also are a natural springboard for connecting
people to the information highway. In the developed economies, like the United States, the so-
called "new consumer" uses computers, Internet, and e-mail extensively and is typically also the
same person who sends and receives a large volume of mail and packages.

Certain segments of the postal market, including direct advertisement mail, mail-order packages,
and the entire express business are growing significantly in almost all countries. Growth potential
is far greater in the developing world where direct marketing still has to evolve. Individuals in
OECD countries receive several hundred letters a year, in most developing countries, they receive
fewer than ten, in some countries just one or two. With 15 letters per capita, India has already
reached some "critical mass" that allows for some economies of scale and operational optimization.
There are, however, wide opportunities for business expansion and consequently for increasing
profitability in a sector that is subject to extremely high fixed costs.

The changing postal environment presents enormous challenges for traditional postal businesses,
but it also creates a vast array of new business options and opportunities. A modem and market-
oriented postal entity can take advantage of the huge potential. At the same time, a well-managed
postal system can provide an enabling infrastructure for new industries, such as direct marketing
and mail-order business, and economic growth. In combination with postal financial services, the
posts also are in a unique position to provide the solutions that are needed to stimulate new
commercial activities, including integrated logistics or distance commerce.

Changes in the postal industry are not limited to traditional mail services like letters and parcels.
Postal financial services - postal banking and postal giro products - are currently experiencing a
worldwide renaissance. The most advanced postal enterprises have understood that the existing
postal retail networks provide outstanding opportunities for attractive financial services and that
these financial services can be combined with the postal distribution and delivery functions.
Currently, Great Britain, Ireland, and New Zealand are considering the feasibility of using the
postal network to extend financial services to the "unbanked" segments of their populations.
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Other services that have been successfully introduced by postal operators are related to logistics and
to direct marketing support. Both areas are closely linked to the postal system and postal core
competencies but also go far beyond traditional mail operations. Postal companies also have
become outsourcing partners for mail-room management and act as agents for many other
businesses that want to take advantage of the network of postal branch offices. A very recent trend
is the commitment of postal organizations to solutions that facilitate electronic business.

Beyond the postal "bread and butter" business (letters, flats, and parcels), many new services are
being offered by cutting-edge postal companies. Opportunities for supply-chain management
solutions - integrating physical, informational, and financial flows - go far beyond "A-to-B" postal
deliveries. The postal infrastructure with its comprehensive retail, collection, transportation,
distribution, and delivery networks is a platform for innovative services that can be offered by the
post itself as well as by the post as an agent for a wide array of public and private partners. Only
the postal networks reach out to all parts of the country, to all businesses, and all consumers.

It is tempting to introduce new products and services to generate additional revenue. While
diversification strategy can take advantage of new market opportunities, it also must be based on a
foundation of solid and reliable processes, systems, and policies.

There have been different answers to the new postal-market environment. However, there seem to
be several key determinants of success. To successfully launch new services and to become an
attractive partner for private partners, a postal organization should

* Guarantee good basic services;
* Enjoy a high degree of trust and accountability;
* Have forward looking, entrepreneurial management;
* Operate according to established business standards;
* Have a certain commercial freedom that allows for a clear market orientation and drive.

The process of developing new businesses, diversifying, and entering private-sector partnerships
typically goes hand in hand with more general structural and legislative reforms.

Finally, the postal industry must find a strategic path that allows the coordination of politically
defined universal service requirements with market-driven ways to build a financially viable
business (public service versus profit). The obligation to provide high-quality services to all
citizens at uniformn tariffs cannot come for free. The special economics of the labor-intensive postal
business in an extremely large country like India, combined with the unique socioeconomic role of
the post, require a specific institutional-setting and development strategy.
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CHAPTER TWO
The Evolving Role of Post Offices in Developing Countries
Introduction

Postal services have social and economic functions that clearly go beyond the business rationale
of many other industries. This is especially true in the developing world. A reliable postal
system is a critical component of the modem information and distribution infrastructure and can
be a key to social and economic development and poverty reduction. The postal infrastructure
(collection, transportation and delivery, retail networks) typically covers the entire country,
including remote regions. This network provides basic communication and information services,
especially for residential customers and small and medium enterprises (SMEs). Most developing-
country postal organizations also offer simple financial services, even where no commercial
banking services exist. More than that, the postal infrastructure forms a distribution channel for a
wide range of additional products and services that have no alternative distribution means.

Mail order, direct marketing, and many other subsectors depend on reliable postal services. On
the other hand, without these mail-intensive industries mail volume will not increase and the
economies of scale needed to achieve optimum financial and operational performance will not
occur. In a vicious circle, without those operational improvements (including high quality of
service standards), volumes will continue to decline. Furthermore, other industries such as
banking and insurance rely heavily on good mail services.

Postal services are a huge and often underestimated service sector. They can be growing
businesses with a significant economic and social impact. However, considerable modernization
is necessary to adapt to the new market environment and to rapid technological changes.

Nontraditional Services Offered by Postal Agencies

Many developing-country postal agencies offer information and communications-technology-
driven products that go beyond those found in "traditional" postal services. Five broad categories
of "nontraditional" services are described below. This is a slightly more restricted set of options
than those offered by OECD post offices as highlighted in the preceding chapter. More detailed
information on the South African and Malaysian Post Offices is provided in Chapter Seven.

* Postal Financial Services. Many developing-country postal agencies operate financial
services for the otherwise "unbanked" population and India is no exception. Traditionally,
such financial services would not extend beyond a simple savings function although recently
some agencies have started to pilot new products. The South African Post Office has
introduced the flexicard that can be used at all post office counters and 72,000 ATMs of
other banks. The Israeli Post Office offers foreign exchange facilities and traveler's checks.
Both Israel and Pakistan offer money transfer services throughout the country.

* Agency services. These are services, such as banking and collection of bills, offered by the
post office on behalf of other agencies. The Malaysian government has taken a lead in
offering a number of government-related services to the public through the post office
distribution network similar to the U.K. model. The services currently offered by Malaysia
Posts include: TV licenses, road tax, driving licenses, registrar of business, and payment of
bills (water and electricity). In Pakistan and Israel, the post office also pays pensions and
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social security payments (in Pakistan the post office also acts as a conduit for tax collection
and in Israel the post office serves in registering new students).

* Business Support services. These include logistic, marketing solutions, etc. The Malaysian
post office offers corporate mail management services (provided on the client's premises) as
part of a total solutions program for all business communication or delivery needs. It also
offers Datapos - a one-stop mailing service, provides customers with word processing,
graphic layout, printing, inserting, enveloping, mail processing and delivery services. The
post office also offers Admail, which is an unaddressed mail-house drop service that allows
businesses to reach every door they want. The South African Post Office offers Web Shop
Couriers, which allows up to 30kg delivery anywhere in the world. It also provides access to
interactive directories of local and national business pages, Internet shopping, electronic
office facilities, and a smart card for secure financial transactions. E-cert was launched in
January 2000 by Hong Kong Post Certification Authority as a public key infrastructure to
facilitate greater e-commerce. E-cert is expected to reduce the lack of security that constrains
e-commerce today, mainly by addressing e-business concerns of authenticity, integrity,
confidentiality, and nonrepudiation. To complement its E-cert launch, Hong Kong Post
offers logistic solutions such as collection of goods from suppliers, warehousing and
inventory management, order taking, packaging, return of defective goods to suppliers,
inventory and delivery status reports, display of product catalogues, and collection of
payment

* E-Government. This refers to govermnent services offered through electronic channels. The
benefits of using information and communications technology to provide numerous
government services can be substantial, particularly for a large country such as India. E-
government should help to cut red tape, improve efficiency, reduce costs, and reduce rent-
seeking opportunities. This will be particularly beneficial to rural and poorer people in India.
The Public Services Network (PSN) in Malaysia is an online application system that enables
the public to transact various government agencies' services at post office counters.
Launched in May 1994, some of PSN's services include the renewal of driving licenses and
renewal of business registrations. PSN's mission is to extend these services to other
government agencies that interact with the public.

* Other initiatives. The South African Post Office is also piloting e-ducation distance-learning
courses, e-mail, and Internet access through public kiosks. In common with the hybrid postal
services of many other countries, the Israeli post office has introduced doar tech, a system
that converts an electronic message into a hard copy and then posts it at the closest postal unit
for onward delivery. Malaysia also has self-service automated machines that can be accessed
around the clock to meet postal needs (purchasing stamps, weighing) as well as to pay fines
and utility bills, etc.

Singapore an enabling environment for new products and services

Singapore Post, a subsidiary of Singapore Telecommunications Limited, is a private holding
company. Under a license granted by the Telecommunications Authority of Singapore, Singapore
Post will be the exclusive provider through 31 March 2007, and a nonexclusive provider through
the end of March 2017, of basic mail services, letters and postcards (its only monopoly).
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Box 2.1: Lateral Thinking Leads to Innovative Solutions in the South Africa Post Office

The South African Post Office (SAPO) has entered into an agreement to fonn an alliance with CompuQuote, the Cape
Town-based comparative insurance and financial quotation and e-commerce company to provide financial services
via a number of its electronic delivery channels. SAPO is rolling out unique state-of-the-art electronic services to help
it provide more than traditional postal services to some 40 million people who are scattered geographically across an
area of more than 1.2 million square kilometers. These electronic delivery channels include:

* In addition to telephones, faxing and photocopying, Internet-cafe computer facilities, Internet access and
value-added financial services through CompuQuote.

* Biometric systems developed by Computer Configuration Holdings (CCH) to identify and register a
prospective user allowing the user to use a post office anywhere in South Africa. The user will be given an
exclusive e-mail address and a secure PIN access number, which will allow access to all post office facilities.

* A project in partnership with the Department of Communications will provide access to the Internet, personal
e-mail services, and govemment infomuation such as access to passport and ID forms. All these services will
also be available on Intemet Web sites (www.sapo.co.za) and (www.pit.co.za).

SAPO has developed a number of payment systems that take advantage of its unique infrastructure and distribution
throughout South Africa. These services include "Pay-a-Bill," which allows the public to pay over 100 different
accounts at post office counters such as Telkom accounts, television (SABC) licenses, municipality accounts, mail
order houses, financial institutions, loan repayments, and credit card accounts

With the realization that many of its monopoly products will be open to full competition in 2007,
Singapore Post has initiated a concerted growth effort directed at diversifying into non-monopoly
mail products as well as non-mail products. Most products have been developed following the
corporatization of the service after 1992. Since then it has widened its customer base, improved
its public image, and strengthened its position in the electronic market place.

Singapore Post recognizes that its postal outlet network represents a unique access to consumers
and has marketed this network to other companies. For example with e-Gift, the Post works with
large commercial customers, mailing out gifts on their behalf. In developing new products it has
considered the effect of new technology - for example, configuring its PAMs to accept bank debit
cards. E-post, its first hybrid product, merges the electronic transfer of data with the Post's
physical distribution system. Some innovative new products and services are described in Box
2.2.E-government

Box 2.2: Singapore Posts Innovative Service Offering
. Goods distribution service
* QTV -a loop of commercial advertisements for customers to view at post offices
* E-post - electronic processing and distribution
* E-commerce payment and fulfillment services
* Business reply services for questionnaires, etc.
* Mailing list and data source - consumer lifestyle, shopping habits, etc.
* Poster panels for advertisements
* Postal services mail notice - arrival, dispatch, time, etc.

Singapore has an extensive e-government Website called eCitizen Center
(http://www.ecitizen.gov.sp/) that offers a wide array of services. These services are grouped
under nine major headings illustrated in the Table 2.1 below. In addition, the site offers logical
links (e.g., in the site for opening utility accounts, information is provided on suppliers of cooking
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appliances, etc.) and information assistance covering areas such as how to set up a business, best
practices, how to employ people in Singapore, care for the elderly, and so on. Table 2.1 shows the
complete "menu" of eCitizen Center.

Table 2.1: eCitizen Menu of Options

Business Education Health
ADDly for Patent Attend Primary School Seek Healthy Sportina
Apply for Trademark Attend Secondary School Lifestyle
Apply for Technology Suoport Attend JC/CI/PoIY/lTE Seek Dental Care
Set UD a Business Pursue Tertiary Education Seek Hospital Services
Develop Your Enterprise Upgrade Your Skills Care for the Elderdy
Rent Commercial/Industrial Overseas Singaporean Housing
Propertv Enrollment Buying a prop)erty
Organize Arts & Cultural Events Employment Looking for a proDertv
Adopt Best Practices Back to Work Renting a flat

Defense Lookinq for a Job Selling a propertv
ApplY for MINDEF & SAF Upgrade Your Skills Move House
Scholarship Emploving People L & O
Do Business with MINDEF Retirina from the Workforce File a Police Report
Pursue a First Class Career Working in Singagore Pay for Offences
Find out about National Service Fml
ReisdOte fbort National Service Family Obtain Le-gal Advice/Aid
Register for National Service Get Married Insolvency and Public
Extend National Service Start a Familv Trustees Office

Clim Srutin PyRegister Birth Transportaion

Go foNSenPa Care for the Elderly Travel Overseas

Go Overseas Leam to Drive/Ride
Maintain a Car
Use Public Transport

Briefly described below are a few selected examples of services offered via the Internet in
Singapore (taken from the Table 2.1).

Birth Registration. It is possible to register births online. In addition, the site offers useful
information such as an immunization timetable chart for the newborn. There is also information
on family planning, tax rebates for children, health care, and an application for parenting
brochures, handbooks, and video tapes.

Education. All necessary registration information for children attending primary and secondary
schools is available online. The site also offers information on course offerings, school
locations, school availability, awards, financial schemes, and so on.

Employment This site is useful to both the prospective employees as well as employers. It
provides information and links to different agencies involved in the employment process, online
application for jobs, salary enquiries, forms for provident fund calculation and registration,
checklists, information on how to search for jobs, how to prepare for interviews, rights and
obligations of workers - and more.

Housing. This site offers information on procedures for purchase, sale, lease, rent as well as
current market valuation, resale price index, and access to provident-fund balances (one of its
main uses being house purchases).
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Marriage. This site provides information on the formalities to be completed before marriage as
well as information on preparation for marriage, conflict resolution, improving communication
after marriage, online application for brochures on parenting, information on buying property
such as eligibility for housing, financial assistance, etc.

Business. This site offers information on how to set up a business, best practices, applications for
trademark and patents, applications for technological support resources, government development
assistance for small and medium-sized enterprises, and regulations for commercial properties.

Retirement. This site offers information on the formalities to be completed at retirement,
activities and services for the elderly, information on provident fund withdrawal, health care
benefits, etc.

Elderly. This site has information on elder care , a list of social day centers for the elderly,
travel advice, concessions available, information on health-care schemes, access to weight and
height charts, nutrition watch, and so on.

Paldstan - Autonomy for Service Delivery

The Pakistan Post Office was separated from telecommunications in 1962 as a government
department. On I August 1992, a presidential ordinance converted the post from a government
department into a government-owned corporation. Its autonomy is confined to the postal services
proper - and fixing rates and development plans require prior government approval.

Presently, the Pakistan Post Office offers the following services:

* Delivery of mail within and between urban centers;
* Money transfer services throughout the country and abroad;
* Payment of military and retirement pensions;
* Issuance of driving licenses;
* Issuance of vehicle insurance;
* Access to life insurance and savings;
* Collection of certain taxes.

To take advantage of the developments in information and communications technology (ICT), the
Postal Services Corporation of Pakistan signed an agreement with Paknet to establish cyber cafes
at major post offices, from March 31, 2001. Efforts are also underway to train postal staff in the
use of computers so that they can provide e-mail facilities to the general public.

The additional services to be provided by the post offices with the use of ICT include facilitation
of financial transactions, e-mail, banking services in rural areas in collaboration with various
banks, and trials of utility bill payment in certain areas in Karachi. A postal aviation facility is
also proposed between selected major cities and the United Arab Emirates for the swifter delivery
of mail. Restrictions on parcel weights have also been increased from 20 to 50 kgs while the
commission of franchise post offices is being revised to attract new private partners.

India - Andra Pradesh e-Government Initiative

A strong commitment to IT has brought Andhra Pradesh to the forefront of IT development in
India. The strength of the government's intent is evident from its comprehensive IT policy
document, as well as the initiation of various projects in line with the policy document. The
policy covers all aspects of IT development, from creating an enabling environment to
strengthening infrastructure, promoting public awareness and access, human resource
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development, and the like. The IT sector envisages Andra Pradesh attaining a position of
leadership and excellence in the information age and transforming itself into a knowledge society.

Andra Pradesh's IT policy targets economic development, human resource development, and
good governance. Good governance is further divided into the following categories:

* Government - citizen interface
* Government - business interface
* Intra-governmental processes

Government-Citizen Interface

Despite significant development in this area, government has more ambitious plans. IT will be
employed extensively to create a smart - Simple, Moral, Accountable, Responsive and
Transparent - government. Effort is being made to minimize state controls and regulations while
enhancing the efficiency of those that remain. Specific initiatives currently underway are briefly
described below:

APSWAN (Andhra Pradesh State Wide Area Network)

APSWAN will be the backbone network for voice, data, and video communications throughout
the state of Andra Pradesh. The network will be used for inter- governmental communications,
government and citizen interface, and government-to-business interface. It is expected to connect
all government departments initially but to be extended at later stages to Mandal (district)
headquarters, other towns, and eventually the villages. The network became operational on
November 1, 1999, when the State Secretariat was connected with 25 centers, including all the
district headquarter towns. The video conferencing facility of the APSWAN (between the State
Secretariat and the 25 cities/towns) has already been used for:

* Administrative reviews and conferences;
* Distance and online training of governmental officials;
* Demonstration of best practices from the departments;
* Faster transmission of technology from lab to land.

CARD (Computer-Aided Administration of Registration Department)

This has replaced the manual registration and recording of immovable property transaction
documents while also providing other services. The project was designed, developed, and
implemented in 214 locations within 18 months. What used to take weeks or days is now being
done in less than an hour. The additional services include valuation assistance, sale of stamps,
and document writing. Over one million documents have been registered under this system since
its inception in November 1998.
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MPHS (Multipurpose Household Survey Project)

The MPHS is one of the largest IT projects undertaken by the government. It is woven around a
database that will include the socioeconomic data of all state residents and a database of land
records. The survey is expected to be implemented in all the 1,122 Mandals. One important use
of this database would be to identify poverty-alleviation program targets. It could also be used to
issue multipurpose identity cards, maintain land records, acquisition, distribution, etc. To date,
the MPHS has been implemented in 320 Mandals; computers have been installed in all the
Mandals. The government hopes to use this infrastructure as the vehicle for taking the benefits of
IT to the common man.

TWINS (Twin Cities Network Services)

Through a chain of easily accessible computerized Integrated Citizen Service Centers (ICSCs),
citizens of the twin cities of Hyderabad and Secunderabad will have access to selected services
and infornation of departments and agencies of state and central governments.

The pilot ICSC of the TWINS project has been operational since December 1999. The TWINS
project will eventually offer one-stop services to the public through multiple delivery channels
that could include other electronic kiosks and the Internet. The salient features of the program
include fully air-conditioned counters, an electronic queuing system, and a digital camera and
digital pad available for photographs and signatures. The center also offers parking and the
facilities to conduct driving tests

Currently, TWINS offers normal bill payment services and the issuance of certificates and
licenses such as birth and drivers' licenses. Additional facilitation services such as change of
address and transfer of vehicle ownership are also offered. The pilot project is expected to be
extended throughout 18 large cities on a BOOT (Build-Own-Operate-Transfer) basis. The
number of citizen services will be increased to include certain B2C services such as insurance,
finance, and banking. Some of the services will be made available on the Internet. An electronic
payment system is also a part of the proposed plan. The project is expected to become
operational in phases. By March 2001, the 18 centers - with 150 computerized counters -
covered the twin cities.

APDMS (Andhra Pradesh Development Monitoring System)

Developed by the Planning Department, the APDMS combines a geographical information
system with data from remote sensing satellites. The system was launched in January 2000.
APDMS has created base maps of all the Mandals and the constituent villages and habitations,
with road network data, community infrastructure, basic demographic data, and soil and geo-
morphological data. This is expected to benefit the research, analysis, project design, and
monitoring of various development and poverty alleviation initiatives.

FAST (Fully Automated Services of Transport)

FAST is another e-govemment project that aims to provide services such as learner's licenses,
driving licenses, and registration of vehicles through a comprehensive, networked solution. The
pilot project was launched on May 2000 in three cities in the state. It is being implemented on a
BOO (Build, Own, Operate) basis to be replicated if successful.
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SKIMS (Secretariat Knowledge and Information Management System)

SKIMS is designed to develop a generic product that efficiently manages the information and
knowledge of large repository organizations such as the secretariat. The government intends to
implement the SKIMS project in a phased manner over 18 months. It is expected that the final
product will also be useful to other Indian states. Some of the goals of the project are increased
employee productivity, creation of a knowledge bank, exploitation of the power of computer
networks, automation of the secretariat's workflow, and provision of effective performance
evaluation tools.

Box 2.3 China Postal Bureau's e-commerce Initiative

In Japan and France, the largest consumer banks in terms of branches are in the postal savings systems.
China will likely follow. The China Postal Bureau has announced a new effort to develop electronic
commerce. A bank card system will be developed with nationwide settlements for automated teller
machines (ATMs) used by the post office. China Post has over US$46.13 billion in deposits, making it the
fifth largest depository institution in China. China Post's 110 million account holders will be able to carry
out transactions on the Internet

The first phase of this project, called E-POST, will involve the deployment of 16 payment gateways in
cities and provinces around the country with a settlement center in Beijing. The focus of E-POST is the
China Post's "Green Card" - the bureau's ATM/debit card - so named for the color of the ubiquitous
postal workers' uniforms. The China Post's offline reach into cities and the countryside of almost 13,000
deposit counters and 3,330 ATMs already rivals that of the largest bank, the Industrial and Commercial
Bank of China (ICBC). By extending its reach online, the bureau's over 13 million green card holders will
be able to purchase items from online merchants, pay bills, and purchase stamps, money orders, and
periodicals.

With the move, China Post draws closer to addressing the two bottlenecks in e-commnerce in China -
payment and delivery. Already, China Post is the leading delivery-service provider in China and has
recently introduced home-delivery service for parcels. In addition, a large number of e-commerce
transactions are paid via postal transfer or money order, especially by consumers in rural areas.

The E-POST initiative is among others by the China Post to modernize and improve services. The "Green
Card" project began in 1994. It was conceived as a nationwide initiative for building a computer-network
system that allows the management of deposit accounts with such functions as interest calculation, deposits
and withdrawals, operation and management reporting, interbranch transaction processing, and interbranch
clearing and settlement.

However, considerable difficulties remain for e-commerce in China. Consumer banking still lacks
extensive services, and foreign exchange controls hamper transactions across borders. Still, the
announcement of developments in payments schemes and the rapid adoption of e-commerce platforms by
banks is impressive. Before China Post's effort, the Industrial and Commercial Bank of China, China
Construction Bank and China Merchant's Bank, among others, have launched platforms. With new
electronic payment arrangements, China is making viable efforts to create a nationwide bankcard and e-
commerce systems.
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World Bank Group Support to Postal Reform

General Approach'

The World Bank Group (WBG) regards postal services as part of the overall information
infrastructure sector of a country. Postal reform projects are therefore often closely related to
telecommunications and information technology projects. The Bank encourages comprehensive
postal reform projects including sector policy changes (legislative, regulatory, and institutional)
as well as enterprise modernization (restructuring of the main postal operator). The Bank can
assist with ambitious transformation programs that typically include elements of market
liberalization and the corporatization of the public postal entity. The Bank Group also typically
encourages private sector participation. However, it is understood that one size does notfit all
and that postal reform can come in many different forms each appreciating specific country
conditions and circumstances.

Typical World Bank-supported projects start with a postal sector policy, which can include a new
postal law, elements of market liberalization, a clear definition of universal service obligations,
and a regulatory framework. The Bank also supports the restructuring and modernization of
existing postal operations - corporatization, commercialization, and private sector participation
are the key concepts. As soon as a strong and reliable postal system has been established, the
Bank also encourages and supports the development of new business (expansion of the product
base and value-added services).

While the Bank strategy is still developing, the following are the World Bank's major objectives:

Regulatory Reform to
* Promote competition;
* Increase private sector participation in the sector;
* Increase the demand for and the supply of postal services;
* Provide the public operator with corporate autonomy and responsibility.

Capacity buUding to
* Improve the public operator's operational and financial performance;
* Increase the operator's market responsiveness by commercializing its operations;
* Extend coverage to achieve truly universal postal services.

Defnition ofpotentiaifor upgrading the postal network to
* Improve postal operations and efficiency through expanded use of IT;
* Expand access to the information infrastructure through the post office;
* Increase access to and use of e-government, e-coimmerce, and financial services

through the postal network.

The WBG is assisting reform/expansion in postal and related sectors (such as
telecommunications) in a number of countries such as Argentina, the Islanic Republic of
Mauritania, Republic of Trinidad and Tobago, Kingdom of Morocco, Guatemala, Algeria, and
Kazakhstan.

While the degree of involvement differs in each country, the common theme is reform through
privatization and deregulation, with a majority of the investments eannarked for infrastructure,

2 The Postal Industry in an Internet Age, The World Bank and the Universal Postal Union 2001.
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institution building, equipment, removing redundancies, and capacity building. These projects
deal mainly with support at the policy (direction) level. Consequently, there is very little detailed
information on new postal and postal banking services and products. The objectives of these
projects are briefly described below.

Algeria Telecommunications and Postal Sector Reform Project 2000

The key postal sector issues identified in Algeria are an inadequate provision of service, a need to
reform and rebalance tariffs, an inadequate legal and regulatory and institutional framework, and
lack of a development strategy. To address these issues a US$9.0 million loan will:

* Establish a new legal and regulatory framework;
* Support a liberalization of policy;
* Restructure the Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications;
* Privatize the telecommunications entity;
* Elaborate a postal development strategy;
* Strengthen the communication strategy and provide capacity building.

Mauritania Telecommunications and Postal Sectors Reform 1999

The main issues in the sector are an underdeveloped information infrastructure; poor availability
and high costs of communication and information services that constrain broad-based private-
sector-led growth and competitiveness of exports; an organizational structure and culture that has
not been responsive to the market (nor efficient); and a legal and institutional framework that has
not adapted to the rapid technological, market, and policy changes worldwide in this sector. A
$US 12.0 million project seeks to address these issues by:

* Improving labor efficiency (removing redundancies estimated at 40 percent);
* Developing a regulatory framework that improves overall sector performance and

responsiveness by creating both a greater demand and a greater supply of postal
products;

* Improving the institutional, operational, and commercial capacity of the public
operator;

* Using the postal network to extend universal access to information and financial
services.

The post office is expected to benefit from its wide network when it is able to offer new profitable
services - e.g. direct mail delivery, specialized postal services such as passport application,
facsimile, Internet access, and so on - through the greater use of technology.

Morocco Post and the Information Technology Sector Adjustment Loan 1999

The purpose of the EUR85.2 million loan is to support the progress that has already been made by
the Moroccan government in its telecommunications, post, and information technology sectors'
reform program. The objectives of the proposed credit are

* Increasing competition in telecommunications;
* Strengthening the regulatory framework;
* Preparing the incumbent telecommunications operator,
* Expanding access to telecommunications services;
* Strengthening the competitiveness of postal services;
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* Ensuring the inclusion of Morocco in the information society.

Trinidad and Tobago Postal Services Reform Project 1999

This credit addresses the problems of extremely poor service being provided by the Trinidad and
Tobago Post Office and Postal Savings Bank. The US$23.0 million project seeks to address this
by:

* Improving labor efficiency (removing redundancies estimated at 40 percent);
* Increasing private participation through private management of a corporatized entity

and deregulation of postal products-designed to attract new private operators;
* Rehabilitating facilities and modernizing equipment (buildings, equipment,

management information systems, and complete revamping of the transport fleet);
* Strengthening institutional capacity within the government to carry out the reform.

Argentina Postal Investment Project 1998

This project aims to assist the turn around of Argentina's postal service, touted as the first fully
privatized postal service in the world. The challenges facing the service include over staffing,
lack of training, poor cost control, ineffective management, and limited investment that has
resulted in outdated technology and deteriorating morale. As part of the package, the
International Finance Corporation (IFC) will provide finance that commercial banks are reluctant
to provide. This is a flagship project that will be advocated for replication if successful. With
privatization and private management and investment, productivity and quality of the services are
expected to improve.

Total project cost is $344.4 million with 54 percent of the project funds earmarked for
investment in (i) upgrading mail-handling centers, including a new central sorting plant for
Buenos Aires; (ii) upgrading information and communication systems; and (iii) improving
buildings. Around 35 percent will be used for the voluntary retirement program aimed at
removing redundancies. As such, the project concentrates more on infrastructure aspects though
it anticipates benefits from the increased use of advanced technologies. There does not appear to
be any postal banking aspect though the private owner has the right to use the network of post
offices to provide whatever services it deems appropriate.

Guatemala Private Participation in Infrastructure 1997

The main issues stem from the poor quality and poor coverage of infrastructure that has slowed
economic growth. The $13.0 million technical assistance loan will seek to:
* Prepare entities for privatization and concessioning in the power, telecommunications,

and postal sectors;
* Identify viable opportunities for concessioning the construction (and maintenance) of

new highways;
* Restructure INDE (National Electrification Institute);
* Provide training and equipment to strengthen regulatory agencies in these sectors;
* Develop new sector legislation as well as secondary legislation and regulations;
* Strengthen the capacity of the government through the executing agency to manage

and implement privatization and concessioning programs.
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Future directions

The array of nontraditional services being offered with the use of advanced communications
technology, as demonstrated in the above examples, appear to be easily replicable. The services
fall into three broad categories: using ICT to provide additional and extended postal services
(including own banking):, agency services (intermediary between government and people,
government and businesses, business and consumers); and business solutions (such as total
inventory management - including transportation, warehousing, and packing services - and also
the collection and dissemination of information). Among these, nontraditional services in the
"agency" category appear to be the most popular. There also appears to be an opportunity (while
regulation of the Internet is weak) in providing an "honest broker" service through the
establishment of a portal that guarantees its transactions (something similar to the World Bank
Gateway Project).

The experiences of these countries give some idea of the potential of information and
communication technology's capacity to expand and reform delivery of postal and related
services. However, much is still in the realm of possibilities and, in that respect, the proposed
postal reform in India can break new ground. The country is well positioned to complement
improved communications (through use of IT) with support for physical delivery (with expanded
and improved infrastructure) and facilitation of financial transactions (improved postal savings
banking services as well as acceptance of payments). Its ability to provide such integrated
services should lend itself as a preferred interface for e-commerce, e-government, or e-anything.
In addition, its reform may also be one of the best and quickest ways to take technology and its
benefits to the rural population of India.
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CHAPTER THREE
The Modernization of India Post - Status, Challenges,
Perspectives
India Post: An overview

The postal sector in India has a long tradition. It is stable and is an important social and
economic entity in the country. It is, however, relatively undeveloped as far as mail traffic
volumes and modernization are concerned. The postal market is clearly dominated by Indian
Post, a government department. There is no real separation between operator, owner, and
regulator.

The Indian Post Office is a large organization that provides services to all parts of the country and
to all businesses and citizens. More than 600,000 full time employees handle almost 16 billion
mail items per year. They also handle more than 110 million money orders and administer 114
million saving accounts. Whereas most basic postal services are heavily subsidized, the
introduction of profitable, new value-added services has been successful. Currently, the total
revenues of about $700.0 million cover roughly 55 percent of total costs.

In India the postal service is primarily seen as a mechanism by which people throughout the
country can be connected. Indeed, the annual report states that "the subsidy on the postal
network is approximately thirty three per cent" and that "this subsidy on rural network which is a
social responsibility, should not form a part of the postal deficit. " This suggests that the
government accepts the network as a social obligation for which it is prepared to pay.

The goal for government and India Post should be to attain a position where the reserved services
reach a volume that actually pays for the provision of the universal service obligation. In
conjunction, it also should be the goal of India Post to increase the number of services available at
postal outlets in order to raise the number of transactions per customer and per office.

Legal and regulatory environment

The Indian Post Department operates on the same legal basis as any other government department
or ministry. It was separated from telecommunications in 1980, but the minister of
communications remains responsible for both branches. However, while the telecom department
has been modernized in many ways and recently underwent initial steps towards corporatization,
the post department continues to operate more or less in a traditional manner. The postal
organization does not have its own budget (which makes it quite different from India's other
major public service obligation, the railway system).

Although India Post is still entitled to large reserved services, there is no effective regulatory
system to secure these monopoly rights. International experience has demonstrated that the range
of products, the quality of services, and the general ability to adapt to fast-changing market needs
as well as the overall financial performance of a postal entity are very closely related to its legal
status and regulatory environment. A policy framework that comes with rigid constraints
typically impedes market flexibility and success. A more detailed analysis of the legal
environment is presented in Chapter Four.
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Political objectives, vision, mission

India's postal system provides important social functions that clearly go beyond pure business
considerations. It has been the government's policy over the last 40 years to expand the postal
infrastructure that today covers the entire country and every Indian village. Such an arrangement
is considered essential to provide affordable postal services to all groups within society. The vast
rural network and a wide range of universal service obligations require public subsidies. But
apart from basic services, a need for premium products also has been acknowledged. The postal
leadership has understood that business customers are, to some degree, willing to pay higher
prices for quicker and more customized services.

According to its mission statement: "India Post is to provide high quality mail, parcel and related
services in India and throughout the world; to be recognized as an efficient and excellent
organization exceeding the expectations of the customers, employees and the society". The
mission statement continues in pointing out customer focus and employee orientation as guiding
principles. It also emphasizes the "total recognition of the responsibilities as a part of the social,
industrial and commercial life of the country."

The government clearly focuses on the social functions of the postal system. The socioeconomic
role of the postal sector is stressed in all official statements. To a large degree, this is also
reflected in the public perception of India Post. It is evident that India Post enjoys a special status
in the Indian society. It is part of daily life and is not considered as a normal business. The post
office is a well regarded and trusted institution. With parts of the general public, the post - as part
of the Indian government - is even perceived as more reliable and accountable than the private
sector.

The postal system is especially important to the rural regions and is extensively used by poor
people. The boy from the remote village who comes to the big city sends letters and money
home. The postman will even read the letter to the illiterate parents and helps them with writing
the response. The number of postal outlets continues to grow all over the country. In the north
eastern region, special initiatives for postal development exist that push for better postal coverage
even for sparsely populated areas that are difficult to reach.

Operational Parameters

Organizational structures

India Post is a department within the Ministry of Communications. Its board consists of the
secretary of posts and three members for operations, personnel and development, with a board
secretary and financial advisor also part of the board.

The postal system operates on an organizational basis similar to that of the country. Where the
country has states, India Post has 22 circles, which are further split into regions. The circles have
a certain amount of autonomy in their operation and have budgetary control over the functions
within their area. The circles are split into mail operations and post office outlets.

In the postal outlet infrastructure there are 840 head post offices with 26,150 sub post offices and
137,000 branch post offices. The reporting structure of all postal outlets feeds through the head
post office to the circle level.
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Each of the circles has several sorting offices that sort mail to all offices within its area. They
also sort mail to all offices in neighboring circles and to distant circles where the volume of mail
dictates. Where volumes do not permit, sorting takes place in one nominated office within a
circle. Mail is then generally transported through one of 69 Railway Mail Service Divisions.
They are supported by 1,573 mail offices throughout the country where mail is generated and
sorted.

To gain additional flexibility, a Business Development Group (BDG) has been established as a
separate directorate, which is already working in a significantly more commercialized manner
Performance elements related to pay have been introduced for that group. This organizational
measure is considered a first step to gradual corporatization. Similar differentiations from the
main organization structure are planned for the operation of new business services.

Management team

Top management is almost entirely recruited from postal ranks. As a government department, the
post office is managed on the same basis as other public agencies. India Post is led by well
educated and highly qualified civil servants. The management is forward looking and open to
new ideas, and it is evident that the need for change has been clearly understood at the highest
levels. The leadership of India Post is motivated to transform the traditional postal administration
into a modem enterprise, without compromising its social and political functions.

There are efforts to improve the executive development programs. The training facilities and
programs for postal management are good and are also used to train managers from foreign postal
organizations.

However, structural constraints do not allow for the degree of managerial autonomy that is
required to lead an enterprise that has to thrive and adapt in a fast-changing market environment.
In particular, the salary structures do not reflect the level of responsibility of the postal leadership
and performance-oriented incentives are rare.

Staff

The total number of staff is about 600,000 of which there are 294,000 full-time employees
(departmental staff) who are civil servants and whose status is the same as other government
employees. There are an additional 306,000 extra departmental (often part-time) employees who
do not enjoy the full social benefits of civil servants. In addition, there are 400,000 registered
agents who help to market financial services on a commission basis, resulting in a total of about I
million staff employed by India Post.

The social function of the post office is exemplified in the so-called compassionate appointments.
In the event of the death - sometime also in the case of invalidation - of an employee
(departmental or extra-departmental), a family member has the right to be appointed in the same
category.

As is typical for government-owned postal organizations staffed with civil servant employees, in
the lower ranks average salaries are higher than in the private sector. On the other hand, top
management is relatively poorly paid in relation to its responsibilities and private-sector salaries
for similar positions. As a result, relatively high labor costs put India Post's competitive position
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at risk whenever private players enter segments of the postal market. All salaries are paid in cash
at the end of the month.

In spite of obvious overstaffing, significant staff reductions are politically impossible - presenting
considerable problems for India Post. In changing its business and services, India Post has to try
to train the staff within its ranks rather than recruit specialists for the jobs. Postal organizations
worldwide have faced this issue, and none has developed a suitable solution, except where postal
operations have been fully commercialized. Any organization that is still part of government has
an obligation to its employee base. Within India Post, however, there has been little growth in
staff numbers over the recent past. However, this has not slowed the rate of increase of
operational expenses.

Since downsizing is not politically feasible, the postal management has tried to intensify re-
deployment measures. This is a major challenge as existing staff frequently do not posses the
requisite skills and experience. However, the staff is eager to get additional training, especially in
IT-related areas. Permanent transfers to other government agencies are not common.

Incentive mechanisms are also weakly developed. Performance-related pay is almost non-
existent, and virtually all promotions are based on seniority rather than capacity. The number of
external hires is small. All specialists and managers - even at the highest levels - have been
developed from within the organization.

Promotion within the organization is also typically along civil service lines. There is an element
of seniority, where the person who has been in post longest will be the person chosen as a
replacement to a management position. Currently, there is also an influx of highly educated staff
at junior levels due to the economic problems within India. However, there is no mechanism to
identify such staff and use their skills in more appropriate areas.

India Post has several training establishments. The main postal management college, based in
Ghaziabad, was established in 1977 to meet the training and development needs of management
within India Post. The college's core courses are in postal and financial management and in
training staff; it draws on the experience of India Post experts in addition to university professors.
The main training program is "Induction Training for Postal Service Officers," which gives a
grounding in all aspects of the postal operation in three modules. Management development
programs are also provided for senior officers, and these courses are also used to stimulate
discussion on policy issues.

The year-round training facilities at the college are impressive. It clearly provides management
employees with key skills. The college has good computer facilities, which also aid in training,
and an excellent library with a very good software management system developed by India Post.

Mail volumes

The overall mail traffic in 1999-2000 was almost 15.8 billion. While this represents only a
marginal increase over the previous year, the overall trend has been increasing since 1995. Over
the five-year period, the increase in volumes has been 20 percent, representing an average year-
on-year growth of over 4 percent. In terms of items per capita per annum, the figures are
reasonable when compared with countries in the same region - although lower than Sri Lanka,
Malaysia, and South Korea as Table 3.1 below shows.
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Table 3.1: Mail Volumes in Selected Countries 1996-1999
Items per inhab tant per annum

Country 1996 1997 1998 1999
India 14.5 15.8 16.4 16.1
Bangladesh 2.0 4.3 4.4 n/a
China 6.4 5.5 5.2 4.8
Indonesia 3.6 3.8 3.4 n/a
Malaysia 46 48 45 44
Mauritius 43 44 47 47
Pakistan n/a n/a 2.9 2.0
Singapore 173 184 n/a n/a
South Africa 56 54 52 50
South Korea 83 85 77 81
Sri Lanka 26 n/a 23 n/a
France 416 432 436 443
UK 309 313 323 325
USA 691 705 729 734

In industrial countries, mail volumes continue to rise despite competition from e-mail and other
alternative communication channels - as shown in Chapter One. The electronic revolution can be
seen as both a threat and an opportunity for the entire communications market. It is the task of
postal businesses to capture a share of the increasing communications market. Structures of letter
mail traffic throughout the world do not differ drastically and Figure 3.1 below shows the
importance of mail flows from businesses. Clearly, it is business that generates the greatest
volume of mail (78 percent in total), and business also represents the most lucrative mail stream
since the collection cost per item is very low and even zero - as many businesses deliver mail
directly to the sorting center.

Figure 3.1: Business Versus Consumer Usage of Postal Services
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Mail volume growth areas tend to be the new business services (Speed Post, Business Post,
Express Post), although from a relatively modest base. While the promotion of these products
should be encouraged, it is important not to lose sight of the core services that are the backbone
of the postal service. It is important to establish systems and an organizational structure that will
enable India Post to generate core postal volumes.
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Nevertheless, new media - especially the telephone which has reached almost all villages (with
public phone facilities) - have changed mail-related behavior. About 400,000 villages have at
least one public phone facility used to keep in touch with family members who live in other
locations. The substitution of traditional letter mail (especially C2C) by telephoning has not been
compensated by the continuous growth in business letters.

Direct advertisement mail, the segment that accounts for the highest growth rates in most
developed countries, is still very small in India. Systematic efforts to market direct mail products
to business customers have only recently begun. Parcel traffic is also quite low although reliable
data is not available.

Network, production system, technology

The Indian postal system handles over 15.75 billion pieces of mail a year or over 40 million items
every day (not to mention banking transactions and other services). The production networks
have been developed and differentiated over a long period of time. In spite of many advanced
initiatives, the use of modem technology, especially IT, is still limited. Furthermore, a wide
range of IT-supported systems require consolidation and integration.

With 154,149 postal offices and 554 sorting offices, India Post has the most extensive postal
retail network in the world. Almost 90 percent (more than 137,000) of outlets are in rural
villages. The number of outlets has been continuously growing since 1947 (when there were only
23,000 offices), and there is still political pressure to open additional offices. As a rule of thumb,
a village with 3,000 to 5,000 inhabitants has a post office. On average, a postal outlet serves a
population of 6,400. In Table 3.2 below this is clearly better than all other countries in the region,
bar Singapore, which is a geographical anomaly. The figure also compares very well with the
three industrial countries in the table and actually provides a higher density of postal outlets than
the United States. To bring postal services to even more villages, a new scheme (Panchayat
Sanchar Sewa Yojana) has been recently introduced wherein an agency-type postal outlet offers
basic services.

About 1,000 post offices have been computerized and another 3,000 will be over the next three
years. Computers are multipurpose counter machines that already process more than 700,000
transactions every month. The software that enables the integration of front-office and back-
office operations in a networked environment has been developed in-house. Computerization
efforts have been very much limited to postal outlets in big cities. Some of the larger outlets offer
touch-screen information kiosks. A high-speed VSAT network is under preparation.

India Post has a vast mail collection network, including more than 520,000 letter boxes (426,667
of which are in rural areas) covering almost all villages. The transportation network uses
commercial airlines, railways (India Post owns 267 "bogies," Railway Mail Service (RMS), and
trucks (Mail Motor Service - MMS). There are exclusive networks for specific mail segments
such as MetroChannel for mail flows between the big cities, GreenChannel for local mail, or
BusinessChannel for bulk mail.

The delivery network not only covers all Indian villages (137,000) but literally reaches all houses
and households. There is universal home delivery in all villages of the country - a feature which
exists in only a very few countries in the world. Where no address exists, the description of the
receiving person or the description of the residence and its location is sufficient for successful
delivery. The local postmaster/letter carrier normally knows all residents and businesses.
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Table 3.2 Inhabitants Per Post Office Selected Countries 1996-1999

Inhabitants per Post Office
Country 1996 1997 1998 1999
India 6,139 6,241 n/a 6,400
Bangladesh 12,984 n/a 14,074 N/a
China 10,847 9,611 11,191 10,822
Indonesia 12,989 10,566 10,150 N/a
Malaysia 14,605 14,747 16,049 17,204
Mauritius 10,970 11,165 11,485 11,470
Pakistan N/a 10,454 9,822 10,464
Singapore 2,809 3,835 4,121 4,265
South Africa n/a 16,835 17,202 16,842
South Korea 12,978 12,835 12,861 12,796
Sri Lanka 4,333 N/a 4,383 N/a
France 3,419 3,417 3,454 3.490
UK 3,074 3,106 3,146 3,202
USA 5,922 6,006 7,090 7,155
Source: UPU statistics.

Most sorting processes are undertaken manually. Only two automatic processing centers with
high speed letter sorting machines are in place (Mumbai and Chennai). However, an increasing
number of mail offices and transit mail offices have received computer systems to handle
accountable articles like registered articles. The six-digit postal code system appears to be widely
used. Premium products, such as Speed Post, are sorted in separate centers and delivered by
dedicated networks (using mopeds).

India Post's Web presence is extensive. There is a main Web site (www.indiapost.org) as well as
many additional sites of the Business Development Group and other units. A wide range of
information is available online. The Web site, however, does not permit business transactions.

Revenues

The post office is part of the Indian government and, as such, all revenues go directly to the
Ministry of Finance and are not available for the postal organization. That is also true of the
savings collected through the Post Office Savings Bank, which have to be passed over to the state
bank as soon as possible. The post office does not receive the interest on the mobilized funds.

Revenues come from four major sources: sale of stamps, postage realized in cash, commission on
money orders and Indian postal orders, and other receipts. In addition the post earns significant
revenue in the form of recoveries, which are the payment for services rendered on behalf of other
departments - such as the Ministry of Finance. All agency activities of the postal bank are
included in the recoveries section. The rationale for describing this revenue stream as recoveries
is based on the fact that this work is carried out for other departments on a cost-recovery basis.
There is also a significant shortfall in gross revenues against gross expenditures - implying that
the government has to provide a subsidy to keep the post office operational. Table 3.3 shows the
percentages of revenues from each stream and also shows the percentage by which they cover
gross expenditure.
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Table 3.3: India Post Revenue Breakdown

Revenue Stream % of Revenue % of Expenditure
Sale of stamps 33.6% 22.4%
Postage realized in cash 20.5% 13.6%
Commission on money and postal 8.0% 5.3%
orders
Other receipts 1.4% 0.9%
Recoveries for banking 36.5% 24.3%
Total 100% 66.5%
Source: India Post Annual Report, 2000-2001.

The financial position of India Post represents a significant cost to the Indian govermnent and
economy. From the table above it can be seen that the subsidy provided by the govermment was
effectively 33.5 percent last financial year. Over the past five years the subsidy provided from
the government has risen from Rs6,600 million to almost RsI6,000 million last financial year. Of
perhaps greater significance is the percentage difference between revenue and costs. Figure 3.2
below shows the percentage increase in the subsidy from the government over the past five years.
The figure also shows that while revenues have been increasing year on year, costs have been
rising at an even faster rate, creating an ever increasing burden on the government. The Annual
Report notes that "the subsidy on the postal network is approximately thirty three per cent" and
that "this subsidy on rural network which is a social responsibility, should not form a part of the
postal deficit. " The implication is that the government accepts the rural network as a social
obligation for which it should be prepared to pay.

Figure 3.2: India Posts - Subsidies and Revenues
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India Post is run on budget figures rather than revenue expectations. In the Annual Report
financial performance is deemed to be "very good" on the basis that the working expenses of
India Post are within the revised estimates ceiling. The government also places revenue targets
on India Post that were exceeded in the last financial year.
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It could also be argued that the figures do not fully represent the losses that are made by India
Post in that they do not include rent for buildings except those used on a commercial basis.
Therefore all government buildings are effectively provided free of charge.

Cost structures

Stabilization of costs is regarded as an accomplishment since reduction of labor costs (which
account for about 80 percent of total costs) is virtually impossible. As in other public postal
organizations, the average compensation (including pensions and benefits) is significantly higher
than for similar skill levels in the private sector. Higher management positions are a clear
exception, with civil servants drawing lower salaries than their private sector counterparts.

Of specific concern are individual services provided by India Post. It is of great credit to the
accounting mechanisms within the organization that they are able to analyze the average cost and
revenue for each product that they provide.(See Table 3.4 below.) However, out of 24 services,
only 7 are profitable and 3 are performed on a cost-recovery basis. Many of the 16 that are
carried out on a loss basis should be of concern to the government since there are heavily
subsidized.

Table 3.4: Cost and Revenue Breakdown by Product

Product/Service Average Cost Average Revenue Profit/Loss (%)
Post Card 4.53 0.25 -1712%
Letter 5.20 5.35 2.8%
Single Newspaper 5.88 0.26 -2161%
Parcel 44.92 45.05 0.3%
Money Order 36,23 18.27 -98%
Registration 26.91 13.67 -96%

In two of the services shown in Table 3.4 above there is a huge loss. This is not problematic if
the volumes of each item are small and if they are directly aimed at the poor. If the volumes are
high, then the provision of postcards and newspapers will not even cover the marginal costs of
providing the service. In the case of newspapers, the provision of such a service could be argued
as a preserve of the wealthy since it requires both literacy and disposable income. Of the basic
services, the margins on letters and parcels are negligible when they should be making some
contribution to the provision of a universal service.

In addition, many of the services that are subsidized should not be classed as universal service
obligations, such as registered traffic, which generates only 50 percent of its costs from the
customers' payments.

In India Post's accounting system, services provided to governrment are not included in the
accounts. Gross expenditure is measured, but net expenditure is quoted in the figures. Services
provided for government are treated as "recoveries" which include the provision of transactions
for the savings bank, pensions, and life insurance among other services. It would be better for
India Post to account for such services as revenues, rather than recoveries, and to account the
costs associated with them as expenditures.
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Financial data, budgetary processes and systems, investment policy

Until the early 1960s, postal operations in India were financially viable. Populist policies since
then have eroded this situation by offering services in areas that cannot be operated in a profitable
manner. For example, a large proportion of the rural postal outlets only generates limited revenue
at relatively high costs. The same is true for the delivery system in less-developed rural areas -
as volumes are particularly small and uneconomic.

The key drivers of current losses are the provision of the universal service to rural areas and low,
administratively set prices that do not cover costs. The department is also budget-led rather than
revenue and cost led - requesting a budget from the government at the start of the year.

New Products and Services

Traditional postal products and services include letters, parcels, and money order services. The
typical range of international services such as airmail and Express Mail Service (EMS) is also
offered. An increasing number of additional premium services as well as a range of banking and
insurance products (for which the postal outlets function as agencies) are offered. Money orders
play an important role. In common with other postal organizations, India Post offers philately
services, which are gaining increased popularity. The Army Postal Service is an extension of
India Post in the arned forces, which serves the specific needs of soldiers.

Marketing and sales are - as far as the traditional mail products are concerned - hardly
developed. New postal products such as Speed Mail get more systematic promotion. India Post's
Web site offers a good overview of its products and services (http://www.indiapost.org).

Postal banking services
The Post Office Savings Bank (POSB), India's largest retail bank, offers a wide range of savings
products. The POSB is an agency function performed by the Department of Posts on behalf of
the Ministry of Finance. In addition, the Post Office offers its own money orders, several
payment services, life insurance products, and the post acts as an agent for mutual funds
companies. A recent KPMG study has recommended a range of additional financial services.

In carrying out these services, India Post only covers its costs from the Ministry of Finance. The
main problem with this approach is that there is little incentive for India Post to reduce the costs
of the service or to increase revenues. In fact, reducing costs will increase the percentage loss
suffered by the department as a whole. It would be better for the services to be provided on a
transaction basis, whereby India Post receives a guaranteed income for each transaction. A more
detailed analysis of the POSB is presented in Chapter Five.

New Business
Over the past years a range of new services has been developed and introduced. Most of these
are closely related to India Post's traditional postal business. Premium services include more
extensions and improvements of traditional products as well as value-added services that are
completely new to the Indian postal system. The following services, which have already been
introduced, are examples of new business undertakings:

* Speed Post/Business Post/Express Parcel Post (revenues in 2000/01 of Rsl,730 million)
These are premium products that are handled separately from the standard mail flows -
providing a pick-up service at the customers' premises. There are currently 120 Speed Posts
centers and plans for more are underway. All centers have Internet connections and
communicate with each other via e-mail. The system uses bar codes to provide unique
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identification for each Speed Post/Express Post consignment. A track-and-trace system
("Speednet") with seven scanning points is currently undergoing field testing and customers
will be able to track the status of their consignment on the Web. Under the brand name
Business Post, Speed Post also offers several tailor-made services for business customers
("Total Business Solutions"), for example, credit card distribution for Grindlays Bank.
Business Post services can include all physical mail-handling processes (including
insertions/enveloping, addressing, etc.)

* Speed Post Passport Service Postal customers can submit their passport application forms at
Speed Post Centers and avoid long waits at the Passport Office. Passport applications along
with the envelope are sold for Rs20 and there is a RslOO fee. The current pilot project will be
extended throughout India.

* SReed Post Gift Service Premium gift-delivery solutions.

* Media Post. Advertisement opportunities to advertise on postal stationary, postal trucks,
letter boxes, etc.

* Greeting Post. Greeting cards for various occasions that are also sold by non-postal retailers.

* Retail Post Collection of bills for government agencies and private companies

* Hybrid Mail: e-post centers India Post is launching a pilot scheme of 200 e-post centers
serving 5,000 delivery offices in 5 states. Electronic messages are printed and delivered.
Customers without online connections can also bring their floppy disks or letters (that will be
scanned as images) to the centers and send documents as electronic mail. Payment is by
credit or prepaid card. The service is primarily targeted to corporate customers.

* Hybrid Mail: e-mail addresses Residential customers can obtain free e-mail addresses and
India Post offers physical delivery for those customers who have no online access.

* Data Post India Post distributes questionnaires to collect socio demographic data on
customers that can be used for targeted direct marketing (pilots have taken place in Bangalore
and Hyderabad). Customer data are consolidated with address and financial information.

The Business Development Group (Directorate), established in 1996, is responsible for the
development, promotion, and monitoring of these new business activities. Total revenue from
new services was Rs2,820 million in 1999/2000, which is an increase of 27 percent. The
average-yearly-growth target for the coming years is expected to be over 40 percent. The
Business Development Group was made an independent profit center for accounting purposes in
1999. That new status allows for the clear identification of revenue, costs, and profits.

Additional new services under preparation or in the concept stage include:

* Logistics Partnership with the government-owned central warehousing corporation is under
preparation. The warehouse corporation would provide a hub and the post offices would
provide the front office and spokes of a new system to integrate ordering, storage, fulfillment,
and delivery functions.
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A freight forwarding/cargo product (introduced in late 2001) offers one-stop-shopping
services to business customers that have shipments of more than 31.5 kg, the traditional
(international) weight limit for postal parcels.

Rural set-top boxes to provide TV channels

The whole area of e-business, especially e-commerce, offers outstanding opportunities for a
modern and reliable postal service. The postal system is in a unique position to enable electronic
business to integrate several functions that are key factors of success. The post can provide the
brick and mortar structures and additional physical networks. Apart from efficient distribution,
delivery services, and other functions in physical handling (warehousing and fulfillment, return
services) - e-business also requires a robust payment function. The post can offer several
payment methods and can also play the role of a trusted third party that mediates between buyer
and seller, coordinating delivery and payments. The post office can also provide public access to
the Internet for individuals without online access. More than that, targeted direct-mail products
can be used to attract traffic to Web sites. The specific strength of a state-of-the-art postal service
is the integration of data, physical, and financial flows.

Since India Post enjoys a high degree of trust, it can play the role of a trusted third party at a time
when information and data security over the Internet are significant concerns - particularly in an
environment where India does not have any cyber laws. The protection of privacy and securing
online payment processes is difficult - creating a special window of opportunity for India Post
which, however, can only take full advantage of its unique position once the post has enhanced its
technological and structural capacities. This issue is taken up in more detail in Chapter Six.

Improving Services

Pricing

The prices of many standard products (set by the government) are extremely low and do not cover
costs. Postcards (priced at only RsO.50, although doubled by June 1, 2001) and newspapers are
particularly heavily cross subsidized. The price of a postcard only covers the printing cost - and
the entire process of collection, sorting, transportation, and delivery comes "free." Even the letter
price (which has just been raised from Rs3 to 4) only covers costs by a very thin margin.

It is the clear objective of India Post to further increase prices in accordance with costs and with
regard to market demand. Uniform tariffs do not allow any pricing flexibility. The uniform tariff
presents India Post with problems in urban areas as competitors in these locations can provide
services at a vastly reduced comparative rate.

Table 3.5: Revised postal rates (as of June 1, 2001)

Service / Product Old New
Postcards 0.25 0.50
Letters (up to 20g) 3.00 4.00
- for every add. 20g 3.00 4.00
Parcels (up to 500g) 12.00 16.00
- for every add. SOOg 15.00 15.00
Registration fee 14.00 17.00

This is an issue that is difficult to resolve in large countries since the provision of uniform tariffs
can cover widely different costs of providing a service depending on the distance traveled. If the
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postal operator is expected to provide a uniform tariff throughout the whole country, it is normal
for the operator to have some protection (which often comes in the formn of a reserved area) in
comparison with its competitors, particularly in the more commercially attractive urban areas.
Discounts up to 20 percent for some premium products are possible (relative to volumes,
presorting, etc.). Currently, the final decision on pricing lies with Parliament.

Productivity

Computerization can significantly improve productivity in many areas. Money orders - where
India Post currently loses money - are a good example. The handling cost of a money order is
about Rs46; the related revenues are only Rsl9. The yearly volume of 110 million money orders
is therefore a major financial drain contributing to the current deficit. With the introduction of
electronic transfers, the cost of a money order will be reduced to Rs16 making it a profitable
business, assuming that current staff can be redeployed. Similar savings will be possible in other
areas of activity.

Those savings, however, must be realized in an enviromnent where retrenchments are not
possible. Ideally, surplus staff should be redeployed into more productive services. However, the
redeployment of employees set free by technological progress is a major challenge, and it will not
be easy to create a sufficient nunber of new jobs while introducing new business services.

Table 3.6: Postal Employee Productivity Selected Countries 1996-1999
Productit per Employee (t ousands of Items per annum)

Country 1996 1997 1998 1999
India 22,794 25,373 26,298 26,222
Bangladesh 6,728 13,942 14,151 n/a
China n/a n/a n/a 10,890
Indonesia 24,156 26,494 28,390 n/a
Malaysia 74,825 78,372 75,847 76,953
Mauritius 45,696 46,680 50,558 52,018
Pakistan n/a nJa 7,781 5,458
Singapore 201,873 224,742 n/a n/a
South Africa 79,920 84 042 83,908 73,339
South Korea N/a 98,873 93,074 93,949
France 83,709 88,305 89,276 n/a
UK 86,853 86,512 89,684 89,389
USA 213,426 219,781 224,380 227,746
Source: UPU statistics (Figures include full- and part-time staff.)

Within the region (Bangladesh and Pakistan) India's productivity appears reasonably high, given
that the operation is manual with only two centers operating automated sorting. Further
introduction of automatic sorting equipment would increase productivity in the sorting centers.
However, if staff savings cannot be realized or staff redeployed to alternative productive work,
the only justification for automation would be on the basis of quality improvements.
Comparative productivity numbers are provided in Table 3.6 above.

The figures are not directly comparable as the services provided in each country are very
different. For example, in India mail is delivered to all addresses; other countries have a high
percentage of post office boxes. India Post's main achievement is that the productivity trend is
rising, which can be attributed to a static workforce and rising volumes. It should also be noted
that the figures only represent mail volumes and do not include counter transactions.
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Quality of service

Despite ambitious objectives, the (non-published) quality-of-service data show a relatively high
standard in terms of speed and reliability. The monitoring systems, however, are based on
internal measurements and do not cover end-to-end relations. There are daily surveys by
postmasters using different ways of sampling as well as monthly and yearly survey relying on test
letters.

As far as subjective quality is concerned, India Post seems to maintain a good image with
residential customers. The service is perceived as reliable, accountable and trustworthy -

although the perception of business customers seems to be less favorable.

Market volumes and structures, customers, competitors

The postal market is not fully developed in India. With almost 16 billion mail items last year,
only the United States, France, Japan, Germany and the United Kingdom exceed India in volume.
However, the average number of items per capita is only 15. This is much higher than in many
other developing countries (Egypt 5, Morocco 7, Cambodia less than 1) but much less than in
European Union countries (275) or the United States (705).

Although India Post is entitled to a large monopoly, competition is increasing rapidly in many
market segments. Regulatory controls hardly exist, and there are actually no barriers to new
entry. There is huge and open competition in express and courier markets which have been fully
liberalized. The international integrators have won significant market shares in domestic and
cross-border express mail, and they operate in India either directly or through a local franchise
network. In addition, a wide range of domestic express companies, such as Blue Dar Couriers,
are offering express and courier services. The Indian Railways cooperate with private
transportation companies in offering a relatively fast parcel service between the metropolitan
areas. India Post's Speed Post/Express Post product has about 36 percent of the total premium
market.

In letter mail, many small companies compete with India Post. They offer inexpensive intra-city
services (for prices as low as I rupee) but also services between metropolitan areas. Focusing on
large business customers sending big volumes, these competitors have succeeded in taking away
market share in very profitable segments. Intra-city mail, especially bulk mail, can be handled at
very low costs whereas thin mail streams into remote and sparely populated regions naturally
come with extremely high costs. Private competitors typically avoid these activities, and there
are no regulatory controls to enforce a level playing field. Like other public postal operators,
India Post is suffering from cream skimming without having the capabilities to offer
differentiated prices. In total, it is estimated that India Post controls about 70 percent of the entire
letter mail market - although detailed market research is not available.

Current reform efforts

Reform measures in India Post were initiated in the early 1990s, but significant changes only
really began in 1997-98 when it became apparent that technological changes and new competitive
forces would sooner or later transform the traditional postal sector.

A government committee, established to study the future of the post office, commissioned a
study, undertaken by KPMG, to explore business opportunities, processes and technical
feasibility of expanding and enhancing the present mandate of the Post Office Savings Bank A
proposal to amend the Postal Act is currently under discussion.
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Cautious organizational reforms (including the separation of certain units such as the Business
Development Group as independent profit units) and outsourcing are other instruments that have
gained importance and that provide more commercial flexibility. For example, in many Speed
Post Centers, the collection of items from customers has been outsourced to agents.

On the operational side, a wide range of modernization and optimization measures has been
introduced:

* Information technology is increasingly used in many parts of the postal production
process as well as in administrative and material management.

* Mail transportation services are continuously improved. For example, the
implementation of a study on optimization of MMS vehicles resulted in significant cost
savings as well as higher quality of service.

* A standing Committee on Technology involves external experts and advises the
department on new production technologies and new value-added services.

A change in outlook can be noted - certainly with postal management but also in wide groups of
other staff - that has lead to more business-oriented attitudes and to more openness to
commercialization measures. Even the unions have begun to accept a more business like
approach to postal services. India Post used to be a very closed system in which even all software
development was undertaken internally. Over the recent past, this has been changing and outside
advice and support have become accepted facts of postal life.

Top postal executives seem to agree that India Post should "function like a business." It is,
however, far from clear which institutional changes, if any, are required to support this objective.

Postal reform is currently taking place in almost every geographical region of the world as
competition increases. Even the United States Postal Service (USPS), which has been very slow
to reform, over recent years has been requesting changes in postal legislation and the Board of
Govemors has recently petitioned the govemment to take action. This change in perspective has
arisen as a result of the heavy losses suffered by USPS and the belief that the only way out of its
economic problems is to be given more freedom in a more liberalized market. This follows
action in the European Union which has proposed significant opening of the European postal
markets with a target to liberalize the market to a reserved area of 50 grains. In other countries
liberalization is also taking place. Postal organizations are being given greater financial
autonomy initially, followed by full corporate status, and with a final goal of commercial
freedom, either within government or as a private company. There are many models of reform
evident around the world, some of which would be good examples for India to review.

Private sector participation

India Post has realized that the postal network can be used as a distribution channel for non-postal
products and services. Private sector participation can be established by partnerships. This is a
business concept that has been used very successful in other industries and that many postal
organizations around the world have adopted or are experimenting with.

The existing business partnerships, e.g. with Western Union (international money transfers from
85 countries), have been successfully initiated. This public/private partnership concept has been
a very good starting point for India Post. In the Western Union case, the project began in 100
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postal outlets. It will be extended to 750 by the end of 2001, and 1,000 more postal offices will be
added in 2002 as well as in 2003.

Insurance companies and other financial service providers (IDBI-Principal, ICICI) have entered
agreements with the Post. ICICI has just signed a contract to offer simple investment products in
65 postal outlets (with a plan to continuously extend this reach). In conjunction with MasterCard,
India Post has also offered a prepaid card to the general public (mid-200 1).

Past experience shows that potential private partners have often approached India Post with very
limited expectations and have been surprised by the commitment and openness of postal
management. It can be assumed, however, that private sector partners would be more
comfortable with a corporate structure.

Leveraging the Indian Postal Infrastructure

The Indian postal system offers huge opportunities for new profitable services that can go far
beyond conventional postal and postal banking products. If the existing infastructure and
capacities can be leveraged for additional and innovative purposes, it will be possible

* To strengthen India Post's market position in an increasingly competitive
environment;

* To reach financial viability and reduce the existing fiscal burden;
* To offer attractive opportunities for private sector companies to partner with the post;
* To bring new and better services to residents and business that can support economic

and social development.

A significantly modernized postal sector - in connection with productive private sector
partnerships - can also create a platform for successfully facilitating electronic business in India.

To achieve this, however, a range of questions need to be addressed:

* How to make the postal system a vehicle of change?
* What has to be done to make the post more attractive to private partners?
* What can be done in the current institutional setup?
* Which restructuring measures are necessary and what are the priorities?
* Is there scalability of successful new services with regard to the huge countrywide

networks?
* Which kind of overall postal modernization is feasible?
* How can postal sector reform be combined with improvements on the enterprise

level?
* What is a realistic time fiame?

An efficient postal system is an excellent platform for new value-added postal and nonpostal
services. Although India's postal services are relatively stable, there is need for enhancements
across the board. Current weaknesses are clearly reflected in the high financial losses.

There is a sustained drive, by some elements of India Post's management, to transform it into a
high performance, market-oriented, and profitable enterprise - and the Post is a prime candidate
for a comprehensive turn-around program. To achieve this, however, immediate measures on the
revenue and cost side are needed. Operational improvements must increase the levels of
efficiency and quality of service, and cost-cutting measures will be necessary to develop
competitive structures. These improvements will need to be embedded in an overall corporate
strategy.
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Customer expectations and market demands must guide the corporate and business strategies. As
a de facto monopoly provider (in most of its business areas) India Post never put much emphasis
on marketing and sales activities. Increasing competition in several segments is changing this
situation as alternative services become available. Those services can come in the form of direct
competition (other carriers) or as substituting products (telecommunications). Although India
Post has 400 "marketing executives," a systematic marketing orientation does not exist.
Marketing efforts are largely limited to new business services, and an active sales function is not
in place - apart from support services that are targeted at a few very large customers.

New services - postal and nonpostal, including financial services - will provide a new revenue
basis, they will come along with cross-selling opportunities and will also enhance the overall
attractiveness of India Post with its customers. Recent experience in other countries shows that
postal organizations should concentrate on the postal core business and on areas that are relatively
close to the traditional postal field such as mailroom management and direct marketing services.
But these postal core competencies can be extended by partnering up with other institutions.
Other nonpostal services - and this is certainly true for more sophisticated banking services -
should be operated by other organizations that would use the postal networks.

All changes should complement a strategic vision of India Post's future in which overall
objectives are clearly defined at the outset of the transformation process. Increased efficiency
and a more commercial orientation will also help India Post to fulfill its government-mandated
role.

New Partnerships and Alliances

India Post is willing to share its unique network with other companies and institutions. There are
many private companies in different service industries that would be eager to take advantage of
the postal retail and delivery platform. India Post offers an outstanding distribution channel for a
variety of financial and non-financial products and information. The EFC is in contact with (and
has invested in) companies that have already shown interest in partnering with India Post.

It is still necessary to develop a strategic framework for increasing private sector participation in
the Indian postal sector. Major steps are required to establish a strong postal infrastructure that
could provide opportunities for a wide variety of private sector involvement. Partnerships
between India Post and private companies could come in several forms. Conventional
commercial contracts are one possibility that might work best whenever India Post functions as
an agent for other organizations. Strategic alliances and even joint ventures are additional, more
ambitious, options (although they would require a new legal status for India Post). The general
principle for all partnerships should be to focus on linking the respective strengths of the partners
to come up with mutual enhancements and synergies. India Post's comprehensive networks and
unique position in reaching out to the entire country make it a very attractive partner.

India Post is also developing business alliances with various postal organizations abroad to
guarantee better cross-border services to its customers. A partnership with French La Poste has
been announced that will focus on international express mail but also cover financial retail
services, IT development, and consultancy services.

The Challenge of Transformation

The Indian postal system has already reached a performance level that would allow for more
ambitious modernization initiatives. Quality of service, productivity, and customer orientation
could be significantly improved and would provide the basis for better financial perfornance.
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The challenge is to transform a highly subsidized public agency into a self-sufficient, market-
driven business while maintaining its important social role. The transition will not be easy and
will take time. It will also require careful planning and coordination. First, it must be based on
clearly defined objectives and on a well-developed vision of the postal sector's future role within
India's society and economy.

Experience shows that postal reform is a complex process - even in developed countries that start
with highly developed postal operations. Nevertheless, reform is a process that can gradually
change an entire industry with a significant impact on many other sectors.

The process of comprehensive postal reform also must take into account specific political
circumstances. Hence, although India Post suffers from overstaffing - staff layoffs, with
consequent cost reductions, will be difficult to achieve. Apart from the re-deployment of staff
into new business areas (certainly the most attractive way to deal with overstaffing) all other
possible ways of reducing the workforce, such as early retirement schemes, will need to be
explored. If the government regards the India Post as a major public employer (with related
special obligations and responsibilities), this must be reflected in the financial accountability of
the enterprise. The government must be willing to absorb the added cost of asking the post to
fulfill political and social roles that are not part of its basic business goals.

Recommendations

The reform of India Post will require a cautious approach that must simultaneously achieve
several different objectives. Maintaining the universal and social functions of the postal system,
reducing deficits, and preparing for a more competitive and challenging market environment are
as important as introducing new services and increasing private sector participation.

A wide range of improvements are critical to success. India Post needs new organizational
structures and rules to be able to significantly enhance its product lines, to successfully partner
with private sector players, introduce additional financial products, and develop other value-
added services. The special challenge for India is to develop the appropriate institutional
structures and processes that are the precondition for moving towards a market- driven
organization, adding attractive value-added services, and building new powerful partnerships.

The key is to leverage and build upon the existing comprehensive postal infrastructure. This
would allow the post to utilize its strengths in productive partnerships rather than extending its
resources to develop postal versions of products that are already available in the private sector.

Sector policy reform

The current modernization efforts of India Post - its new partnerships and business initiatives as
well as its efforts to rationalize production processes - are important and successful starting
points. To advance significantly beyond these improvements and to reach a new level of market
orientation and competitive strength, some more general reform steps are indispensable. Other
sectors and other countries have found that modernization programs remain limited if there is no
willingness for parallel policy reform.

There are key success factors that can be identified in many OECD countries but also in
developing countries like Trinidad and Tobago or Tanzania. (See: The Postal Industry in an
Internet Age. Case Studies in Postal Reform. UPU/World Bank Bern, 2001) It is obvious that
one size does not fit all, but some common elements can be found in almost all successful postal-
sector reforms:
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* The clarification of the postal legislation;
* The establishment of a regulatory framework (clear separation of regulator and operator);
* Precise definition of universal service obligations;
* Clear distinctions and accountabilities among government, regulator, operator;
* A legal status for the post that allows for a high degree of commercial freedom and

flexibility;
* The gradual opening of markets to competition.

Due to the specifics of the postal industry (expensive universal service obligations for the public
operator), fully fledged market liberalization is not the only viable answer. Only a very few
countries such as Sweden and New Zealand have completely opened their postal markets.
However, a path of gradual liberalization can help stimulate the postal business, allow more
private sector involvement, and encourage all players to develop a greater customer focus. A
"controlled" liberalization should be guided by the establishment of a modem regulatory
structure. Regulation and operations functions should be strictly separated. An independent
regulatory body should be able to control the regulatory regime without interfering directly in the
business decisions of the postal operators.

While privatization has proved successful in many industry sectors, it is an extremely challenging
concept in the area of postal services. Postal organizations have only been privatized in a small
number of countries. Only the Dutch TPG and Deutsche Post have been floated and are listed on
the stock exchange (although a majority of Deutsche Post is still owned by the German
government). Eventually, privatization might be a feasible option for a postal entity, but it takes
many years of preparation. Without fundamental organizational changes and major
improvements in financial performance, privatization is not a viable approach.

However, elements of privatization can be introduced and private sector partnerships and
participation can be encouraged. The use of postal agencies or franchise models as well as other
forms of outsourcing are examples of increasing the private sector's role in a predominantly
public sector.

La Poste (the public postal operator in France) could provide a model for a step-by-step
corporatization. Although La Poste is still very much organized like a government agency (and
has only recently shown a more commercially oriented attitude), several La Poste services are run
by smaller, commercially structured subsidiaries. These subsidiaries (such as Chronopost, the
express mail company of La Poste) have the flexibility and managerial freedom necessary to
thrive in fast-changing, highly competitive markets. Such subsidiaries can also help to change the
parent organization's commercial focus.

More feasible than outright privatization is a process of corporatization and commercialization in
the incumbent postal organization. India Post - even if the state fully maintains its ownership -
should act more like a "normal" business enterprise. As a traditional government agency, the
Post lacks the flexibility and speed needed in a market-driven company.

Change in legal status is indispensable. There is need for more managerial autonomy and
commercial freedom. Commercial account separation from government budgets is a necessary
precondition for transparency and sound business decisions; India Post should have the
opportunity to use its financial flows for investments. Accountability and performance are based
on financial autonomy. Appropriate change in the postal policy framework can not only set the
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conditions for the successful transformation of a loss-making public incumbent into a strong and
financially viable enterprise, but it can also revitalize the entire postal marketplace and allow for
new market entries and dynamic market growth.

Postal enterprise modernization

The restructuring process must follow a comprehensive approach to improving postal
performance. Postal organizational structures should be based on an overall strategy which, in
turn, is based upon a thorough analysis of the current status and performance of the postal sector.
This analysis would become the basis for a strategic plan, new organizational concepts, and
enhanced systems. Strategic planning includes corporate strategy as well as commercial strategies
for different business fields. It would also cover models and plans for future partnerships. The
market/revenue side is as important as the operations/costs side of the enterprise.

Although a solid, comprehensive long-range strategy must be developed, it is advisable to
introduce immediate measures for operational improvements whenever due diligence identifies
serious problems and potential fast enhancements. In sum, postal reform should follow parallel
tracks of long-term strategic reorientation and immediate improvements.

Existing modernization projects should be supported and extended to extract the "lessons
learned" that can be applied to other areas. For example, the Business Development Group
(BDG) is already run commercially and functions as a strategic business unit within the overall
postal department. This can serve as a model for other parts of the organization. The
commercialization and corporatization that the BDG has undertaken might offer feasible
approaches to enact more market-driven and profitable strategies in other business areas.
Corporatization could also start on the level of the circles, using, for example, Delhi as a pilot
project.

New business centers often develop better if they are separated from mainstream postal activities
that operate with less flexible procedures and principles. New business units can be established
as subsidiaries with their own leadership, dedicated staff, distinct budgets, and accountability.
These new subsidiaries can also play an important role as a catalyst for change in the rest of the
organization.

Outsourcing (which already plays an important role in Speed Post) also could be used more
widely to enhance flexibility and efficiency. The business customers who account for large parts
of India Post's revenue and business need better treatment and customized support.

Priorities and road map

Postal modernization has two major dimensions - sector policy reform and enterprise
restructuring. An important first step is the drafting and approval of a basic postal strategy paper
that defines the principles, goals, and processes of the postal modernization process. This
strategy document should outline the basic objectives and the vision for the postal industry,
describe the required legal setting (postal law, regulatory framework), and explain appropriate
corporatization steps for India Post. It should also discuss the time frame for reform and the
resources required. Apart from financial resources for new investments and restructuring
measures, management development and training programs are needed. Systematic capacity
building is key to sustaining the transformation processes.

India Post must leverage its specific strengths, networks, and the trust it receives from the public.
This can be done by increasing its overall market orientation, improving productivity and quality
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of service, and introducing new services. Entering new partnerships with other companies and
organizations seems to be the most efficient and effective way to improve financial and
operational performance. India Post is an attractive partner but can further strengthen its value
proposition by modernizing its institutional setting and structures.

A pragmatic approach is needed. The challenge will be to combine an ambitious strategic
perspective with a gradual modernization path that consists of concrete and achievable steps.
India Post needs immediate measures (new and better services as well as significant
improvements in operational performance). At the same time, discussion on longer-term and
more fundamental changes should be initiated.

New business is attractive. However, India Post should not neglect its traditional products which
are valued by its customers. The standard letter will remain the core of its business (and a very
important generator of revenues) for many years to come. However, productivity and quality of
service must be improved for these basic services. Modem management tools and marketing
efforts should not be limited to value-added services. A high quality, profitable "bread and
butter" business is the best platform for future diversification and innovation.

Next steps

Postal modemization activities can be grouped as follows:

Build momentum and support for the reform process

* Organize a conference/workshop in India to discuss opportunities to leverage the postal
network and to bring together postal stakeholders and potential private sector players (with
support of the World Bank).

* Arrange additional meetings with IFC.

* Maintain close coordination on developing an action plan and review models generated from
other postal reform exercises.

* Explore options for legislative and regulatory changes.

* Identify processes to incorporate commercial accounting practices and to define transparent
budget structures (including identification of inherent subsidies).

Explore the opportunities. define objectives. and outline strategies

* Conduct market research (current and future supply and demand).

* Develop an overall business plan (especially with regard to the proposals that the KPMG
study has developed).

* Arrange study tour (best practice abroad) for key reform proponents.

Systematically prepare India Post for transformation/capacity building processes

* Identify and implement immediate measures for operational and financial improvements.
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* Plan and implement pilot projects (performance-related pay, incentives, etc.).

* Plan and implement pilot projects (commercial freedom for certain units, regions, etc.).

* Plan and implement pilot projects (agencies instead of Post-owned retail outlets).

* Intensify training programs that support strategic direction.

* Assess opportunities to use new UPU Quality of Service Fund (QSF) to improve operational
performance. (India was elected to the board of trustees for the QSF management in May
2001.)

* Coordinate financial service improvements with United Nations Postal Savings Program in
New York and with the World Savings Bank Institute in Brussels.

* Continue to involve the labor unions in the reform process.

* Develop a strategic concept note (sector policy paper).

The World Bank Group has significantly increased its postal modernization activities and would
regard its role as being a facilitator and catalyst. The Bank/IFC is in a unique position to support
postal reform projects. It can provide worldwide best practice knowledge and can bring together
public and private sectors.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Legal Issues in the Indian Post Office and Post Office Savings
Bank
Status and structures of postal administration

India Post, established in 1898, is a department within the Ministry of Communications. A
regular government department like departments in other ministries, India Post was separated
from telecommunications in 1980 (although the Minister of Communications is still responsible
for both India Post and the Communication departments). While the telecommunications
department has been modernized in many ways and has recently been corporatized, India Post
continues to operate more or less on its original legal basis. Thus, India Post does not have a
separate legal entity and has no budget of its own (which makes it different from India's railways
system). Although India Post is still entitled to large reserved services, there is no effective
regulatory system to oversee these monopoly rights. In addition, India Post carries out post office
savings bank functions, which fall under the aegis of the Ministry of Finance. The staff of India
Post carry out both India Post and Post Office Savings Bank (POSB) activities.

Legal Framework

The Indian Post Office Act 1898 (IPOA), governs India Post. The law has only undergone minor
modifications since its enactment. Unlike modem post office laws, the IPOA does not provide
for a separate institution/body to carry out the functions of the post office, either through an
incorporating law, concessionary agreement, or licensing arrangement. Neither does it provide
for the segregation of the regulator, service provider, and rules governing service provision. All
the foregoing elements are enmeshed in a law that grants a monopoly to India Post and empowers
the Central Government to set the rates and rules for the provision of services. Many countries
have reformed their Postal Laws to make the aforesaid distinctions. For instance, in Malaysia,
the postal function and the assets of the post office have been vested through a law in Pos
Malaysia Berhad, a corporate body, partly owned by the government. The Malaysian Minister of
Energy, Telecommunications and Posts, as the regulator, has issued a license under the Postal
Services Act 1991, for 21 years, to Pos Malaysia Berhad to carry out the function of postal
services.

The IPOA deals with legal definitions of "post," "delivery," and so on. The law lays down the
rules for the smooth conduct of postal business and facilitates the government to provide the
services. It deals with privilege and protection of the government, postage, power to fix rates,
power to make rules as to payment of postage and fees, liability of payment of postage, and the
deeming of postage stamps to be stamps for revenue purposes. It also provides for registration,
insurance, and value payable post, undelivered postal articles and ship letters. The law empowers
the government to maintain a money order system and to make rules on remittances. In addition,
it also deals with conditions of transmission of postal articles, including power to make rules on
transmission, articles that contravene the Act, intercept postal articles, and detain the articles
transmitted. It reserves the government's monopoly over conveyance of letters reserved to the
government.

Establishment of Postal Services and Tariffs

The central government of India determines the scope of postal services and the rates. New rates
regulations need to be submitted to the Parliament. In many cases, the price of particular postal
services are lower than the cost of their provision - for social reasons. Since, India Post is a
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government department, it has no budget autonomy and falls within the central government
budget arrangements and procedures. Profits made by India Post, if any, are transferred to the
central govermment treasury and deficits are funded by the government. A lack of budgetary
autonomy may well pose real impediments on speedy introduction of new business/products,
investment in improving infrastructure, and the introduction of sound business decisions.

The Government Savings Banks Act 1873 (GSBA)-amended as at 1959- 1985

The "Secretary" of the Post Office Savings Bank is the Postmaster General, who is appointed for
the area in which the Savings Bank is situated. Inter alia, the Act prescribes the rules for
nomination by depositor, payment on death of a depositor, discharge of duty once payment has
been made, saving the right of the executor and creditor, security of due administration, and
penalty for false statement. The Act also deals with deposits belonging to minors and payment of
deposit to lunatics and married women. There is an immunity against action taken in good faith
and powers to make rules. The central government is empowered to make rules on - terms and
conditions of deposits, limits on deposits, class and interest and discount on deposits, person to
whom and the manner in which deposits can be paid, the nomination forms and conditions for
nominations, variation and cancellation, fees for nomination, and the appointment of a trustee for
a minor.

The savings certificates issued by the POSB are governed under the Government Savings
Certificates Act 1959 which covers the various certificates specified by the Central Government.
The law prescribes the restriction to transfer savings certificates. The rest of the law is almost
impari materia or similar to the GSBA.

The legal arrangements for funding India Post are such that the cost incurred in carrying out post
office functions is reimbursed by the central government, each year. These financial
arrangements offers very little incentive to reduce cost or increase productivity.

Human Resources

India Post staff have the same status as other central government employees and are part of the
civil service. Recruitment, salary scales, and terms and conditions of service are the same as for
the civil service generally. India Post staff, like other public sector employees, can form and be
members of unions. No new positions have been created since 1984 - and the Post Office works
with a total work force of about 540,000 employees. As with most civil service systems in
developing countries, the lack of an appropriate, merit/output-based incentive system invariably
impedes productivity. The threats posed by unions too may also be a drag on India Post's
advance into new business areas. The quest to break even may also prove to be an
insurmountable task given the fact that fixed labor costs form such a high share of total Post
Office costs. Unless the law is amended to relieve India Post from the restrictions of the civil
service regime and potential disruption from trade unions, it may find organizational, product,
and process reengineering difficult to achieve.

Expansion of the scope of business of India Post: Legal Implications

The IPOA and the GSBA provide the necessary immunity and legal protection to the government
and the India Post staff on activities and transactions authorized and traditionally carried out by
India Post and the POSB. Unless new activities are included within the ambit of the laws or
authorized under the law these immunities and protection will not cover the new activities. This
may not be seriously problematic as there is nothing to prevent India Post from securing the same
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degree of "insurance" that it currently enjoys under the law through contractual agreements with
its customers and business partners.

Currently, India Post carries out two types of functions. One function is on behalf of the
govermment - for instance, postal services and post office savings bank functions. The other
function is as an agent - for example, the sale of mutual funds for IDBI securities and acting as
the paying and collecting agent for Western Union. The IPOA does not expressly permit or
prohibit India Post from acting as an agent or carrying out activities which were not envisaged by
the law. The same can be said about the GSBA. Since India Post is part of the government, it is
not likely that anyone will challenge the legitimacy of these India Post activities. The business
partners seeking to enter into joint ventures with India Post may raise this issue in relation to the
legal capacity of India Post to carry out activities outside its original mandate. Nevertheless, this
has not been an issue to date. This may be due to the sovereign right of the Indian Central
Government to carry out any activities through its departments or ministries which cannot be
made the subject matter of legal suit.

Since the definition of "depositor" and " deposit" in the GSBA is very wide - virtually any form
of deposit will fall within the purview of the law. It should be noted, however, that the
Government Savings Certificates Act, 1959, was enacted to lay out the legal premise for the new
certificates. As for India Post, as long as an article falls within the definition of "mail bag" or
"postal article," the protection and legal rules in the IPOA will apply. The same cannot be said
for the new financial products, such as the sale of insurance policies and mutual funds. This
makes a strong case for the amendment of the laws to enable the government to include the new
activities into the ambit of the IPOA.

Postal Reform
The basic premise for postal reform has been to: improve the quality of services, provide an
efficient universal service, make better use of government assets, ensure autonomy and financial
viability for the public operator, regulate the postal market place to endure fair competition, and
stimulate the entire postal sector to better performance and greater economic contribution. Postal
reform cannot occur in a vacuum; it requires a clear postal sector policy supported by a solid
postal law, appropriate definitions of universal service obligations, and clear regulatory
conditions.

The Legal Framework for Reform: Appropriate Postal Legislation/Framework

There are a number of legislative and regulatory approaches that can be adopted to provide the
legal premise for an effective, progressive postal system. The legal framework finally adopted
depends greatly on the legal and regulatory culture of the country and also the vision and mission
set for the postal system. There are, however, a number of essential provisions/issues that need to
be present in the law governing the postal system to ensure a sound legal framework for the
effective functioning of the postal system.3 The broad perimeter of the law ought to ensure
commercial flexibility, the establishment of a regulatory framework (clear separation of regulator
and operator), precise definition of universal service obligations, clear distinctions and
accountabilities between the government, regulator and operator, and a legal status for India Post
that allows for a high degree of commercial freedom and flexibility. The legal framework also

r The Postal Directive was adopted by the European Parliament and the Council on 15 December 1997 following a
lengthy consultation process that began in 1991, with the publication by. the Commission of a Green Paper on
the development of the single market for postal services. It put in place a harmonised regulatory framework for
the community postal sector and defined the decision-making process regarding further opening of the postal
market to competition.
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needs to lay the foundation for the continuing provision of a universal postal service over the long
term, while securing the freedom to provide competitive services in this sector through the
gradual liberalization of the postal market. In addition, the law ought to also state the objective of
developing and maintaining high quality, affordable postal services countrywide. Whether
privatization, corporatization, or public ownership is chosen, the regulatory framework that is put
in place has to be designed to ensure postal service providers become more efficient, accountable,
and responsive by setting quality standards and tariff principles.

Main Elements of the Regulatory Framework

The regulatory framework should have four main elements as summarized below.:

(1) Establishing the separation of regulatory powers and operational functions in the
postal sector:

* Clear objectives and definitions and scope of important terms such as "postal
services" and "universal obligations".

* A licensing regime (United Kingdom, Germany, or Malaysia) or
concessionary agreement regime (Netherlands) can be adopted. Necessary
licensing conditions and procedures for granting licenses must be listed in the
law.

* The regulatory or licensing authority needs to have power to carry out
effective supervision over the licensee, including obtaining, upon request,
information and documents necessary for supervision.

(2) Establishing principles goveming accounts, to ensure transparency and non-
discrimination in tariffs, and maintenance of a strict separation of accounts between
reserved and nonreserved services, which include:

* Clear provisions on rate approval, criteria for approval, form and procedures
for rate approval and rate variation.

* The right of the licensor or regulator in relation to rates approval and review.;

(3) Defming the minimum characteristics of the universal postal service to which every
citizen and business in India must have access - universal service obligation. The
regulatory framework can:

* Define the type of postal service that everyone has the right to receive, and it
may cover letters and postal packages up to 20 kilograms in weight.

* Prescribe that the universal service providers must guarantee one clearance,
and subject to derogation, one delivery to the address of every person in
India, five days a week.

* Require universal service providers to provide certain minimum facilities and
to comply with directions in relation to quality of service and tariff
principles.

* Designate India Post as a universal service provider and the Minister for
Communication may designate one or more additional postal service
providers as a universal service provider having an obligation to provide all
or part of the universal service.
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(4) Defining the maximum extent to which India may reserve to its universal service
provider(s) certain services to ensure the maintenance of the universal service [The
"RESERVED AREA"] and the principles governing the provision of nonreserved
services.

Regardless of regulatory change, the letters market faces increased competition from alternative
methods of communication such as fax, e-mail, broadcasting, and the Internet. The emerging e-
commerce market creates the need for ubiquitous and state-of-the-art physical delivery networks
and logistics services. India Post needs to define and establish its market positioning in the new
economy if it wants to take advantage of the emerging market. To this end India Post needs to
engage in extensive restructuring and modernizing programs including a revamp of the IPOA.

E-Commerce and the India Post: Legal Requirements

Since most of the new activities envisaged by India Post fall within the realm of e-commerce and
e-finance, it is important to examine the supporting legal framework in this area. It is crucial that
the fundamental requirements are in place to enable a sustained and successful e-venture. For
electronic commerce to be viable from both a legal and business perspective, the communications
that are exchanged and the records preserved must satisfy certain legal requirements. Although
not all of these requirements will apply in every situation, they generally include, authenticity,
integrity, nonrepudiation, writing and signature, and confidentiality. The Information
Technology Act, 2001 provides a comprehensive legal framework for e-commerce activities in
India and will provide the necessary legal framework and comfort for the activities - despite its
recent introduction and some imperfections which still exist. It is crucial that the necessary
institutional structures are established and equipped with necessary capacity to effectively enforce
the Information Technology Act, 2001. See Appendix I and II for further information.

Reform of the regulatory framework governing both India Post and the provision of postal
services needs to be undertaken to bring India Post to the level of modernization it is seeking to
achieve. In addition, the broader issues relating to e-commerce and e-finance ought to be
resolved at a national level.
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CHAPTER FIVE
The Delivery of Financial Services through the POSB
Introduction

The Indian Post Office has a long tradition of providing limited financial services to the general
population through the Post Office Savings Bank (POSB), which was established in 1882. In
common with similar institutions worldwide, the POSB was established to encourage savings
throughout India - in a convenient form and at a convenient location. The POSB is currently
operated by the Department of Posts, which is part of the Ministry of Communications. It
operates on an agency basis for the Indian Ministry of Finance.

The POSB currently offers eight different types of savings instruments through its 154,000 Post
Office outlets - 137,000 of which are located in rural areas. Currently the POSB has over 114
million savings accounts, and it is estimated that about 90 percent of POSB customers have no
other relationship with a financial institution. Consequently, the POSB has a significant and
unique reach and penetration throughout the country.4 In addition, the Post Office offers money
transfer/payment mechanisms in line with services provided by other post offices. These various
POSB and Post Office financial services are described below.

Savings collected from the POSB accrue to the government of India and are shared between the
state governments and the federal government. Currently 80 percent of savings collected in a
particular state are provided as deficit financing for that particular state government, and the
remaining 20 percent of the savings are allocated to the federal government. Hence, the POSB
has had no experience in making loans or managing investments since all savings collected are
passed through to the government with a government guarantee. Although the public sector
utilization of these funds is unlikely to change in the near future, the federal government is
considering a change in the formula that would allocate 100 percent of funds mobilized to the
state governments. There is, therefore, somewhat of an incentive for the state governments to
encourage and facilitate the POSB collection of savings from the general population.

Financial Services Offered by the POSB and the Post Office

A major advantage of saving with the POSB is that the government provides a tax advantage on
most of the savings instruments offered. This tax advantage - coupled with the government's
general policy of maintaining savings bank rates above prevailing market levels - has made this
savings mechanism relatively attractive to customers. More recently, interest rates, (which are
determined by the government) have lagged slightly below commercial bank rates. Despite these
lower rates, finance from the Post Office remain a relatively expensive source of funding for the
government of India.

Post Office services are provided by the 600,000 staff working in the Post Office - supplemented
by about 400,000 registered agents, who operate on a commission basis. Training for these
agents is provided by the National Savings Organization (NSO).

Post Office Savings Bank (POSB)

The POSB currently offers the following eight savings schemes:

1. Savings Account Scheme

4 In comparison, SBI, the largest commercial bank, has approximately 60,000 branches throughout India.
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2. Recurring Deposit Scheme
3. Time Deposit Scheme (1 year, 2 years, 3 years, and 5 years)
4. Monthly Income Scheme (attracts small savers)
5. Public Provident Fund Scheme (tax advantaged)
6. Kisan Vikas Patra Scheme
7. National Savings Certificate (tax advantaged)
8. National Savings Scheme, 1992

Savings Account Scheme. The POSB's oldest savings instrument, the Savings Account Scheme
can be a passbook savings account or a checking account. A savings account requires a minimum
deposit of Rs2O; a checking account requires a minimum balance of Rs500. Although there is no
limit on what can be held in a savings account, deposits in excess of RslOO,OO0 for an individual
account (or Rs200,O0O for a joint account) receive no interest. The interest rate on savings
accounts (checking or passbook) is currently 4.5 percent for an individual account and 4.5 percent
for public accounts or Security Deposit Accounts (compared with 4.5 percent on a savings
account in a commercial bank). Withdrawals and deposits are generally limited to the post office
where savers have established their accounts and banking activity cannot be transacted with
another branch of the Post Office without prior approval. As part of the modernization of the
POSB, however, the management is looking into the development of "anywhere-anytime"
banking that would permit a savings bank account holders to withdraw funds from a post office
other than their "home office."5 Funds from the POSB are deposited with the Reserve Bank of
India (RBI), but the POSB is not regulated by the RBI.

Recurring Deposit Scheme. This is a five-year scheme within which period the saver commits to
predetermined monthly savings (for example, a Rs1O monthly deposit currently earns Rs789.60
on maturity.) Deposits can be made in denominations of a minimum of Rs 10 per month - or in
any amounts in multiples of fives - and there is no maximum limit. A single withdrawal up to
50 percent of the balance can be made after one year.

Time Deposit Scheme (1 year, 2 years, 3 years and 5 years). Minimum deposits of Rs5O are
required - with no maximum limit. Interest rates are currently 8 percent on a one-year deposit; 9
percent on a two-year deposit; 10 percent on a three-year deposit; and 10.5 percent on a five-year
deposit.

Monthly Income Scheme. Under this scheme the saver makes a lump-sum deposit which pays a
monthly interest payment. The saver commits to a six-year deposit and currently receives 11
percent annually and an additional 10 percent bonus payable on maturity. The minimum deposit
is Rsl,000 and the maximum deposit is Rs300,OO0. This scheme is often used like an annuity by
retired individuals who wish to receive a monthly income.

Public Provident Fund Scheme. This is a tax advantaged fifteen year scheme with a minimum
deposit of RslO0 and a maximum annual contribution of Rs6O,000. Withdrawals are possible
after the seventh year and a loan facility is available after the third year.

Kisan Vikas Patra. A farmer's development certificate which is advertised to "double your
money" over a certain period of time. When the scheme was launched, funds would double
within 5 years - but with lower interest rates it now takes 6.5 years for an initial deposit to double
in size. There is no limit to the amount that can be invested.

Integrated bank networks are a recent development in India and only a few commercial banks offer this service,
generally limited to large cities.
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Nahonal Savings Cerhificate. This is tax-exempt certificate with a minimum contribution of
Rs1O0 and no maximum limit. Interest is compounded six monthly and payable at maturity.

National Savings Scheme (1992). This is a tax-exempt savings scheme with a minimum deposit
of RsI00 and no maximum limit with interest payable at 10.5 percent annually.

Table 5.1 below shows the number of accounts and the amount of savings in each account type.
Virtually all account holders have savings accounts (52 percent) or are participants in the
recurring deposit schemes (38 percent). However, most savings by amount (48 percent) is held in
the form of monthly income schemes. The average balance in savings accounts is extremely low
- Rs1,350 or around $US30 per account - which provides some indication of the low propensity
to save among these almost 60 million savings account holders. On the other hand, monthly
income scheme accounts, the public provident fund scheme, and time deposit accounts have
significantly higher average balances ($US932, $US833, and $US540 respectively). The average
balance in all account types is Rs5,540, or around $US 120.

Table 5.1 : Savings Schemes - as at 31/3/2000
Name of Savings Number of Share Total Amount Share Average
Scheme Accounts (°/e) (Rs million) (%) Savings (Rs)

Savings Account 59,066,435 51.9 79,783 12.7 1,350
Recurring Deposit 43,750,913 38.5 142,656 22.6 3,261
Time Deposit 2,146,875 1.9 53,407 8.5 24,875
Monthly Income 6,986,156 6.1 299,746 47.6 42,907
Schem e _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _

National Savings 611,218 0.6 8,454 1.3 13,836
Scheme
Public Provident 1,206,224 1.0 46,231 7.3 38,333
Fund Scheme
TOTAL 113,767,821 100.0 630,277 100.0 5,540

The Indian Post Office

Two additional financial-type services offered by the Post Office are postal money orders and
life insurance, both of which are Post Office products.

Money Orders. With a linkup to the Post Office's VSAT connection, money transfers can now
take place overnight in certain select locations compared with many days under older systems that
relied upon hand-carried mail. Total money order traffic in 1999-2000 was 113,700,000 with a
value of Rs48,290 million (around US$1.0 billion).

International Money Orders. An Inward International Money Order Service is also available
with 27 countries whereby funds can be remitted to India. A two-way money order service is
available with Nepal and Bhutan. During 1999-2000, a total of 48,363 foreign money orders
brought Rs2O3.7 million in foreign exchange into India.

Postal Life Insurance(PLI)/Rural Postal Life Insurance (RPLI). Postal Life Insurance was
introduced in 1884 as a welfare scheme for government employees. Originally it was only
available for postal employees but has now been extended to central and state government
employees, armed forces personnel, employees of local bodies, government-aided educational
institutions, universities, and state banks. Rural Postal Life was introduced in 1995. Each
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scheme offers four types of policies (whole life, convertible whole life, endowment, and
anticipated endowment). There are currently 2.5 million policy holders of PLI for an aggregate
sum assured of Rs 92.3 billion and 666,000 policy holders of RPLI for an aggregate sum assured
of Rs 22.5 billion. Competition for these services has increased with the entry of new private
operators into the low- and middle-income insurance sector.

Recently Introduced Services

Over the past year, the POSB and the Post Office have introduced the following new products
into the market:

Retail Post. This provides a collection point for telecommunication bills, electricity bill
payments, university fee payments, and potentially other fee-payment services for government
and private institutions. The intent is to expand the retail post to provide collection services for
additional government agencies and private companies.

Western Union. In late January 2001, the Post Office signed a Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) with Western Union to support the transfer of funds into India using the Post Office
network, permitting senders in 185 countries to remit money to India, within 10 minutes, through
the electronic remittance of funds. The company, which has a five-year contract with India Post,
initially began providing the service in 75 post offices and will cover 3,000-5,000 post offices
within three years. The Department of Posts earns a revenue of US$15 per transaction, which
could become an important source of revenue.

The new system began on April 20, and within the first month around $200,000 was transferred
using this infrastructure. Expectations are that these amounts will increase rapidly and that this
product will be particularly attractive to Indian Resident's Abroad (IRAs), specifically those
working in the Gulf States, who remit funds home to their families. The Post Office is
considering expanding this electronic transfer system, in conjunction with Western Union, to
include domestic transfers out - although such a partnership may not be necessary for intra India
electronic money transfers.

LDBI-PrincipaL In January 2001, the Post Office entered into a private-public business
partnership initiative with IDBI-Principal Asset Management for the sale of mutual funds,
initially through a network of 80 post offices. The Post Office expects to earn Rsl.0 billion
annually from this new business which involves selling IDBIs mutual fimd schemes. Under this
agreement, IDBI-Principal is also providing training to two Post Office workers in each location
to better sell their mutual funds products. Although staff have been trained, the mutual funds
brochure is complex and post office staff appear to be mainly confined to handing out this
brochure rather than marketing or explaining the intricacies of mutual funds to their post office
customer base.

By mid-year 2001, the business generated by this arrangement was negligible and IDBI-Principal
is considering ways to invigorate this effort. They have recruited full-time advisers to assist them
in selling the product in the post office in conjunction with a new marketing campaign. However,
as the POSB correctly points out, the retail market in mutual funds into which they are embarking
is a nascent market in India. Currently 98 percent of mutual funds are purchased by large
corporations rather than individuals - hence breaking into a small retail market will take time and
effort. Regardless, there is clearly scope for market penetration over the longer term as indicated
by the initiation of discussions with ICICI Prudential and SBI Mutual Funds to sell their mutual
fund products through the Post Office network.
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ICICISafety Bonds. The Post Office entered into an agreement in June 2001 to sell ICICI Safety
Bonds through the Post Office network in Mumbai, Delhi, and Chandigarh, with the intention to
expand this service countrywide. The Post Office will act as marketing associates for ICICI
Safety Bond issues and will stock, collect, and transmit application forms along with
checks/demand draft and pay orders on behalf of the Safety Bonds.

Other Possible Services

In addition, the following activities are under active consideration by the Post Office and are all
planned to be introduced shortly.

MasterCard is in the advanced stages of discussion about the introduction of a cash card (prepaid
card) and a chip-based smart card, which could have multiple purposes - including use as an
identity card. Initial introduction of a cash card (tentatively named Post Master) was targeted for
the second half of 2001. These cards are to be provided in prepackaged denominations and
provided with a PIN number. They will be sold at post offices, where they will be activated.6

The cards will be accepted at any MasterCard ATM machine, a wide variety of trading outlets,
and any outlet that accepts MasterCard. It will be possible to add value to these magnetic strip
cards to replenish the card/purse.

A more sophisticated chip-based card is planned for early 2002. There are also plans for a
government procurement card and a farmer's card.

United Trust Bank (UTI-Bank) and the POSB intend to sign a Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) to cover the following four basic activities:

* Installation of ATM machines in a series of Post Offices to permit UTI and POSB
account holders to have access to ATM banking facilities.

* A cash management service to UTI customers to permit funds to be electronically
tansferred from UTI branches to the UTT head office in Mumbai using the connectivity
of the Post Office interlinked network. This will also involve a reverse flow of funds to
UTI branches, as needed - using the POSB network to disperse UTI funds to their
branches in regional areas.

* A hybrid money order system which will permit funds to be transferred from an account
to a third party using a specially designed ATM feature on the proposed card.

* Use of the Post Office's Speed Post facilities and other services in the delivery of UTI
products.

The introduction of these ATM facilities is expected to take place during the second half of 2001.
ATM machines will be placed initially in 1,000 locations - and will be installed and serviced by
UTI. The bank will pay a monthly rental to the Post Office to use their premises plus share any
third party transaction fee for a third party using the ATM facility (as the POSB has a non-
exclusive sharing right for the use of these machines with other financial institutions).

ICICI and IDIB are discussing with the Post Office a similar ATM arrangement to that being
developed with UTI (discussed above). Under this arrangement these banks will share the ATM
machine access and pay a shared fee to the Post Office and the bank that installs the ATM
machine (initially UTT). These two agreements (resulting in three Memorandum of

6 A number of post offices will be equipped with "readers" that can read card balances.
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Understanding with the three financial institutions) is anticipated to come into effect within six
months after the UTI deal is initiated.

American Express is investigating with the POSB the business possibilities of using the Post
Office network to both sell and purchase traveler's checks. American Express is expected to
provide the POSB with a business plan for this during the second half of 2001. The basic
proposal is to provide a buying and selling capacity for traveler's checks in 230 Post Office
locations throughout the country. This will require the POSB to obtain a foreign exchange
license from the Reserve Bank of India - for which it has applied - and which it expects to obtain
in the very near future.

ICICI-Prudential and SBI Mutual Funds are planning to sell their mutual fund products through
the Post Office network - following the lead set by IDBI-Principal. The Post Office has provided
training to Post Office staff who will be involved with selling these products, in addition to the
training provided by IDBI-Principal when the product was introduced earlier in 2001. Sale of this
new product is anticipated to begin during the second half of 2001.

Indian Farmer FertUlizer Cooperatives Organization (IFFCO) Initial discussions have begun
with a company in Kanartaka State to use the Post Office network to support online sales of
hybrid seeds and fertilizers, as well as to support payment and delivery. To date, this has not
progressed very far. However, such an e-business application could have wider applicability for
other delivery/payment needs throughout India.

The Recommendations of the KPMG Report

The following are comments on the areas identified as opportunities for POSB intervention in a
recent KPMG report:

1. Electronic Funds Transfer. An important role for the Post Office's electronic transfer of
funds (ETF) facilities could be a further expansion of government bill payments, such as utilities
and taxes - and even the extension of bill payment facilities to private sector businesses. An
additional possible feature of ETF is automatic bill-payments from POSB savings accounts (on a
monthly or quarterly basis), which would increase payments to the government and increase
government revenue. The traditional use of ETF for intra-account transfers, however, may be of
limited demand, since most savings bank account holders are unlikely to hold multiple accounts.

2. Online Banking. Whether the Post Office customer base would be receptive - or in need of
- electronic banking is uncertain. Most bank transactions involve cash transfers (such as
deposits, money orders, etc.) and most customers do not have the means to access an electronic
network (via phones or computers). In addition, customers are unlikely to have multiple accounts
that would require online intrabank transfers. Furthermore, customers interested in investing in
sophisticated mutual fund and insurance products would be best served by an individual who
could explain the terms and the risks involved. However, Post Office interconnectivity would
benefit savings bank account holders who would be able to withdraw funds from any Post Office
location (or ATM network) throughout the country. An increasingly interconnected Post Office
network could be used in interesting ways to provide increased access to information and
knowledge. For example, in some countries (including Pakistan and Bhutan within the region)
connected post offices are providing effective "internet cafe" services to the general public. In
addition, the Indian states are seeking to link up local district level offices and are increasingly
seeking to provide e-government services (such as land registries: birth, death, and marriage
registrations; application for licenses and permits, etc.) to their citizens. The increasing inter-
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connectivity of the Post Office and the trust that the general public has in the Post Office may
present interesting synergies for the greater spread of e-government activities throughout India.

3. Smart Cards/Debit Cards A smart card offers great potential benefits to Post Office
customers. The Post Office is already in discussion with MasterCard concerning Smart Cards.
These cards could also be used to distribute government entitlements, such as pensions. This
technology may also benefit from biometrics protection - which would include a chip that would
identify personal "biological" information, such as a thumbprint or a retina print - for unique
recognition purposes.

4. Mutual Funds/Securiies. The POSB is in a strong position to implement the KPMG
recommendation that it act as a conduit for the distribution of competitive mutual fund products
(in exchange for a commission and/or fees). However, the first KPMG recommendation -
suggesting that the POSB manage the funds themselves - would be imprudent and risky. The
POSB currently has no experience managing its own portfolio, nor the financial instruments to
manage market risk. In addition, a market downturn - incurring mutual fund losses - could
tarnish the reputation of the POSB as a safe depository of funds. In addition, the POSB must
ensure that buyers of these funds are fully informed and aware of the upside and downside
potential. Previously, the POSB only offered riskless (effectively government guaranteed)
savings instruments. Low, or even negative, returns on mutual funds sold through the Post Office
system to a poorly informed general public could have adverse consequences on the credibility of
the Post Office.

With the recent partnership with IDBI-Principal opening new areas of activity, it is important that
the POSB encourage the interest of some of the other 35 mutual fund providers - so that a
competitive range of mutual fund products can be offered. The recent discussions with ICICI-
Prudential and SBI Mutual Funds will go some way to addressing this issue.

5. Social Securiy Benefits. An increasing awareness of the very low levels of social security
support in India has encouraged pension service providers to develop a distribution network for
the collection and distribution of services required in support of a wider network of pension
provision. It is understood that Invest India, following the OASIS report, is already looking at
this issue in a manner which would link private pension funds servicing with the Post Office
distribution system. In addition, with the recent deregulation of the insurance industry in India,
and the entry of private sector players, there is also a growing interest in using the Post Office
network to market and sell insurance products to an increasingly wider clientele base. The POSB
should cautiously expand its own proprietary products, while establishing partnerships with
competitive private providers.

6. Postal Giro. Of foremost importance to the Post Office and POSB should be the
development of a technology platform that would link the existing Post Office infrastructure that
could support a number of financial endeavors. For example, commercial banks could use ATM
machines located in the Post Office to distribute cash and other banking services. Independent
(rather than bank) ownership would encourage competitive pricing and access to the network. As
indicated above, this process is already underway with UTI-Bank and is likely to be expanded
fairly quickly thereafter with ICICI and IDIB.

7. E-Conmnerce. The KPMG report rightly notes that the potential for e-commerce is
preliminary - however, the Post Office could still play an important role in the provisioning of
goods. Very few POSB customers have credit cards, which are necessary to make non-
transactional purchases. In general, this means customers purchase goods locally. These may be
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of limited variety and greater cost. The Post Office has recently introduced a new product,
"Logistics Post," which will provide warehousing and delivery services (also using railway and
airport warehouses). For a small cost, the Post Office could introduce catalogues (and later
terminals) in the post office to market these goods and offer transfer payment services to account
customers. The Post Office could earn commission and/or fees from delivery and payment
transfer, plus, the service of marketing to 110 million rural customers could be advertised to
market Logistics Post to potential suppliers as well.

& Micro Credit. The POSB could also play an important role in increasing access to
microcredit through partnerships with microlenders and acting as a facilitator in processing
applications and enabling payments. The POSB has a unique position in rural areas to reach
those in need of microloans - including a tremendous potential in terms of its database (albeit not
yet computerized or easily accessible) on over 114 million savings accounts - and a payment
infrastructure that could reduce a microlender's collection risk. However, the POSB should NOT
be involved in credit assessment nor take on any credit risk related to lending. Rather, the
POSB's customer information base should be analyzed and sold to interested microfinance
providers and other financial institutions. This could provide a profitable business activity for the
POSB (via commissions and/or fees) while serving an important developmental service at a
grass-roots level. Thereafter, the distribution network of the Post Office could be used to channel
microcredits to microenterprises as well as serving as collection points for loan repayments.

A possible private partner in India is BASICS - a micro-finance NGO operating in Kanartaka and
in Andra Pradesh that could be potentially interested in using the Post Office network for
microfinance activities in these states and for further replication thereafter.

9. Other Possibilities. Although not discussed by the KPMG report - several other options
for distributing financial services do exist - combined with potential interest from public and
private players. For example, the National Stock Exchange (NSE) is potentially interested in
using the Post Office distribution network as an access point for selling capital market products.
Again, caution would need to be exercised in terms of selling only to a well-informed public - as
stock prices represent a very nontraditional product line for the Post Office with a potential for
large losses as well as gains. A second possibility is the sale of government securities (Treasury
Bills and Bonds) through the Post Office. These products have the advantage of being
government guaranteed and thereby riskless. Distribution through the Post Office would also
benefit the government by providing a wider retail market base for these instruments. The
Reserve Bank of India has indicated some potential interest in using the Post Office for this
purpose.

Issues of Concern

Despite the overall level of optimism with respect to these initiatives by private sector players,
important problems - real and perceived - exist. These will need to be addressed if these various
initiatives are to be successful. Many of these concerns relate to the issue of overlaying private
sector activities on a large public sector bureaucracy. The Post Office management is, however,
clearly mindful of this difficult issue. Hence, for examnple, the Business Development Group was
established within the post office, in part, to help address some of these issues.

Ultimately the "corporatization" of the Post Office could provide an answer to some of these
concerns. As relationships with the private sector grow, assuming a more "private sector" mode
of operation, appearance, and legal structure may well be necessary to further promote new
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business opportunities. The sequencing of these changes and the direction of causality between
them has been an issue of debate with the post office staff.

Some of the issues and risks faced by the Post Office in its endeavors to move into increasingly
more public-private partnerships include:

* The POSB should avoid taking on credit risk and/or asset management. Credit
assessment and fund management is not the comparative advantage of the POSB and, in the
long run, the higher associated risks could outweigh any gains in revenue. Instead, the POSB
should focus on private partnerships that can provide profitable fees and commissions and
increase overall traffic and revenue in the Post Office branches.

* The Post Office is part of the government bureaucracy and is slow and cumbersome. It
may therefore not be able to move quickly - in areas such as the rapid transfer of funds -
which is one of the most important rationales for operating through the Post Office system.
Focusing on ensuring rapid funds transfer will, however, be critical to ensuring that it can
move into some of the newly identified business areas discussed above.

* As a part of the government the Post Office is staffed (possibly overstaffed) with
government bureaucrats. Strikes and other union activity, as occurred in early 2001, will
hamper the further development of the potentially beneficial attributes provided by the Post
Office.

* As government bureaucrats, new private sector partners will need to develop non-monetary
methods of "incentivizing" staff - assuming that they are not permitted to provide bonuses
or salary increments.

* As most of the proposed new products will have to be sold/transacted by Post Office staff -
they will need to be trained in the various attributes of the products and services to be
transacted. Training is therefore an important issue for any of these programs to work. The
recently concluded Memorandum of Understanding with Invest India to train both POSB
staff, and their agents, as well as the POSB customer base in financial products is welcomed.
Financing for these training efforts will come from the corporate sector which sees potential
benefits from cooperating closely with the Post Office in the marketing of their products.

* Although the current management of the Post Office and the POSB is visionary and forward
thinking, given recurrent changes at the top of government bureaucracies, there is
concern that the current pace of change may not continue with inevitable personnel changes
in the Ministry of Communications. A clear message that change will be consistent and will
continue to advance at the current pace, over the medium to long term, will be important in
supporting additional new public-private partnerships.

* The Post Office will need to physically "spruce itself up" if it is to become an attractive
location capable of attracting a growing number of customers to transact business. It must be
a "pleasant" place to undertake business and must be clean, efficient, and professional.

Despite the challenges, the potential is clearly enormous - a evidenced by the considerable
private sector interest in developing new partnerships with India Post. There is little doubt that
the way forward will be a learning experience for all participants. Hence, the ability to adjust and
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adapt to unforeseen circumstances and to be able to deliver a professional service to a widening
customer base will become increasingly important.
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CHAPTER SIX
E-Business and E-Government Opportunities
Using the Post Office Network in India: A SWOT Analysis

Introduction and Background

Post Offices around the world are pushing a broad movement towards market and regulatory
reform (Chapters One and Two). Governments are getting out of the postal business, reducing
monopoly powers and privatizing markets, searching for greater efficiency, higher profitability
(avoiding or eliminating deficits), increased innovation and better customer service. Postal
departments in Finland, Sweden, Argentina, and New Zealand have achieved a considerable
degree of liberalization and even privatization of services. Malaysia, China, and South Africa
have also developed partnerships with the private sector in offering new services. The United
States Postal Service (USPS) has become a leader in technology, investing billions of dollars in
automation. In the United States, private companies handle presorting, down stream
transportation that is typically handled by the postal departments in other countries.

Some large domestic postal agencies, especially in Europe, are carving out a global role by
acquiring or partnering with overseas companies. Automation and the use of IT, combined with
the traditional postal values of trust, confidentiality, and reliability, have paved the way for many
postal departments to enter new businesses and get a market share of the growing B2B and B2C
e-commerce and e-government opportunities. Such opportunities represent one of the largest
growth potentials in e-business, and posts are well positioned to take advantage of them, if they
move quickly.

Although significant plans have been drawn up to modernize India Post, actual progress has been
slow. In the Ninth Five-Year Plan the Postal Department envisages an investment of 65 percent
of its plan budget on new technology to improve and upgrade the quality of service, meet the
emerging needs of customers, and develop and provide new value-added services and products.
The department has a Standing Committee on Technology consisting of representatives from the
Indian Institutes of Technology, the Department of Telecommunications, the National Informatics
Center (NIC), and the Department of Electronics to assist and advise the Postal Department in
identifying appropriate and new technologies for existing services, new products and services,
value additions, and ways to use IT to extensively interface with other government departments.

Tenders have been invited for procurement, installation, and commissioning of LAN systems,
computers, printers, and modems in the Savings Bank Branches of Head Post Offices located in
different parts of the country over 2000-2001 and 2001-2002. Coding desks have added the
ability to optically identify, bar code, and mechanically sort postal articles for quicker handling
during the course of postal transmission. Computerized Registration Centers have been opened to
speedily handle registered articles. Transit Mail Offices are proposed to be linked to a
Countrywide Campus for a single-point data entry system, tracking the movement of bags and
putting through advance information on their contents.

The proposed Countrywide Campus targets linking up various post and mail offices through a
Virtual Private Network (VPN). MPCMs, SB-LANs, VSAT stations, mail offices (CRCs, TMOs,
AMPCs) and other units are being brought on this network, which will have 227 VSAT stations
and 3,500 extended stations (ESMOs) in place during 2002, with Internet access for backing up
this VPN. There are plans to add a system of remote resetting of franking machines. A pilot
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project is being set up in Mumbai to test this. A Customer Information System with track-and-
trace facility is planned. A new service designed to transfer large amounts of cash across the
country within short periods has been introduced and is available at 100 centers. The sender
deposits funds via a pay order or a check, and the payment is made at the destination through a
check. Other ongoing initiatives include proposals to connect the Postal Directorate at Delhi, the
N.E. postal circle and the Assam postal circle (with the circle headquarters at different states in
the country) with the Internet as the link network and computerization of international mail and
airlines accounts.

A Web site has been launched that provides helpful information to users. The site posts enquiries
for tenders for procurement of items. While this is a commendable effort, there is room for
improvement. For example, some data, such as the number of mail handled or the number of post
offices, is presented in several places on the site and each time the data is inconsistent. Further,
no transactions can be performed on the site.

Currently, the limited computerization in post offices - front offices, money order services,
registered service, and postal life insurance - is all focused in urban areas. A limited
groundwork has been laid to deliver internal processes electronically. That need for different
systems being used at different post offices to be integrated into an open network, is understood.
The Indian Postal Department has not yet invested significantly in modernization and is therefore
not ready for a full-fledged foray into the world of e-commerce. The North American and
European experience may therefore not represent a replicable model for India.

SWOT Analysis of India Post

An analysis of the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats (SWOT) of the Postal
Department is presented below. The analysis shows that significant opportunities may be
available for the department to benefit from the Internet revolution. These include the potential to
offer new services in rural areas, capitalizing on the Post Office's main strength - a large rural
network, which remains unchallenged by competition. The Post Office has the advantage of vast
rural reach, financial handling capabilities (a payment and settlement infrastructure related to its
POSB), and being a natural ally via which other government departments could deliver a variety
of services.

New Business Opportunities

Both the organizational structure and the physical presence of the Post Office can be leveraged to
provide a range of e-government and e-commerce services, especially those services that can
most effectively leverage the natural and logistical advantages of the Post Office network and can
be effectively linked to the core operations of the postal network.

For e-commerce services, this would mean taking advantage of the physical transport and
financial flows that make up the postal system. It would also mean using the trust the Post Office
enjoys to provide authentication services for electronic transfer of data and funds (see Chapter
Two, Box 2.1 on China Post's entry into e-commerce, which allows 110 million saving account
holders to carry out purchasing and payment transactions on the Internet, via 16 payment
gateways throughout the country and a settlement center in Beijing).

For e-government, it would mean taking advantage of the post office network's vast rural reach,
financial handling capabilities, and being a natural ally for other government departments to
deliver a variety of services to citizens.
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Figure 6.1: SWOT Analysis of India Posts

Strengths Opportunities

* Large physical network * Increasing mail volumes
* Human resources * Direct mail and customer databases
* Logistics infrastructure * Redeploy labor to productive areas
* Credibility and trustworthy * Courier market still available
* Top management forward thinking * E-government and e-commerce
* Good public image * Growing market in speed post

Weaknesses Threats

* Low service quality * Slow growth of literacy
* Low customer awareness * Only 300 million English speakers
* No business culture * Growth of e-mail and telecom
* Labor unionized and low skills * Intense competition from couriers (in
* Regulatory monopoly - poor incentives urban areas)
* Financial deficit limits investments * Price inflexibility contributes to
* Little automation and IT continued losses.
. Bureaucratic mentality
* Unprofitable operations

The provision of these facilities by the Post Office network will have two effects:

* It will be a means of modernizing the post office system, expanding the scope of its
business, and enabling it to increase revenues in the face of competition in its core
activities;

* It will bring these services to the people as well as further developing the e-commerce
and e-government sectors in the country.

B-Commerce

Modernization of the Post Office is a necessary precondition to the growth of e-commerce in
rural India - helping to provide both speed and reliability. Post Office functions serve most
usefully as a facilitator and provider of essential infrastructure for e-commerce. While alternative
courier networks deliver services in urban areas, the Post Office has a large customer base and a
network that reaches to the remotest parts of the country. Postal organizations in other countries
are exploring new roles with e-commerce companies. They are providing full-service logistics
operations for e-commerce companies, handling not only the flow of goods, but are also offering
taking orders, warehousing, return-services and guaranteeing a secure payment service.

The Indian postal service can take advantage of its vast network and logistical capabilities to both
transform itself into a profitable business and to bring a host of services to rural and remote
populations. The postal service can both benefit from e-commerce, as well as become a
facilitating agent for the success of e-commerce.
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New Services Delivered Using Electronic Infrastructure

The India Postal Department can leverage its strength in handling a bulk of the business-to-
consumer (B2C) commercial mail from end to end. It can add value by taking over some of the
cumbersome tasks of this process from businesses and by performing them with greater
efficiency and speed - as it is best positioned to do. Some specific new service areas are
discussed below and examples from other countries that have begun to implement similar
changes are provided.

Post offices are ideally suited to provide billing and collection services for utilities at a service
charge (India Post does it only for Indian Telecom). Other post offices already handle the
delivery of bills to consumers for a wide variety of companies. India Post could handle the
payment by providing a banking service - with a signed bill posted back to the Post Office
signaling authorization to debit a customers account. Utilities could gain enormous cost savings
in the process. For instance, the Federal Reserve in the United States of America estimates that it
costs US$0.90 (Rs42) to prepare a bill and process the return payment. In India, data-processing
centers would typically charge Rs2 to 3 for printing, franking, and posting utility bills. Utility
companies, which can outsource this service from the Post Office, will have to deal with their
unions as such outsourcing should eventually lead to some manpower reduction.

In urban areas, the postal system can create a commercial mail service center which can handle
the distribution of business to consumer targeted advertising mail. The U.S. Postal Service has
begun to offer this service. Clients can pass electronic files (of matter to be delivered) and an
address database. Through its print shop, the postal service can create the flier, address it, and
deliver it to the consumer. This could be done for a fee as clients would save costs in handling
outgoing mail.

In urban and rural areas the Post Office can begin to provide e-mail services. In large cities the
environment is very competitive, but in the second-tier towns the Post Office will be well placed
to offer the service. For example, Jamaica's IT Policy calls on the post offices to provide all
citizens with an e-mail address by 2002. Costa Rica and South Africa have begun nationwide
provision of e-mail through the posts. India Post has also started piloting a new service, ePost,
through 200 Head Offices of five states: Maharashtra, Kerala, Goa, Andhra Pradesh, and Gujarat.
Messages sent to these offices can be printed, enveloped, and delivered to households. Payments
are either by ePost prepaid cards sold to customers at district headquarters and head post offices.
The pilot project is a joint venture between India Post and Nettlinx Ltd.

Enabler of E-Commerce

The postal network is crucial to the successful operation of e-commerce for a variety of reasons.
Only a very small proportion of all e-commerce transactions can be completed online, that is, the
goods delivered digitally (only products that can be digitized such as music or information
resources). Where e-commerce does exist in India, transactions are restricted to online ordering.
For example, Amul, a cooperative dairy company with an annual turnover of US$1.0 billion,
encourages its domestic and international customers to order its products over the Internet.
Delivery is made by the staff of the stock lists, who also collect payments in cash at the time of
delivery. Clearly, the postal network can play a crucial role in the completion of the transaction
process through e-commerce. The Post Office. can become an e-commerce partner for many
types of goods and services. Until credit card payments can be made over the Internet, e-
commerce transactions would have to be completed with cash or check payments at the point of
delivery. The e-commerce transaction could be completed at the local post office, where
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payment could be made - or it could be completed at the point of home delivery of the purchased
goods.

Logistics Services for B2B Commerce.

The Post Office network can take advantage of its vast logistical network to store, move and
deliver goods and information. It can provide logistic support services, which would enable
companies to outsource their logistic functions, including order and warehouse management,
order processing and dispatch preparation, distribution, and financial management. It can offer
merchants in e-commerce and direct marketing a comprehensive service to satisfy all inventory
and supply-chain management needs, including collection of goods from suppliers, warehousing,
inventory management, receipt of orders, picking and packing, and delivery. The Post Office
network has an obvious comparative advantage in the delivery of goods and commodities.
However, in order for e-commerce to have any real success, the India Post Office network needs
to improve both speed and reliability. Some of the key features of e-fulfillment are

* Increase revenues through electronic order management;
* Minimize inventory using advanced warehouse management;
* Optimize vehicle and network resources with transport management systems;
* Increase customer services through sophisticated delivery-response time and shipping

management tools.

For example, working with an industry sector such as auto parts or apparel, the Post Office could
warehouse and deliver goods and even procure, market, sell and provide pre- and post-sales
support. Posts could also create horizontal logistics marketplaces providing carrier, warehousing,
and other support services. The postal network would thus become the e-fulfillment agent -
storing and moving goods and related supply chain services - and potentially providing financial
services, customer care, and consumer sales channels. These services could be provided on a
transaction or membership fee basis. Additionally, the Post Office could provide full services to
a government warehousing clearinghouse. The Post Office could develop and use portals to
assist SMEs, such as inventory warehousing and delivery, electronic postings of current
commodity prices, and as a distribution network for commercial microlenders.

The Information Technology Bill, 2000 recognizes a certification authority's important role in
authenticating the digital signature of an e-commerce partner. The most credible certification
authority will be one which can issue a public key from a secure server and also verify the
antecedents of the applicant. Given the trust enjoyed by the Post Office, it could also become
authenticators of digitally transmitted information, facilitating both electronic mail and electronic
transactions. Posts can provide underlying security, encryption, and authentication services in
support of e-commerce and messaging services, thereby supporting a public key infrastructure.

Financial Services Provided by Private Partners

In addition, electronic-message-based fund transfers could replace the existing money order
system, and electronic message delivery systems (using a hybrid of electronic transfer, printing,
and manual delivery at destination) could replace the existing telegram service. There is, for
example, a large volume of these types of transfers from the Middle East to rural areas in India.
A partnership between a bank at the receiving end and the Indian Post Office with its large rural
network could be an effective channel, provided that electronic means can be used for the transfer
and tracking by the sender.
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Post offices are also an ideal location for banking services in places where the banking network is
otherwise poor. The post office would have to develop operating agreements with banking
institutions to provide a variety of financial services in rural areas - such as micro-credit that
could become a mechanism for promotion of rural e-commerce. Moreover, the postal network
can be an indirect means of the expansion of financial services, since the post office can deliver
its huge customer base to banking and other providers through a variety of strategic alliances.
(See Box 2.1 on South Africa Post's alliance with CompuQuote, a Cape Town-based comparative
insurance, financial quotation, and e-commerce company, to provide financial services via post
office portals. Biometric systems will be used to uniquely identify and register prospective users
and allow the use of a post office anywhere in South Africa.)

E-Government

Several e-government initiatives (see Boxes 6.1 and 6.3; see also Chapters One and Two) in India
and other developing countries have shown that these applications can help promote
transparency, reduce corruption, empower citizens, improve access to government services, and
build governments. The challenge is to implement e-government on a wider scale.

Box 6.1 E-government in Andhra Pradesh

The Government of Andhra Pradesh is using information technology to build a SMART (Simple, Modem,
Accountable, Responsive, and Transparent) government. For example, for property deed registration in
Andhra Pradesh, IT use coupled with significant re-engineering, has resulted in online registration in a few
hours as compared with several days using the manual system. This new system has been implemented in
214 locations and handles 1.2 million transactions. In another application, 20 urban centers will provide
citizens of Hyderabad with access to computerized, one-stop services, including payment of utility bills;
issuance of certificates, permits, and licenses; and facilitation of common transactions such as changes of
address and transfer of vehicle ownership.

Realizing that IT also has the potential to exacerbate social exclusion, to widen the inequalities
between social groups, and to increase the income and other gaps between rich and poor
countries, efforts are afoot to take the Internet to rural areas by building information
kiosks/telecenters that can be used to deliver services to rural citizens. Post offices are ideally
suited to provide these telecenters as they have the reach, physical space, and the public interface
necessary for success.

These kiosks could deliver information and services to rural communities. For example,
application forms for centralstate and district administration government services could be
delivered. Ideally paper forms could be eliminated as they are alternatively filled in at the
computer and transferred electronically to the government. See Box 6.2 for examples of forms
that can be delivered and payments received electronically.

Kiosks could also provide market information and access to an electronic marketplace.
Installation and operational costs could be reimbursed by the partners (governmental institutions
or others), but costs could also be covered by revenues generated through user transaction fees.
Such kiosks, run by private entrepreneurs, already operate in Dhar District in Madhya Pradesh
and elsewhere (see Boxes 6.3 and 6.4).
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Box 6.2 Applications Suitable for e-government

Application for Caste Certificate Permission for Change of Premises or Partners of
Application for Birth/Death Certificate Firms Dealing in Petroleum Products
Transfer of land to government department Issuing License of Free Trade to Fair Price Shops
Grant of land to Trusts and Institutions, Cooperative Issuing Permit for Kerosene to Institutions
Societies, for Social Forestry, Cremation / Burial Issuing Licenses for Petroleum Products
Grounds Issuing License for Limited Quota to Hawkers
Hiring Govt. Water Tanks for Fisheries License for Retail/Wholesale Trade
Individual Applications for Purchase of Govt. Land Applications for Duplicate Licenses
Allotment of 25-sq.-meter Plots to the Urban Poor Application for Change of Premises,
Permission to Village Panchayats for Cutting Trees Adding/Change of Name
Permission to Individual for Cutting Trees on Change of Partners on the Basis of Partnership Deed
Permission to Use Land for a New Purpose Addition of Kerosene in Fair Price Shop
Consolidation of Survey Numbers for Agriculture Application for New Ration Card
Issuing Farmer Certificate Application for Separating Ration Card
Disposal of Agricultural Wasteland Application for Duplicate Ration Card
Disposal of Wasteland on Hire basis for Fruit Trees Addition/Deletion of Names from the Ration Card
Gun License for Self Protection/ Crop Protection Issue of Card for B.P.L
Renewal of Arms License for Self/Crop Protection Issue of Card to Institution
License for Sale of Arms and Ammunition License for Sale of Stamps
Issue and Renewal of License for Cinema Houses Renewal of Above License
License for Storage of Explosives Stamp Refund
License for Gun Powder and Fire Crackers Relief on Death in Natural Calamity
License for Hotels Renewal of Licenses for Hotels Issuing Agency for Small Savings
License for Video Parlors Issuing Certificate of Income
License for Storing Acids Issuing Domicile Certificate
Pension to Old Age and Handicapped Persons Application for Certified Copy of Record

The provision of such services through the postal network could/should also lead to lower
employment within governmental institutions. This means lower costs but potential problems
with the unions.

Where the Post Office network offers citizen services, its systems would have to be linked to that
of the government. The advantage of using the post office network to deliver e-government
services is that of economies of scope. Where local governments might not have information
system capabilities, the post office's information system can be used to deliver the services and
link to the district, block, or state-government-level information system. This would require
significant investment in upgrading of the information system of the Post Office.

Payments and levies due to local level governments can be facilitated through the postal outlet.
Forms can be available in post offices - hard copies can be available at post offices or the forms
can be available electronically and printed out at post offices. In this case, the paper and the
electronic modes would have to be combined because payments through the information system
(electronic payments) are likely to be unrealistic in the Indian context over the medium term.
While forms can be printed electronically, taxes and other payments can be submitted through the
Post Office. Taxes and levies, especially in rural areas, can be submitted to the Post Office in
cash and transmitted through electronic networks. For example, the following payments could be
handled:

* Water and power utility payments
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* Property tax
* Professional tax
* Traders license fee
* Building tax
* Land tax
* Fee for new ration card
* Motor vehicle tax
* Fee for licenses from motor vehicles department
* Fee for permits from motor vehicles department
* Registration fee for motor vehicles
* University examination fee
* Fee for trade licenses

Box 6.3: Rural Information Kiosks Delivering Government Services

One experiment in rural information kiosks is the Gyandoot project in Dhar, a tribal district in Madhya
Pradesh, involving Internet kiosks serving a cluster of 25 to 30 villages. Awarded the Stockholm
Challenge IT Award in June 2000, in the public service and democracy category, the project serves a
population of around half a million individuals (nearly 50 percent of the district) in 31 villages.

These kiosks link rural people with public servants, provide information on market prices of agriculture
produce and enable downloading of forms by charging a service fee. Complaints regarding drinking water;
quality of seed/fertilizer; functioning of school, public distribution system, beneficiary-oriented schemes
and village committees can be filed and replies received within seven days for a cost equivalent to 25 cents.
Copies of relevant extracts of land records are also provided for a fee, which farmers need to obtain crop
loans for seeds or fertilizers. The portal registered nearly 55,000 hits during its first 11 months of
operation.

Another district in India is building a portal to promote people's participation in resource allocation. This
portal details all current developmental schemes in the district such as intended beneficiaries, executing
officials, the work contractor, budget, and current status are displayed on the portal. Besides explaining the
roles and functions of various government bodies, particular emphasis is on services that citizens can
expect and the official service charge, if any. This will make government servants accountable to the
people and could perhaps reduce corruption. Important laws affecting the rural population such as laws on
minimum wages, pensions, women's rights, and so on, will also be displayed. A section on "voices of the
citizens" allows grass-roots organizations to register at the Web site and give feedback on proposed
development schemes posted on the site. Citizen's feedback on services like education and health would be
received through a score card.

Servico de Atendimento ao Cidadao (SAC):

Servico de Atendimento ao Cidadao (SAC), also known as "Shopping Mall for Public Services," is a
system of public service assistance created by the state government of Bahia in Brazil. It gathers
information on different public services delivered to the citizens by national, sub-national and local
institutions - in one location. SAC gives users the impression of a single system, although each service
has a specific administrative procedure. The coordination of the different services is done only at the point
of delivery to the public.

In addition, the post office could collect pension contributions and distribute pension benefits,7

also using its advantages of financial transfers (experience exists already, because all the salaries
and pensions for postal staff of India Post are paid regularly over the postal counters).

7 As recommended by the Oasis Report of 1999.
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Box 6.4: Empowering Communities

Information kiosks can facilitate the involvement of citizens in governmental processes and decision
making, through the creation of networks with a multitude of actors outside the public sector, including
grass-roots organizations and neighborhood associations. In Tanzania, a nongovernmental organization
known as EcoNews has developed a Web site focused on the plight of farmers threatened with eviction
from their traditional pasture lands. By advocating the farmers' case on the World Wide Web, EcoNews
has brought intemational attention to the problem.

Several municipal and local governments are reaching out to people, publishing their budgets, delivering
services, and collecting taxes. In the process they not only become efficient, but transparency and less
corruption help them increase their tax collections. The OPEN system implemented by the municipal
govemment in Seoul to tackle corruption in civic affairs is one such example. The system publishes a
variety of information relating to services/pemits and licenses issued by the local government. The step-
by-step processing of an application can be tracked by the applicant on a Web site.

In addition to facilitating the involvement of citizens, these kiosks, because they make information
available to all, can become potentially empowering and democratizing. The Indian NGO, Sakshi, had
faced difficulties in lobbying for sexual harassment legislation. With help from intemational women's
networks through the Internet, Sakshi was able to receive advice and technical assistance on legal issues
relating to sexual harassment. The group succeeded in convincing the Supreme Court of India to establish
sexual harassment guidelines in workplaces and brought the issue within the purview of human rights
violations.

Implementation Challenges and Policy Issues

In developing its e-business activities, the Post Office will confront the challenges of positioning
itself in a new technological and economic environment. A key question is what will be the
organizational structure within which these e-business services will be structured? Will the Post
Office only be the physical location where these services are offered - or will the services be
integrated into the operations of the post office? Two future strategic directions are possible:

* The Post Office adds various services - both commercial and governmental - to its
portfolio;

* The Post Office provides an integrated suite of post and other services, subcontracted to a
telecenter operators. Postal reform is integral to this process.

Another key issue is that many government departments will not be open to the Post Office
substituting their functions (with a resultant loss of power, removal of rent seeking opportunities,
and impact upon employment). The Post Office could, therefore, be used only in instances when
other govermment departments do not have the capabilities or presence to deliver specific
services.

Many of the proposed activities, discussed in Chapter Five, require that the Post Office develop
partnerships with the private sector. The Post Office can supply important components of e-
business, but partnerships need to be built with technology companies in areas such as security,
links to banking systems, hardware, access methods, applications, and integration with other
government systems. A corporate entity may be better situated to forge these partnerships than a
government department.
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To be successful these activities will require a marketing orientation within management. This
will require: extensive management training; the retooling of the work force to handle
computers, browsers, and a print shop; and the development of a citizen friendly, service oriented,
attitude by the staff. Significant investments will be required in IT infrastructure, training, and
remodeling of post offices.

Private partnerships could also be explored in offering some new services. A new joint venture
between the Post Office and a private partner could invest and operate some of the new services
using Post Office premises and manpower. In becoming a service provider to the private sector,
the Post Office will have to compete with other private operators and match their efficiency and
aggressive marketing. In becoming a service provider to other public sector units such as
utilities, it will face resistance from those units' labor unions..

The imperative for posts to transform to an electronic delivery model are many: (i) declining
conventional mail revenues due to electronic substitution; (ii) reduced market share from more
customer-focused competition; and (iii) missed opportunities for becoming the fulfillment service
provider of choice for Internet shopping. In leveraging its existing advantages to offer new
services, the public status of the Post Office may place it at a disadvantage in competing with the
private sector offering some of the same services.

The Post Office will be best positioned to operate in a competitive environment as a corporate
entity. It would have more flexibility in making investments to enter new business and in
developing partnerships with private sector. A few of the large postal circles could be
corporatized in an initial phase. Getting acceptance from the strong labor unions will be a
challenge.

In rural areas where the major thrust could be e-govemment and working with public sector
utility companies, the status of a government department will be an advantage. A beginning
could be made in Andhra Pradesh, Kerala, Karnataka, or Chennai, where significant e-
government initiatives are already underway. The Postal Board will have to be empowered to
undertake new activities and support the associated modernization program. Retooling of
employees will be a major effort, but the experience of Andhra Pradesh and Kerala in retooling
their staff in rural areas indicates that this can be done.

Of course, the area of e-commerce presents some large questions. In Europe, a certain
reassessment of B2C business, in general, and postal support, in particular, has taken place
because results have been considerably different from what had initially been expected several
years ago. In the mail-order business, for example, the increase of orders and revenue was much
lower than expected (Germany 1.7 percent). Two explanations are slowly changing buying
behavior and constant budgets of private households. On the other hand, the share of electronic
orders grew considerably above average.

For India Post, there is no alternative than to leverage its infrastructure, trust, and related services
into a much larger role in e-commerce and e-government. To be successful in competition with
other (private) competitors, it must be ready to offer high-quality IT-related services. This will
also represent a significant growth opportunity for India Post beyond its current businesses base.
Technology will continue to remain a key driver of its business practices across the country. Its
postal value proposition will be stronger with appropriate institutional structures and partnerships
with technology companies.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
The Evolving Role of Post Offices

1. The Use of the South Africa Post Office for the Delivery of
Financial and Other Services

Background on South Africa Post Office

The delivery of financial services to rural areas, which often lack technological infrastructures, is
a challenge for many countries. In areas that are too unpopulated or poor to support a bank
branch, residents often lack nearby access to competitive financial products. Consequently, they
are generally dependent on informal lenders, such as microlenders, and lack access to more
sophisticated financial products, such as insurance products. One solution is the use of the post
office network for the delivery of financial and other services. The post office has the advantage
of vast rural reach; the trust of the public as a government agency; and a possible network
connection. In rural areas, the post office may be the only access point to electricity and a phone
line. In Africa, for example, 66 percent of the population has no access to modem technology
and depends on the postal service as their only means of communication. This electronic
infrastructure makes possible the remote provisioning of financial and other services.

In 2001, South Africa had a population of 40 million that was serviced by South Africa Post
Office in over 2,700 outlets and 5,500 service points. In addition to traditional stand-alone post
offices, the government also runs retail post offices that operate under the name "Postpoints."
Retail postal agencies are situated in host business such as supermarkets and pharmacies, as well
as mobile post offices, which travel throughout rural areas. In more rural and inaccessible areas
where there is no infrastructure such as host business, or the establishment of a conventional post
office cannot be fnancially justified, Pospazas are to be established. Pospazas offer an
entrepreneurial opportunity in remote areas. They consist of a portable, containerized unit of
which one-half accommodates 400 post boxes and the other half is a shop. Like retail postal
agents, Pospaza agents offer basic post office services and products in addition to their own
products and services.

The South African Post Office also provides delivery to people without a postal address in
developing areas that are not yet organized as towns and do not have street names or house
numbers. Using an innovative concept of transportable mail collection points, the post office
places mobile containers with between 400 and 800 post boxes. Should the informal settlement
move, then the "post-box lobby" goes along with it! More than 1 million South Africans use
these mail collection points, which go further than just delivering mail. In giving people a postal
address, these mail collection points also give people an economic identity. Having a postal
address empowers people to apply for the establishment of credit facilities with businesses and
service providers. Furthermore, having a postal address creates more opportunities for everyone
to receive correspondence and business mail.

The post office branch network also offers PostBank service, which was established to foster a
culture of saving, particularly among small savers who are often overlooked by large banks and
financial institutions and who previously had very limited access to financial services. It requires
smaller amounts for saving (a minimum of R50 or around US$5.00) and is available through
every postal outlet. PostBank provides the following services:
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* Telebank: An online computerized savings account that allows cash to be deposited or
withdrawn at counter terminals at 320 post offices and 5,000 ATM machines throughout
the country;

* Postbank savings certificates: Saving investment products for an initial fixed period of
six months (and an indefinite period thereafter) and available with a minimum balance of
R1 ,000;

* Money orders.

Postbank does not offer traditional banking services such as checking or loans.

Public Information Terminals (PiTs)

The government of South African recognized that the vast rural reach of the South African post
office network could be used to address the financial needs of low-income and rural citizens
without expanding the role or risk of PostBank. In response, the government initiated a joint
project between the South African Post Office and the South African Department of
Communications to install easy-to-use Internet kiosks - Public Information Terminals (PiTs) - in
post offices around the country. In October 2001, PiTs were installed in over 100 rural post
offices, providing internet access to over 20 million people living in rural areas, many of whom
had no prior access to electronic information. The post office plans to install an additional 600
PiTs in post offices in 2002-2003, with the eventual goal of installing about 5,000 PiTs, including
in locations such as shopping malls, libraries, and community centers. These electronic terminals
will offer global electronic access by offering access to the internet, e-mail, govermment and
educational services, e-commerce, and e-finance. The PiTs represent a radical new attempt to
bring the advantages of information technology to the rural poor and small and micro
enterprises.

A challenge for South African post was the introduction of PiT tenninals to a rural population
that is unfamiliar with computers and often illiterate. To address the needs of inexperienced
clients, the PiT kiosks are installed with an easy-to-use touch screen interface, speakers,
microphones, and web-cam. PiT terminals are extremely user-friendly, with universally
recognized icons to overcome the constraint of illiteracy. In addition, before the introduction of
the PiTs, South African post office staff, including the postmasters at the 100 sites, were
extensively trained to assist customers in using the PiTs. Furthermore, a call center is being set
up to handle consumers' inquires. To address technical problems, the South African Post Office
outsourced the maintenance of the PiTs to a private company, whereby the postmasters can call
the company if a PiT is malfunctioning, and the company is obligated to respond within four
hours. To better understand the needs of rural communities, the South African Post Office is
collecting data on how many times various services are accessed and is also conducting electronic
customer surveys through the PiT to determine the most popular services.

The PiT project is expected to cost about R21 million, including an initial cost of R13.5 million.
As part of a cost-sharing arrangement, the Departrnent of Communications will provide the
capital outlay for the construction of PiTs, while the South African Post Office is responsible for
operational expenditures, including the provision of venues, training, and operating costs. As the
PiT is part of an initiative by the government of South Africa to bridge the digital divide, it will

s The PiT network is operated though links to backend servers of Diginet, made available by Telkom, at a
minimum speed of 256 kbs. Out of the I 00 PiTs currently operating, 97 percent are connected through Diginet,
while the rest are connected through satellite. As PiTs are installed in more remnote and mountainous areas
where there are no penetration of fixed lines, satellite will be the preferred form of Internet connection.
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initially be subsidized by federal funds. However, the PiT project is expected to become self-
sustaining, if not profitable, in the near future. The first step will require users to register and pay
for PiT time with a prepaid smart card, which will also be used for verification and authentication
purposes for e-commerce and e-banking transactions. However, given the low disposable income
of the targeted clients - and the high social benefit - service charges are still being debated. So
although the Post Office hopes to earn revenue on PiT transactions, current products include a
mix of social goods (free e-mail, e-government, and e-education) as well as commercially viable
products (e-commerce and e-banking). The following initial products are being offered:

E-Mail

The South African post office now provides free e-mail accounts to all South Africans. The PiT
terminals provide individuals and businesses free access to send and receive electronic messages.
For example, businesses can electronically correspond with suppliers and customers.

E-Government (Government Information and Forms)

The PiT terminals offer links to central government Web sites that provide general information,
with the intention to make the government more accessible and transparent. Government Web
sites linked to the PiT include information about regulations, legislation, and current government
news. In addition, PiTs provide some government forms with the option of completing the form
online after which it can be printed or, in some cases, electronically delivered to the relevant
government agency. Forms include personal application for ID books, passports, and commercial
applications for firm registration and import certificates.

E-Education

The PiT will offer different links to educational institutions, such as universities and technikons.
PiT also facilitates e-learning by providing access to application forms and information about
various courses and programs. Future plans include allowing students to register and pay tuition
online.

CV Creator

The PiT will provide a menu-driven resume creator to assist people seeking employment. It will
prompt users for personal information - such as education and work experience - and
automatically format a CV. Job applicants can thereafter e-mail their CV to potential employees
using their free PiT e-mail address.

E-Commerce

PiT will provide a platform for medium, small, and micro enterprises to offer e-commerce
services. They will have the opportunity to advertise and sell goods and services electronically
and share business information. The post office plans to introduce electronic payment via smart-
card technology, which would make internet purchases possible by people without credit cards.
PiT will also offer a business directory for any company that wishes to advertise their business
information, such as location, telephone number, basic service description, and so on.

E-Banldng

Electronic banking is being introduced to the Post Office through the use of smart cards, which
may be preloaded with cash or linked to a South Africa PostBank account. Encryption
technologies - such as biometric thumbprint and retina recognition - will be employed to ensure
banking security. Within the next two years, the post office also plans to offer e-financing
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services to small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in the underserved parts of South Africa.
The PiT will offer SMEs access to electronic financing in their local communities by providing
an infrastructure for firms to apply for loans from all 26 competing banks in South Africa. SMEs
will be able to either receive the loans physically (by the immediate disbursement of cash) or
electronically through a South Africa Postbank account. This arrangement will also earn revenue
for Postbank, which will receive transaction fees and commissions for the provision of the loans.
By acting as a conduit to these loans, the Postbank is able to extend loan services to customers
without absorbing any credit risk themselves.

Conclusion

As in many countries with large low-income, rural areas, South Africa is faced with a digital-
divide between its citizens with and without access to global electronic information. To address
the growing need for electronic access in rural communities, the South African Post Office has
introduced PiT terminals, which provide Internet access, free e-mail accounts, and other
government, commercial, and financial products, By expanding electronic access to goods,
information, and financial services to rural areas, the govermnent of South Africa hopes to ensure
the development of enhanced services at lower cost.
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2. The National Post Office of Malaysia

Introduction

Pos Malaysia Berhad, the national post office of Malaysia, is a company limited by guarantee
incorporated under the Malaysian Companies Act 1965. Pos Malaysia Berhad operates under a
license issued by the Minister of Energy, Telecommunications and Posts under the Postal
Services Act 1991, for a period of 21 years effective from I January 1992.

Before 1992, postal services were under the Postal Services Department - and were part of the
government. The government's privatization policy in the 1980s identified the Postal Services
Department as an agency that could be privatized. To that end, in 1985, a long and gradual
preparation process was begun. During this early period, the Postal Services Department
operated a "self accounting system" whereby the Postal Services Department had to account for
its own expenditure and funding except for a nominal allocation of RM1O from the government
of Malaysia. The Department was also allowed to set up a Postal Fund of its own.

On 12 September 1991, the Postal Services Act 1991 and the Postal Services (Successor
Company) Act 1991 were passed, paving the way for the corporatization of the Postal Services
Department of Malaysia. Pos Malaysia Berhad, the company licensed to operate the postal
services in Malaysia, was, at its inception, wholly owned by the government of Malaysia. The
Postal Services (Successor Company) Act 1991 essentially vests all property, rights, and
liabilities of the government of Malaysia in relation to postal services in Pos Malaysia Berhad.
Hence, the assets and funds that were attributable to the Postal Services Department at the time of
vesting formed the seed capital for the operations of the corporatized entity. The exercise fell
short of privatization for reasons to be discussed.

The government retains control over the governance of Pos Malaysia Berhad by virtue of the
Special Rights Redeemable Preference Share (called the "Golden Share") issued to the Ministry
of Finance. This Golden Share enables the government of Malaysia, through the Ministry of
Finance or its successors or any Minister, representative, or any person acting on its behalf, to
ensure that certain major decisions affecting the operation of Pos Malaysia Berhad are consistent
with the government's policy.

The Golden Shareholder is entitled to receive notices of meetings of the company but does not
carry any right to vote at such meetings. Nonetheless, certain matters, such as the alteration of
the Articles of Association of Pos Malaysia Berhad relating to the rights of the Special
Shareholder, the dissolution of the Company, any substantial acquisition and disposal of assets,
amalgamation, merger and takeover, appointment of foreign directors, and so on. - cannot be
undertaken without the agreement of the Ministry. The Special Share may also be redeemed at
par at any time at the instance of the Preferred Shareholder. In the event of a dissolution of Pos
Malaysia Berhad, the Special Shareholder is entitled to the repayment of the capital paid up on
the Special Rights Redeemable Preference Share in priority to any repayment of capital to any
other member. The Special Share does not confer any right to participate in the capital or profits
of the company.

At the same time, all the members of the board of directors of Pos Malaysia Berhad are appointed
by the Minister of Energy, Telecommunications and Post.
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Evolution of the Functions of Postal Services in Malaysia

In the early 1800s, postal services were established in what was later known as the Straits
Settlements consisting of Penang, Malacca, and Singapore. Letters were conveyed through
dispatch riders or special messengers. Postage stamps were then not in use but payment of the
fees in force was made when letters were handed in at the post office. An alphabetical register
was kept of all letters that passed through the office and a receipt was given for each letter posted.

With the formation of the Straits Settlements in 1826, the first Postal Services Department was
established with headquarters in Penang. However, the postal affairs of the Straits Settlements
came under the aegis of the Indian Post Office. Adhesive postage stamps camne into being in
1854, when Indian Postage Stamps, without any overprinting, were used. In 1867, stamps of the
Indian series of 1865, overprinted with a crown and in Straits dollars and cents, were introduced.

The Federated Malay States, comprising the States of Perak, Selangor, Pahang, and Negeri
Sembilan, were formed on 1 July 1896, and the first definitive set of postage stamps was issued
in 1901. It was not, however, until 1 January 1905 that the postal departments within the
Federated Malay States were integrated with uniform regulations under a centralized accounting
office.

Postal services in five other States (the Unfederated Malay States comprising Johore, Kedah,
Kelantan, Perlis, and Terengganu) were established from 1876 until 1910. In 1935, the Malayan
Postal Union was formed comprising the Straits Settlements and the Federated Malay States.
After the Japanese Occupation, the Unfederated Malay States were admitted to the Union. The
Malayan Postal Union Agreement was revised and reissued in 1949, as the Postal Union of
Malaya Agreement covering the Federation of Malaya and Singapore. This Agreement lapsed on
16 September 1963 with the creation of Malaysia, which included Sabah and Sarawak as well as
Singapore. (Singapore left Malaysia on 9 August 1965.)

In the beginning, the post office confined itself to the transmission of letters. It later extended its
services to provide for the carriage of newspapers and business documents. The parcel post
service and the registration service were introduced in 1875, the insurance service in July 1891,
and the cash-on-delivery service in January 1909. Together with the development of
"traditional" postal services, facilities were introduced for the transmission of money, using
money orders and postal orders, and for the investment of funds in a Post Office Savings Bank.
With the expansion of the government machinery, the Postal Department was urged to take on
more services for other government departments and statutory bodies. The Post Office began
accepting the payment of electricity bills in 1946, the sale of dog licenses on behalf of the States
Treasuries in 1949, and the payment of pensions in 1953. The Postal Department began selling
the Highway Code Booklet for the Transport Department in 1960, and the sale of television
licenses through the post offices began in 1964.

Savings function of the Malaysian Post Office

As a financial institution, the Malaysian Post Office has had a long history. The first savings
banks were established in Perak and Selangor in 1888 and 1893, respectively. These were
initially administered by the State Treasuries. They were then taken over by the Postal
Department and in 1907 were reorganized as the Federated Malay States Post Office Savings
Bank. The Straits Settlements of Penang, Malacca and Singapore had their own POSB as early as
1902. POSBs were also established in the Unfederated Malay States before World War II. Thus,
before the establishment of the Federation of Malaya in 1948, there were in effect five separate
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POSBs, each governed by their respective legislation. These were the POSB of the Federated
Malay States, the POSB of the Straits Settlements, the POSB of Johore, the POSB of Kedah and
the POSB of Kelantan. With the emergence of the Federation of Malaya, these amalgamated into
a single POSB under the Post Office Savings Bank Ordinance, 1948 with effect from 1 January
1949.

In East Malaysia, only Sarawak had a POSB. The Sarawak POSB was set up in 1925. It,
however, remained a separate entity until 1972, after which the Post Office Savings Bank
Ordinance, 1948 was extended to Sarawak, resulting in a single POSB for Malaysia. Before
amalgamation under this Ordinance, the Sarawak POSB was governed by the Post Office Savings
Bank Ordinance (Sarawak Ordinance Cap. 40), which came into effect on January 1, 1957. As
for North Borneo/Sabah, legislation had been passed in 1954 to establish its own savings bank but
this was never put into operation. Following the formation of Malaysia, the Post Office Savings
Bank Ordinance, 1948 was extended to Sabah on May 15, 1968, and POSB facilities were
established and managed under this Ordinance.

Legislation Governing The Post Office Savings Banks

After 1957, there were in effect two separate POSBs for the whole of Malaysia. This continued
until 1972, after which the POSBs came under a single authority. The relevant legislation
governing these is the Post Office Savings Bank Ordinance, 1948 (cited as the Post Office
Savings Bank Act, 1948) and the Post Office Savings Bank Ordinance (Sarawak Ordinance).
These two pieces of legislation are identical in almost all respects.

The POSBs of Peninsular Malaysia and Sarawak were wholly-owned by their respective
governments. As distinct from other financial institutions, the POSBs did not have any share
capital. The Postmaster-General was merely an administrative head who dealt with the more
routine tasks of managing the institution within the framework of the legislation and related
regulations. In particular, he had virtually no influence on matters concerned with making the
POSB financially more attractive to depositors nor had he any discretion on the deployment of
the funds. Such matters were in the hands of higher authorities and, in the colonial period, even
the British Secretary of State had a role to play. However, even in such circumstances, these
authorities had to operate within a framework prescribed by the provisions of the legislation
governing the POSB on these matters.

The POSB legislation contained a number of provisions concerned with the encouragement and
collection of savings. First, the Post Office Savings Bank Ordinance, 1948 provided for the
merging of the, separate POSBs existing in Malaya in 1948 into a single institution. With the
advent of Malaysia, the Ordinance was extended to Sabah and finally to Sarawak. Such measures
obviously assured uniformity in the policies pursued and more effective administration.

Second, the POSB legislation also enabled the establishing of POSB facilities throughout the
country. For Malaya, these facilities could be established any place within the country. For
Sarawak, these facilities could only be established at post offices. Nonetheless, the greater
flexibility provided the POSB in Malaya was never used to its advantage - such as locating POSB
facilities in choice sites or in suitable areas where there were no post offices. However, the
linking of the POSB location with a postal facility had become one of the major sources of the
POSB's strength. Through this link, the POSB was able to operate a network of facilities
unmatched by other financial institutions.

Third, the encouragement of thrift was highlighted in the legislation, this task being one of the
responsibilities of the Postmaster-General. To achieve this end, a number of measures were
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taken. These ranged from frequent publicity about the POSB in the mass media to establishing
special schemes for certain groups in the community.

Fourth, the legislation provided for the payment of interest on deposits and for the rate of interest
payable. The latter part of the provision proved to be necessary in dealing with increasing
competition from the commercial banks in the 1960s. The rate of interest payable was fixed at
2.5 percent by the Ordinance for the POSB in Malaya, but there was provision for this rate to be
adjusted. However, the authorities maintained this rate for 17 years (until 1965) before the first
change in the rate was authorized.

Fifth, the legislation provided a number of safeguards to protect the interest of POSB's
depositors. These safeguards assured depositors of an almost risk-less repository for their funds,
and this greatly assisted the mobilization of savings. The most conspicuous - and possibly most
important safeguard - was a guarantee given by the government for the repayment to depositors
of all moneys deposited with the POSB together with all interest payable, should the assets of the
POSB at any time become insufficient to meet all the claims of the depositors. Such guarantees
were not available in other financial institutions, except the Pilgrims Management and Fund
Board. Another safeguard for depositors entailed the grant of a government guarantee for the
viability of the POSB. In the event that the POSB was unable to meet its expenses - including
the payment of interest due to depositors - from its own revenue, the Ordinance provided for such
a shortfall to be covered from government revenue. The bulk of the assets of the POSB had to be
held in government securities. The Ordinances provided for the continued liquidity of the POSB
to meet unusually large calls on its resources such as those arising from sudden and substantial
withdrawals of deposits. In such an event, the POSB could seek advances from the government
to meet its obligations while it took steps to dispose of securities from its holdings.

The investments of the POSB were governed by the Post Office Savings Bank Act, 1948; the
Trustee Act, 1949; and the Trustee Investment Act, 1965. In the 1950s, in view of the limited
availability of public securities in the domestic capital market, the POSB invested the bulk of its
surplus funds in foreign government securities. Of its total investments of US$59 million in
1950, about three-quarters (or US$45 million) comprised investments in foreign sterling
securities. However, in the 1960s, in line with amendments to the Trustee Act, the investment
policy of the POSB changed with an increasing portion of its surplus funds, including the
proceeds from maturing foreign securities, being invested in Malaysian assets, especially
Malaysian Government securities. As a result, since the 1960s, the POSB had become an
important source of noninflationary long-term finance under the country's successive five-year
development plans.

Malaysian postal services have undergone rapid transformation since independence in 1957.
While the range of services has expanded considerably, the government still considered it
necessary to decouple the savings functions of the post office from its core postal services. Even
though the post office provided savings services to the public, this was always viewed as being
secondary or supplemental to its postal services. As a result, the manual accounting systems of
the Post Office Savings Bank were kept separate from the accounting systems of its other
services.

Reasons for the Decoupling of Postal Services and Savings Functions of the Post Office

In the 1950s, savings deposits expanded steadily from US$57 million at the end of 1950 to $157
million at the end of 1960. Furthermore, throughout the 1950s, the rate of interest offered on
savings deposits in the POSB was 2.5 percent per annum, the same as that offered by the
commercial banks. Total savings deposits with the POSB rose at an average annual rate of 10.7
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percent in the 1950s, compared with average growth of 13 percent per annum for the commercial
banks.

However, in the 1960s, growth of deposits in the POSB slowed considerably. For example,
between 1961 and 1970, aggregate net savings deposits were $56.0 million compared with net
savings of $73.0 million deposited with the POSB between 1951 and 1960. This was
notwithstanding the expansion of the savings bank network in the 1960s, the inclusion of the
POSB of Sarawak in the network in 1963, and the extension of the operations of the POSB of
Peninsular Malaysia to Sabah in May 1968. The decline in deposits was attributable to two main
factors.

First, in the 1950s deposits were higher in the POSB by virtue of its wide network of post offices
spread throughout the country, in comparison with the branch network of commercial banks,
which were confined primarily to the urban areas. In the 1960s, however, as the commercial
banks and the finance companies began to widen their branch network, they were able to compete
more actively with the POSB for savings deposits.

Second, although the POSB interest rate matched that of the commercial banks on savings
deposits, the facilities to accept fixed deposits (not available in the POSB) offered by the
commercial banks and the finance companies, in the face of the rapid expansion in their branch
network, attracted a considerable number of new depositors. The higher interest rates on the
fixed deposits offered by these institutions attracted the savings of the higher income groups.

In the 1960s, savings deposits of the POSB increased at an average annual rate of only 5.8
percent, significantly lower than the average annual growth of 18.1 percent for savings deposits
with the commercial banks. Consequently, the POSB was overtaken even by the finance
companies as a mobilizer of private savings. By the end of 1970, total deposits with the finance
companies, many of which were only formed in the mid-1960s, amounted to $433 million (of
which $29 million were in savings deposits), compared with only $276 million for the POSB. In
the case of the commercial banks, total deposits amounted to $3.4 billion, of which $595 million
were in savings deposits.

Increasing competition from commercial banks from the 1960s and from finance companies from
the 1970s was an important factor compelling a re-examination of the capabilities of the POSB.
These depository institutions provide a major source of competition to the POSB in terms of
efficiency of service and attractive deposit rates. The need to be more competitive became more
urgent with the onset of inflationary pressures towards the end of 1973 and 1974, which pressed
for more effective efforts in mobilizing savings. As a result, the government finally decided to
establish a new institution, the National Savings Bank (NSB) to replace the POSB. The enabling
legislation, Bank Simpanan Nasional Act, 1974, was ready in mid-1974, and the bank was
established in December 1974. The Bank Simpanan Nasional Act, 1974, contains a number of
provisions for extensive changes and innovations.

The National Savings Bank (NSB) was established as a separately constituted statutory authority
to assume the functions and responsibilities of the POSB. As an incentive to small savers, the
interest earned on deposits of up to $20,000 with the bank was exempted from income tax
effective December 1, 1974, the bank's the inauguration. The savings interest rate, which had
been maintained constant at 6.5 percent per annum since May 1974, compared favorably with the
rates offered by commercial banks. The interest earned on savings deposits with the commercial
banks and the finance companies were, however, taxable.
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As a concession to attract more savings, in the 1979 budget the government exempted interest up
to $600 earned annually on savings deposits with commercial banks and finance companies from
taxation, thus narrowing the competitive edge which the NSB had previously enjoyed over these
institutions. At the same time, the corresponding tax-free limit on income earned from savings
deposits with the NSB was raised to $1,400 a year, which offset some of this loss.

After taking over the POSB the NSB made efforts to provide a wider range of banking services,
improve saving facilities, launch educational campaigns, and to restructure and streamline its
organization to provide better facilities and services to its depositors. Since then, the number of
post offices and mobile postal vans has increased dramatically. The bank also began to
decentralize its administration by establishing regional branch offices in the major towns.
Currently, 13 main branches are in operation throughout Malaysia. To attract more depositors,
the bank introduced automated teller machines (ATMs) in 1983, in line with similar moves by
other financial institutions. In addition, the administration of public relations and marketing
offices - previously under the direct supervision of headquarters - was decentralized to the
regional branch level. The total number of depositors at the end of 1987 was 6,614,396,
compared with 2,595,149 in 1974 (when the bank was established). The NSB continues in its
efforts to offer a wider and more attractive range of savings instruments aimed at encouraging
public savings.

Even with the transfer of the savings functions from the post office to the National Savings Bank,
the post office continues to provide agency services on behalf of the National Savings Bank,
particularly in accepting deposits from the public. As the branch network of the National Savings
Bank took until the 1980s to be established, the post office was effectively continuing to performn
its old savings collection functions. When the National Savings Bank began expansion of its
branch network in the 1980s and thereafter, the agency service provided by the post office related
to accepting deposits on behalf of the National Savings Bank continued only in rural areas and for
savings deposits where no ATM facilities existed.

Privatization

Transforming Pos Malaysia Berhad from a corporatized to a privatized entity has been the subject
of intensive discussion since the 1980s when the electricity and telecommunications services
were privatized. However, there are a number of significant and critical issues that need to be
resolved before this can be a viable option:

* The right and flexibiDity to be accorded to Pos Malaysia Berhad to fix tariffs.
Currently, tariffs and rates are strictly regulated by the Minister of Energy,
Telecommunications and Post. Any proposal to increase tariffs particularly in relation to
reserve services (postage for letters) is likely to be resisted by the government. By virtue
of holding the "Golden Share," the Government of Malaysia may veto any decision of
Pos Malaysia Berhad's Board to increase tariffs. Hence, Pos Malaysia Berhad does not
have the flexibility to determine tariff structures for its services. This would potentially
render its commercial operations non- viable.

* Status of land that is leased to Pos Malaysia Berhad. Pos Malaysia Berhad leases land
from the government for a fixed tenure on a preferential-rate basis. There is no clear
understanding on the status of this arrangement should Pos Malaysia Berhad become
completely privatized and on whether the preferential lease rates would continued to be
charged by the government.
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Treatment of pensionable staff. This needs to be agreed upon to ensure that Pos
Malaysia Berhad would not be saddled with the huge financial burden of paying
retirement benefits to its staff who were formerly members of the civil service.

Current Structure and Role Of Pos Malaysia Berhad

The principle activity of Pos Malaysia Berhad is to provide postal and related services, including
receiving and dispatching of postal articles, rendering postal financial services, dealing in
philatelic products, and selling postage stamps. Nonetheless, a broad range of other services are
provided. Some of these are described below.

* Letter mail and parcel services;
* Remittance services;
* Agency services;
* Public service network (PSN);
* Official forms and other amenities.

The letter mail and parcel services provided by Pos Malaysia Berhad include letters, postcards,
printed papers, pamphlets, and parcels. Besides these services, Pos Malaysia Berhad also
provides such supplementary services as registration service, bulk mailing, franking service,
insured letters service, post office box service, and others. In addition, the Expedited Mail
Service caters to the needs of the local business community and the general public, providing
contractual and on-demand service.

Remittance services provided by Pos Malaysia Berhad include domestic ordinary money or postal
orders. This service is equivalent to bank drafts provided by commercial banks. Remitting
money through this service is more convenient, however, because of the vast post office network
(over 600 outlets). The money service comprises the local and international money order service,
telegraphic money orders, and trade change money orders. Features of the domestic ordinary
money order include:

* Payable within the country (Peninsular Malaysia, Sabah, and Sarawak);
* Service available at all computerized and noncomputerized post offices;
* Encashment handled immediately at 600 online computerized post offices;
* Remitter's particulars on application forms aids the retrieval process;
* Immediate refund and issuing duplicate of expired money order (not more than one year

after issuance) at all online computerized post offices;
* Period of validity is three calendar months from the last day of the month of issue;
* The maximum amount for each transaction is RM10,000 and RM2.00 commission is

charged per transaction.

Pos Malaysia Berhad also provides a range of agency services on behalf of other institutions,
including:

1. Renewal and withdrawal of licenses for various government bodies

* Ministry of Information: (a) Television License (discontinued since 2000 when TV
licenses were abolished); (b) Compound of penalties; (c) Maintaining register book of TV
buyers;

* Ministry of Road Transportation: (a) Driving license; (b) Road tax; (c) Renewal of
probationary licenses;
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* Registrar of Companies;
* Registrar of Business.

2. Payment of bils

Household Bills including: (a) electricity bills, (b) water bills, (c) telephone bills and (d) house
assessments.

3. Banking facilities

For the convenience of customers, deposits and withdrawals can be made at post offices on behalf
of the following banks and agencies: (a) National Savings Bank; (b) Amanah Saharn Nasional;
(c) Amanah Saham Bumiputra; (d) Amanah Saharn Wawasan (ASN 2020); (e) Amanah Saham
Sarawak (ASSAR); (f) Majlis Amanah Rakyat (MARA).

4. Insurance

Administering four different types of insurance policies offered by Malaysia National Insurance
(Pelan Ilmu, Pelan Demi Sayang, Pelan Muhabbah, and Pelan Budiman).

5. Statutory and nonstatutory contributions made by the public to:

* Employees' Provident Fund
* Pilgrims' Fund Board
* Social Security Fund
* Muslim Welfare Organization

6. Others licenses (such as dog licenses)

Public Services Network (PSN) is an online network application system of the company,
Permodalan Nasional Berhad (PNB), which enables the services of the various government
agencies to be transacted by the public at post office counters. The PSN system project is a joint
effort of PNB, Pos Malaysia Berhad (PMB), and Malaysian Administrative Modernization and
Management Planning Unit (MAMPU). It is designed to enhance the quality and productivity of
the counter services given by the public sector through comprehensive computerization systems.
The objectives of the PSN are:

* to provide quality services to the public through service counters;
* to assist the government and its agencies in providing counter service facilities to the

public;
* to assist the government and its agencies in integrating their business processes.

The system was officially launched by the Government of Malaysia in May 1994. Two services
were simultaneously implemented at selected post office counters - the renewal of (a) driving
licenses and (b) business registrations. It is the mission of PSN to extend its services to other
agencies that interact with the public.

From the public's perspective, the goal of PSN was to reduce traveling costs. The public,
especially in the rural area, could conveniently have access to these services since post offices are
widely dispersed throughout the country. It would also reduce service time as the public could
carry out several transactions in one visit to the post office. The public could also have
altemative service outlets throughout the country and business transactions could be completed
and updated immediately.
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From the government's perspective PSN could reduce congestion at counters, making the post
office a more comfortable working place. This would increase public satisfaction and confidence
- thereby improving the image of the agency. By using post offices as alternative outlets,
agencies would not have to invest in setting up more branches. In addition, verification is faster
and more accurate as results can be obtained instantaneously from a specific database.

Budget Administrative Arrangements of Pos Malaysia Berhad

In preparing for its eventual privatization, the Postal Services Department operated the so-called
"self-accounting" system after 1984, in which its funding and expenditure was independent from
the government, except for a nominal budget allocation of RM10 from the government of
Malaysia. With the corporatisation of the Postal Services Department, all the assets and liabilities
that were attributable to postal services were vested in Pos Malaysia Berhad pursuant to the
Postal Services (Successor Company) Act 1991.

The chief source of funds for Pos Malaysia Berhad is revenue generated by the range of services
it provides to the public. The other sources of income for Pos Malaysia Berhad include income
that is earned from investments made from its reserves. On 1 January 1992, all property, rights
and liabilities, other than land and buildings and certain other assets, became the property, rights
and liabilities of the Pos Malaysia Berhad. The value of assets and liabilities of the Postal
Services Department that were transferred to Pos Malaysia Berhad were stated in the accounts as
of 31 December 1991. The excess of assets over liabilities transferred amounted to RM98.232
million - which was taken up as a reserve in the accounts of the company.

The computerization of Pos Malaysia Berhad was given a jumpstart by the provision of a term
loan by Permodalan Nasional Berhad (PNB) - the national investment body that offers unit trusts
to the public. As the efficient distribution of unit trusts depends on a sophisticated computerized
network, PNB had injected the initial capital through the provision of a "soft" loan to Pos
Malaysia Berhad. The term loan that was provided was unsecured, interest free, and is repayable
in 40 equal quarterly installments - commencing in January 1992.

E-Commerce and E-Government New Initiatives

An e-government initiative, still at the introductory stage, is the provision of computer and
Internet facilities in the post offices to enable people in rural areas to access computer and
Internet services and to attain computer literacy. The project is called "The Rural Internet
Program." To date, 20 branches of Pos Malaysia have been selected on a pilot basis to provide
the use of computer and Internet services to the public free of charge. Telekom Malaysia, the
telecommunications company, provides free telephone lines, a consortium of private sector
computer vendors provide the computer hardware, and Pos Malaysia provides the personnel in its
offices. It is hoped that when this pilot project takes off, it could form the basis of developing
post offices as computer centers where the rural public can, inter alia, access public services , for
example, to pay utility bills, apply for passports, and so on.

Another e-commerce venture that Pos Malaysia has embarked upon is digital signature
certification. Under the Digital Signature Certification Act 1999, Pos Malaysia has obtained the
status of a certification authority for digital signatures for e-commerce transactions by way of its
30 percent equity participation in a company called Digicert. However, activities in this area are
still nascent.

In 2001, Pos Malaysia launched a PC-ownership campaign aimed at encouraging the purchase of
personal computers by the public through withdrawals from the Employment Provident Fund
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(EPF). The computers range in price from RM2,999 to RM3,499 and come inclusive of modem,
CD-ROM player, an anti-virus system, and a one-year warranty. Home delivery of the products
by the post office is also a special attraction of this campaign. Interested users pay Pos Malaysia
for their PCs with a cash check from the EPF and receive their PCs within their area's parcel post
service period. This is viewed as a welcome opportunity for POSB in its efforts to train its
employees in sales and developing the logistics for sale and forwarding of products. This is in
line with its intention to become a point of delivery or a delivery channel for products bought
through the Internet.

Recent Developments and Major Challenges Faced by Pos Malaysia Berhad and Future
Plans

Based on an interview with senior management in Pos Malaysia it appears that the Post Office is
vigilant and aware of the challenges it faces, particularly in regard to the use of Internet and e-
commerce. The company is willing to adapt its strategy and services in light of various
challenges. For example, with the decreasing use of postal services by the younger population,
Pos Malaysia recognizes that its niche is in the commercial sector and possibly in developing
warehouse and logistics capabilities.

One chief obstacle to any plan of Pos Malaysia to adapt and explore new business opportunities is
the requirement imposed by the government for the company to adhere to its "core" activities and
the government's insistence in using its branch facilities as a means of achieving social objectives
(such as Internet penetration in rural areas) without appropriate regard to commercial viability.
This severely hampers the ability of Pos Malaysia to operate on commercial terms.

The company has also explored the possibility of providing insurance services to the retail and
rural segments of the population, but its application for an insurer license has not been approved.
Similarly, its strategy to better support the National Savings Bank as its agent in providing ATM
or giro services met with no indication that the authorities would sanction Pos Malaysia in
venturing into these activities.

At the same time, the regulatory environment for Pos Malaysia remains uncertain. It is still
subject to regulation by the Ministry of Energy, Telecommunications and Posts despite the recent
transfer of 60 percent of its shares to another company, Permodalan Nasional Berhad. With the
creation of the Multimedia Commission in 1999, preparations are under way for Pos Malaysia to
fall under its regulatory purview in 2002. It is still not clear, however, whether this change will
impose any new requirements or restrictions on the company.
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ANNEXES
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Annex 1 : Summary table for OECD countries

Services offered UK France Belgium Netherlands Germany US Canada Australia

/ / xc Sc x x
Banking / V V x V x

Cash management ' x x x
Commercial banks' checks & cash operations 1 S 1 x S x
Cash dispenser machines I / V x / x x x
Postal orders (GIRO) / / x / x x /
International money transfers V / x x / x x V
Foreign exchange V / x x xc x x
Own current accounts with debit cards & checks xc / V x x x x

Own savings and time deposits x V / x V x x x
Bonds and savings certificates / V I x V x x x
Mutual and investment funds x V V x V x x x
Credit cards x V / x / x x x
Overdraft facilities c / x x / x x x
Short-term loans x x V x Vx x xc
Mortgages x xc x V x x x
Commercial real estate loans and leasing x x x x I/ x x x
Online electronic banking x V Vx I/ x x x
Online brokerage activities x V x x / x x x

Insurance V I x Scx x V
Life insurance x V/ x Scx x x
Health insurance x / x x x x x x
Travel insurance x / x x x x S/
Home insurance x x V x x x x V
Accident insurance x x S / x / x x x
Motor insurance x xc / x x x x /

.. _ x in prep. x x Sc
Utility bills V x in prep. xx
Taxes V x in prep. x x V x /
Credit cards / x x x x V / V
Licenses fees V x x x x V o l

Insurance premiums / x x x x / / /
Specific private bills / x x x x / / V
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Services offered UK France Belgium Netherlands Germany us Canada Australia

Information on benefits / x x x x x
Collection of benefits / x x x x x
Health prescription charge refunds / x x x x x

Provision of databases on consumer groups x i x x x
Provision of databases with customers' address files / xx V I x V V
Data and market analysis services I in prep. V / x x

Inventory management V V V Jx

Orders and deliveries management and tracking V V x X ix /

Invoice management x V xcx x V
Payment management / V x V V x x V
Procurement services x x x x x V
Internal mail/document processing services x V/ x x x

Integrated logistics and management software for e- VI i x x
businesses
Secure Internet message services V V in prep. V V V V V

Certification of e-business partners x V x V i x
Hybrid mail V / in prep. x / I V /
Assistance for the creation of e-businesses V ix / / x x
Incubator x x in prep. x x x x

Various permits delivery V x x x x x VSx
Driving license Cx %/ x x x x x

Passport application packages / x x x x / x V

Direct e-cormmerce on post office Web site (apart SCx x V x V x
from stamps)
Travel services / x x x x x x x

Sale of telephone cards, etc. / / /o x x V/ x 

Purchase of entrance tickets for national attractions x x V x x x x x
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Annex 2: Innovative services in OECD countries

Consignia, the U.K. Post Office

The U.K. Post Office has long been used as a portal for the collection or payment of a wide range
of government-linked services, such as pensions, social security, passports, licenses, and taxes.

Banldng services
* Cash management: Through a close relationship with GiroBank, Consignia is the leader

in cash handling and cash provisioning in the UK for business customers. Services
include:

o corporate deposits (acceptance of cash and checks from retailers);
o change provisioning (provision of coins for retail outlets);
o third-party check encashment (secure facility by which corporate customers can

make payments in cash to any third party); and
o cash provisioning (supply of larger amounts of cash to corporate customers such

as emergency branch funding for building societies).
* Check and cash deposits and withdrawals: Consignia has developed agreements with a

number of commercial banks and building societies (Alliance & Leicester, Barclays,
Lloyds TSB, and others) for their customers to be able to cash checks and deposit cash
and checks at post offices and to use cash dispensers at post offices for cash withdrawal
and deposits.

* Postal orders (money orders): An easy way to send money or make mail order purchases,
they can be made to 47 countries worldwide.

* International money transfers: Consignia offers intemational money transfer services by
wire to 130 countries (MoneyGram services).

* Sale of bonds and savings certificates: Consignia sells specific investment bonds and
savings certificates to pensioners, children, and non-taxpayers.

* Foreign exchange: Consignia provides foreign exchange and traveler's check services,
including online.

Insurance
Consignia does not provide insurance services other than travel insurance. However, a number of
travel insurance policies can be purchased online. Consignia also issues the documentation
required permitting U.K. nationals to obtain medical care in other European countries.

Bill payment services
Consignia accepts payments for a whole range of bills, including telephone, cable TV, electricity,
water, gas, TV license, motor vehicle taxes, mail orders, council tax, council rent, housing
association rent, income tax, credit card balances, insurance premiums, club/union subscriptions
and bills, and TV and video rentals. Some bills may attract a fee. Bills cannot be paid online.

Pension and other benefits services
Consignia has a wealth of information on when and how to claim for a variety of pensions and
allowances. All social security benefits, pensions, and allowances can be cashed in at post office
counters. Consignia also supplies information on the National Health Service (NHS)'s health
costs and handles NHS prescription charge refunds. This so-called Benefits Agency accounts for
one-third of the income of the Post Office Counters Ltd.
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Information repository and market/data analysis services
Royal Mail's address management service offers access to an updated data base of its customers'
addresses, sourced from mail redirection requests. It also offers two software applications to
access these in an efficient way: Address Finder and Address Manager. Royal Mail also offers
direct mailing services and an online guide to direct marketing called Insight.

Integrated logistics services
As Consignia offers parcels delivery and track and trace services, it has gained a growing share of
the home delivery market and is expanding its logistics services to take advantage of the e-
commerce revolution. Parcelforce Worldwide offers logistics services covering all aspects of the
supply side, including a call center for information and assistance, pricing (including online),
order capture and processing, secure warehousing, parcel tracking (including online), inventory
management, systems integration, and design solution.

In addition, Royal Mail has a service which can produce a number of standardized or customized
documents for business customers, such as invoices, letters of credit, terms of trade, late payment
claim letters, statements, and collection letters.

Internet and e-business assistance services
In terms of general Internet services, Consignia launched ViaCode in 1999, the United
Kingdom's first secure e-commerce service. The service provides privacy and confidentiality for
messages sent over the Internet. It is the first commercially independent trusted third party (T17P)
service in the United Kingdom.

Consignia has also developed an hybrid mail service called RelayOne. In addition, Royal Mail's
On Demand service allows business customers to obtain documents, which they send by e-mail to
the Post Office, sent by first class mail to a pre-defined mailing data base.

In terms of assistance to e-businesses, Royal Mail's Web site contains a guide for the creation of
e-businesses. In addition, Parcelforce Worldwide's logistics services are offered to e-businesses
under a dedicated integrated software package, including secured customer payment services.

Parcelforce Worldwide's World of Shopping also offers assistance in creating an electronic store,
as well as an integrated software for the management of all logistical aspects of an e-commerce
company. E-shops that have adopted the software may post the "you shop, we deliver" Post
Office trademark on their site as a sign of quality of their delivery services.

Passports/permits/icenses delivery services
TV, fishing, driving and motor vehicle licenses can be bought at post offices. These licensing
services are conducted via Subscription Services Ltd.

Passport application form packages are available from post offices and can be checked there for
common errors.

Other services
Lottery products, telephone cards, prepaid cellular phone cards, and prepaid travel tickets can be
bought or collected at post offices. Consignia also runs a number of concessionary travel
schemes for the elderly or disabled passengers on behalf of local authorities. Finally, e-shops that
have adopted Parcelforce Worldwide's World of Shopping management software are accessible
from the Post Office's Web site.
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La Poste (France)

Since 1991, the French post office has been an "autonomous public business" ("exploitant
autonome de droit public"), a new status which provided it with a greater management autonomy
but kept it in the public domain under the supervision of the state. In this context, La Poste has
signed a four-year objective contract with the government, which regulates most aspects of its
management, products and services for the period 1998-200 1.

La Poste positions itself as "one of the leading European service providers." It is organized
around three businesses: mail, parcels and logistics, and financial services. Financial services are
particularly extended, with a wide range of banking services as well as life and health insurance.
They represented 21.5 percent of turnover in 1998 and were offered both online and through La
Poste's 17,071 outlets.

In contrast with the U.K. model, La Poste does not offer government-linked services.

Bankdng services
The financial service arm of La Poste represents the third largest banking retail network in France
with 17,071 branches. These financial services are provided by La Poste in partnership with the
Caisse des Dip6ts et Consignations (CDC), a state-owned bank, via dedicated investment,
mortgage and private banking advisers. La Poste offers:

* Current accounts with debit cards and checks;
* Cash dispenser machines;
* Numerous savings and investment products (savings deposits, mutual and investment

funds, life insurance products, bonds) to individuals and businesses. La Poste's mutual
and investment funds are managed by Sog6post, a subsidiary of La Poste and the CDC;

* Cash management services;
* Credit cards;
* Overdraft facilities;
* Mortgages; in addition, La Poste holds a 6 percent capital shareholding in Credit

Logement (a mortgage-warranty specialist);
* Online electronic banking;
* Online brokerage services (A116 Poste-Bourse);
* Foreign exchange and travelers' checks;
* International money transfers.

Insurance
La Poste offers life insurance products developed by the Caisse Nationale de Prevoyance (CNP),
in which it owns a 18 percent shareholding. The CNP is the largest individual insurer in France
with a 20 percent market share in life insurance. It distributes its life insurance products via the
branch networks of La Poste and of a French member-owned bank (Caisses d'Epargne). The
state is its majority shareholder, partly directly and partly via La Poste and the CDC.

In 1999, their common subsidiary, Assurposte, developed its first health insurance product,
which La Poste has subsequently distributed.

Information repository and market/data analysis services
La Poste offers, via Postcible, access to address files from individuals responding to detailed
surveys on purchasing habits or to individuals and businesses with a telephone contact. It also
offers its business customers personalized mailing services to their clients as well as direct
marketing services.
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Integrated logistics services
Via various dedicated subsidiaries, including Publi-Trans, grouped under its GeoPost logistics
holding company, La Poste offers various services designed to assist businesses in logistic aspects
at all stages of the production chain. In particular, La Poste offers an integrated software for the
management of invoices, called Pas.rel., as well as software applications for the management of
inventories, the preparation of new purchasing orders, the tracking of parcels until effective
delivery (PosteCS), and the collection of payments. It also offers parcel delivery, warehousing,
and return services. Finally, its Eurodispatch subsidiary offers administrative and technical
document support. In 1999, GeoPost generated 13 percent of La Poste's revenues.

La Poste also offers internal mail organization services via its Dynapost subsidiary.

Finally, its Somepost subsidiary offers IT and logistics consulting services.

Internet and e-business assistance services
In terms of general Internet services, Cyberposte offers free Internet connection and e-mail
services to all types of customers. La Poste also offers hybrid mail services via its Mailev@
service. In addition, PosteCS offers a secured Internet message exchange system, developed
through a cooperative agreement between USPS, Canada Post, and La Poste under the direction
of the International Post Corporation. Finally, La Poste offers certification services for Internet
exchanges via a specialized subsidiary called Certinomis.

In terms of assistance to e-businesses, La Poste has developed a number of logistics services
specifically dedicated to e-businesses. Through @dipost, it offers a secure and complete
information exchange and management platform for e-businesses. Its Web site contains a
complete guide on e-commerce, including market trends, key statistics, and advice on creating a
site, prepared in collaboration with IBM, France Tdlkcom and E-Business. Finally, it has
developed information management software applications for e-businesses, which integrate all its
logistics services and produce periodic logistics and financial management reports.

Other services
The sale of telephone cards and prepaid cellular phone cards began in 1999. La Poste's Web site
allows online shopping at a number of retail stores.

Belgian Post Group - BPG (Belgium)

The Belgian post office, BPG, is a 100 percent state-owned public services company ("entreprise
de service public"). A five-year management contract regulates its relation with the state.

BPG offers a wide range of financial products through its dedicated banking and insurance
subsidiaries and is currently developing a wide range of e-services.

Banldng services
With its 1,400 branches, the post office network is the largest retail banking network in the
country. The Banque de la Poste S. A (Bank van de Post N. V.), a banking subsidiary of BPG,
offers a relatively wide range of financial products, including:

* Current accounts with debit cards and checks;
* Cash dispensing machines;
* Numerous savings and investment products (savings deposits, mutual and investment

funds, life insurance products, government bonds) to individuals and businesses;
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* Credit cards;
* Short-term loans to individuals;
* Online banking;
* Postal orders (giro).

Insurance
BPG offers a wide range of insurance services through dedicated subsidiaries:

* Life insurance, including investment, pension and children's products are offered by its
subsidiary Assurance de La Poste- Vie S.A. ( Verzekering van De Post-Leben N. V.);

* Non-life insurance, including home, travel assistance, and accident covers are offered by
its subsidiary Assurances de la Poste S.A. (Verzekering van de Post N. V.).

Bill payment services
When in place, eServices (see below) will allow electronic payments of several types of invoices
and the filling of income tax and VAT forms.

Information repository and market/data analysis services
BPG recently acquired Ketels DM Group, a Belgian company specialized in data processing,
through which it provides its customers with database construction and management services and
mailing services. These services will be extended towards data analysis and marketing services
with the creation by BPG of a direct marketing specialist, Vicindo, and the acquisition of a direct
mailing specialist, Inter-mailing group.

Integrated logistics services
BPG offers essentially traditional parcel delivery services via its EMS-Taxipost division. These
services can be accessed largely on-line, via e-tracker (an online parcel tracking service) and e-
shipper (an online express parcel delivery module). E-shipper allows maintenance of a database
of recipient clients and the automatic printing of invoices.

Internet and e-business assistance services
BPG is in the process of establishing a new Internet subsidiary, eServices, which will provide
inter alia a secure online courier service to all its customers, specialized online government
services, and will be in charge of developing other e-businesses within the post office group.
EServices will also be allowed to carry out online banking, insurance and mailing transactions,
including hybrid mail. Finally, eServices will play an incubating role for interesting Internet
projects.

Passports/permits/licenses delivery services
When in service, eServices will permit online application for a driving license.

Other services
Lottery products, telephone cards, and entrance tickets for national attractions can be bought at
post offices.

TNT Post Group - TPG (the Netherlands)

TPG, a private company, provides postal services under the Royal PTT Post and TNT brands via
2,500 outlets.

TPG's mission is to achieve a recognized world leadership position through excellent service to
customers in three divisions - mail, express, and logistics - based on a strong market position in
Europe. With respect to logistics, TPG is increasingly focusing on e-commerce services and
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anticipates that by 2003, 23 percent of its revenues will be generated by the increased delivery
needs of e-commerce. TPG has focused its strategy on a limited number of products, but has
developed a leading position in each of them, by way of a very active acquisition and growth
strategy.

TPG is a private company and is quoted on several stock exchanges. (It is the first postal
company in the world to be publicly traded.) TPG was born from the demerger in 1998 of the
TNT Post Group from KPN, the Dutch telecom company (which had been formed from the
privatization in 1989 of Dutch Post) and the Dutch Telecommunication company, who had
acquired the freight company TNT.

Information repository and markettdata analysis services
PTT Post offers data services designed to help businesses develop customer data bases and
identify prospects, as well as direct marketing services.

Integrated logistics services
TPG's logistics business area (1NT Logistics) provides logistic services along the entire
production chain, including procurement, purchasing order management, payment processing,
warehousing, transportation, delivery, tracking (including online), and post-transaction
management. Payment management solutions are provided via GlobalCollect, a specialized
subsidiary which offers worldwide collection of consumer payments and invoice management.

PTT Post also offers document and mailing services relieving companies from managing data and
document streams.

Internet and e-business assistance services
In 1999, PTT Post launched complete e-commerce services, from consulting to fulfillment of all
activities necessary at every stage of the logistical process. Combining its logistic expertise in
electronic media, transaction processing and distance selling with physical delivery, these
services cover all the processes that support e-commerce. As a result, PTT Post helps e-
businesses managing their entire e-commerce chain, from order-entry until delivery. This is
mainly done via iConnections, a product that integrates TNT logistic services (pricing, shipping,
tracking and collecting) into its customers' Internet sites, allowing them to select pricing and
service options and to track their goods. TNT also offers ThT Loop, a demand chain
management integrated system, managing the entire life of a customer order. Payment
management for e-businesses are handled by WebCollect, a subsidiary of GlobalCollect.

Finally, TPG offers a secure online document delivery system called SecurEdoc and a third-party
service for verifying the source of e-mail messages, KeyMail.

Deutsche Post World Net (Germany)

Deutsche Post World Net (DPWN) was born from the integration of the three main businesses of
the German post office: Deutsche Post (the traditional mail services provider), Danzas (logistics
services), and Postbank AG (financial services). The formal mother company of the group, called
Deutsche Post A.G., has had 29 percent of its capital quoted on several German stock exchanges
since November 2000. About 50 percent of the shares were sold to retail investors, the rest went
to national and international institutional investors. The remaining 71 percent of its capital is still
owned by the state.
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The group is organized around four independently managed business divisions: mail, express,
logistics, and financial services. Its strategy entails the provision of global logistics services via a
worldwide network for the management of global flows of goods and the attendant flows of
information and money, and the provision of a comprehensive one-stop shopping place for
transport, logistics and financial services. DPWN's objective is to become the world's leading
provider of integrated logistics services.

Banking services
Postbank, the wholly-owned banking subsidiary of Deutsche Post, leads the banking market in
on-line banking, private current accounts, savings accounts, and tele-banking. Since its merger
with the private DLS Bank, it has considerably expanded its range of products for corporate
customers. Customers can access its services by phone, mail, Internet, self-service terminals, or
Deutsche Post outlets. Postbank offers the following services:

* Current and savings accounts;
* Mutual and investrnent funds;
* Credit cards;
* Overdraft facilities and short-term individual loans;
* Payment services;
* Money management services;
* Commercial real estate ftnancing and special financing for property developers and

leasing (since its merger with DLS Bank);
* Mortgages;
* Short-term individual loans;
* Postal orders;
* International money transfers;
* On-line banking;
* On-line brokerage services (Borse fr Alle) via its direct broker Easytrade;
* Foreign exchange and traveler's checks.

Insurance
Postbank offers life insurance, investment products, and accident insurance.

Information repository and market/data analysis services
Through its subsidiaries Deutsche Post Adress GmbH and Deutsche Post Direkt GmbH, Deutsche
Post offers customer address updating services as well as direct marketing services.

Integrated logistics services
Deutsche Post's subsidiary Danzas is a world leader in logistics. It offers an entire range of
integrated logistic services, including procurement, warehousing, distribution logistics, analysis
of logistic costs, inventory management, invoice management and processing, as well as financial
services such as the collection of payment on delivery, coverage of insurance and custom fees,
and electronic tracking services.

Its other logistics subsidiary Deutsche Post Kontraktlogistik GmbH, offers traditional logistic
support services, which enable Gernan companies to outsource their logistic functions, including
warehousing, order processing and management, and fnancial management.

In addition, its subsidiary GMA Logistik mbH InHausPost offers tailor-made in-house mail
processing services to its customers, including processing of incoming mail, in-house distribution
and processing, and dispatch of outgoing mail.
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Internet and e-business assistance services
With IBM, Deutsche Post has developed SystemOne, an e-business tool which provides complete
assistance to e-businesses, supported by a call center where e-businesses can get information and
support. Having placed an emphasis on IT-supported logistics solutions, Danzas offers
customized e-business solutions for the entire supply chain, together with consumer payment
systems and processing. Deutsche Post also has e-venture capital funds invested in promising e-
businesses.

Deutsche Post also offers, through its Trust Center, a Digital Signature authentication service for
transactions executed through the Internet. It also offers hybrid mail services via ePost.

Other services
In 1997, Deutsche Post Consult International GmbH was established as a fully-owned subsidiary
of Deutsche Post to provide consulting services to industries on the transportation of goods and
messages, in particular postal services and logistics.

Deutsche Post also offers access to a large number (150 in January 2001) of online German
retailers via its eVita service. Retailers pay a fee to be listed on the site. The latter has
approximately 1.1 million visits a month.

United States Postal Service - USPS (USA)

The United States post office is a federal government entity, created as an independent
establishment of the Executive Branch.

It has only recently started to diversify its services. It currently offers electronic bill payment
services, a secure Internet mail exchange service, and a digital authentication service.

Bill payment services
USPS offers a service to pay any bill to a company or individual in the US by Internet via its
eBillPay service. The service is based on entering, on a secure site, the account number of the
company or individual to be paid and the account number from which the payment is to be
initiated.

Internet and e-business assistance services
Via PosteCS, USPS offers an Internet-based document delivery service designed to support
secured electronic communications. This was developed through a cooperative agreement
between USPS, Canada Post, and La Poste under the direction of the International Post
Corporation.

USPS is in the process of developing a self-service mail retrieval system, whereby customers
would be notified by e-mail of a package awaiting them and would be allowed to pick up their
package when it suits them.

In addition, PosteCS offers the USPS Electronic Postmark digital authentication seal which
combines tamper detection with an official time-and-date seal.

USPS also offers hybrid mail services through Mailing Online.
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Passports/permits/licenses delivery services
In major post office outlets, applications and renewal for a passport can be filled in and checked.

Other services
Postal stores sell telephone cards as well as stationary and cycling gear, although some items can
only be purchased online.

Canada Post Corporation (Canada)

Canada Post Corporation (CPC) was established as a Crown Corporation in 1981 to provide
postal services, which were formerly the responsibility of the Post Office as a department of the
government. Its unique shareholder is the Government of Canada and it operates with a network
of 18,600 outlets.

It 1995, its mandate was reviewed by the government in order to assess the ability of CPC to
adjust to the heightened competition being experienced in many of its products and business areas
and to review accordingly the functions it should provide in the future. Among the resulting
measures and actions, in 1996, Canada Post signed a "letter of intent" with IBM Canada Ltd,
enabling the two companies to jointly evaluate, develop, and address various opportunities in e-
commerce. This resulted in the development of a relatively wide range of online services.

In 1999, the Govemment of Canada and Canada Post Corporation finalized a multiyear policy
framework that establishes service, productivity, and financial performance targets for the
corporation. Within this framework, Canada Post has an increased potential for developing
complementary services to be offered in its post offices.

Bill payment services
In collaboration with TelPay (the largest independent bill payment processor in Canada), Canada
Post has developed ePost, a one-stop site for receiving and paying bills (utility bills and credit
cards bills) from registered users, using checking or savings accounts from various financial
institutions.

Information repository and market/data analysis services
Canada Post offers a National Change of Address (NCOA) service which provides address list
updating to its customers. It also has a direct mailing service. Canada Post estimated in 1998 that
it has 7 percent of the advertising market.

Integrated logistics services
Canada Post has mainly expanded its traditional shipping services toward online solutions for e-
businesses.

Internet and e-business assistance services

See Box 1.1

Passports/permits/licenses delivery services
Prior to hunting season, hunting permits can be purchased from postal outlets.

Other services
Canada Post's Web site allows online shopping at a number of retail stores.
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Canada Post has also established a business center in Calgary, which provides consulting on an
extensive range of business services, including identifying new business prospects, reviewing
communications, advertising and distribution needs, packaging and shipping services, and so on.

Australia Post (Australia)

Since its corporatization in 1989, Australia Post has been a Govermnent Business Enterprise,
owned by the Commonwealth of Australia. It operates commercially and pays dividends to its
owner, the government.

It offers a very wide range of services, especially via the Web. It does not have its own banking
and insurance arms but offers banking and insurance services via partnership agreements with
banks and insurance companies, as does the U.K. Post Office. Its network includes 4,479 outlets,
of which 2,569 are rural or remote.

Banking services
Australia Post allows clients of a very large number of banks and building societies in Australia
and New Zealand to carry out a number of banking transactions via the internet, using its giro
Post service, including current account operations (deposits, withdrawals and balance enquiry).
For some banks, it offers opening of accounts and payment of credit card bills.

In addition, Australia Post offers some specific banking services directly:
* Credit card registration services (Credit Card Sentinel), allowing the cancellation of

credit cards in case of loss;
* Postal orders (money orders);
* International money transfers.

Insurance
In collaboration with one of Australia's largest insurance company, Royal & SunAlliance,
Australia Post offers a broad range of insurance services on-line, via its lnsureaPost service,
including home, motor, and travel insurance.

Bil payment services
Australia Post has developed a service to pay via the Internet - paper or electronic bills issued by
over 400 companies, using its POSTbilipay service. Bills can also be paid by telephone 24 hours
a day or in person at post offices.

Information repository and market/data analysis services
Via AddressPost, Australia Post has developed a National Address Management System, which
maintains an updated data base of its customers' addresses based on mail redirection requests.
This file can be used by companies to update their customer files. In addition, its Priority
Address Notification service warns clients of changes of address of any of their customers.

Australia Post also offers a range of market and data analysis services designed to help businesses
know their customers better. Its division Geospend offers customer profiling, customer behavior
prediction, and retail-site analysis services. It is a leader in Australia's market analysis industry.

Integrated logistics services
Post Logistics and Sprintpak, subsidiaries of Australia Post, offer pick and pack, warehousing,
dispatching, and inventory management services to their customers. Sprintpak also offers
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payment management, data base management, tele-marketing, and product personalization
services. Similar services are offered online through Post eDeliver and eParcel (see below).

Australia Post has also created an Internet-based procurement marketplace opened to all suppliers
and buyers, corProcure.

Internet and e-business assistance services
Australia Post is committed to being the leader in Internet fulfillment. Its KeyPOST service
offers digital certificates from Australia's first National Authentication Agency to the public
(individuals and organizations) to enable them to participate in secure electronic commerce
transactions.

Through Post eDeltver, it offers warehousing, inventory management, parcel dispatch and
tracking services online, while eParcel offers online parcel tracking services.

Through EdiPost, it offers hybrid mail services.

Passports/permits/licenses delivery services

Australia Post provides a range of services which allows Australians to apply for and renew
passports at postal outlets. These services include the distribution of application forms, the
interviewing of applicants, the collection of passport fees, the processing of renewals, and the
delivery of passport documents.

Other services
Australia Post has established 142 business centers where business development managers can
advise business customers on all post-related matters.
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Annex 3: Case Studies of LDC Post Offices - South Africa

The South African Post Office (SAPO) is an autonomous corporate body registered under the
Companies Act with the government as the sole shareholder. It only has monopoly in letter post.
It has been the object of a big restructuring exercise, employing technology that has enabled it to
expand the variety of services it provides. It is reported to be the first postal organization to
provide an e-mail address and a secure PIN to every citizen - these permit access to a variety of
services described below.

Postal Financial Services

PostBank is a savings institution that operates as a division of the South African Post Office.
Products and services offered include:

* Flexicard that can, in addition to the post office counter terminals, be used at over 7,200
ATMs of other banks. A minimum of only RIO (US$1.00) is required to open an
account;

* A book-based savings account, allowing both withdrawal and deposits in any post office
around the country (minimum balance R50 - US$6.39);

* A minimum of 6 months fixed-deposit account (minimum balance R1000 - US$127.88).

Agency Services

* SAPO has developed a service called "Pay a Bill" that allows the public to pay for over
100 different accounts such as telephone bills, licenses, municipality accounts, mail-order
houses, financial institutions, loan repayment, credit-card retail accounts, etc.

* Public Information Terminals (PiTs): Access to passport, forms, etc.

Business Support
Electronic Business Unit

* Consulting on electronic commerce and delivery services in South Africa
* Advice on postal services available to electronic traders and merchant servers
* Information on advertising on PiT
* Integration of postal services into bushiess processes

Web Shop Couriers
* Allows up to 30 kgs delivery anywhere in the world

E.commerce (within PiT7)
* Access to interactive directories of local and national business Web pages
* Advertising options
* Internet shopping
* Electronic office facilities
* Automatic short message service to exploit cellular phone technology
* Smart card for secure financial transactions

E-government

Part of Public Information Terminals:
* Link to government Web sites
* Online access to all public information such as legislation, welfare support, grants,

rebates
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* Facility to download (or fill online and post) government forms
* Feedback to government in user's choice of official language

Others

* E-ducation - access to University of South Africa and other resources such as training
databases, pre-installed Web sites, encyclopedias

* SAPO maintains a technology department whose stated purpose is to create economic
value for the business through technology productivity enhancement, market expansion,
and new market creation

* Internet access
* E-mail addresses for citizens
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Annex 4: India's Information Technology Act, 2001

The Act is divided into 15 parts, which can be summarized as:

1. Part I of the Act outlines the general purpose of the Act, provides definitions for
terminology used within the Act and defines the scope of the application of the Act.

2. Part II of the Act addresses electronic records and electronic signatures generally. It
provides that, with limited exceptions, electronic records and signatures should be
accorded the same treatment as paper records and signatures for purposes of complying
with statutory writing, signature, evidentiary, and record-keeping requirements.

3. Part m of Act addresses the integrity and authentication of secure electronic records and
secure electronic signatures. Secure electronic records and signatures define specific
categories of records and signatures that are afforded greater evidentiary presumptions
because of their enhanced reliability and trustworthiness. The concept of a secure
electronic record or a secure electronic signature will foster the growth of electronic
commerce by providing businesses with assurances that records and signatures which
meet the statutory definitions of "secure" records or signatures will be accorded the
heightened evidentiary presumptions necessary to make business transactions effectively
non-repudiable.

4. Part IV of the Act addresses issues of electronic contracting. This Part deals with the
form in which an offer and an acceptance may be expressed and legal recognition of
contracts formed in an electronic medium. This Part aims to provide increased legal
certainty as to the conclusion of contracts by electronic means.

5. Parts V, VI, VII, Vm and IX of the Act address the legal issues related to the use of
digital signatures. Digital signature technology, which utilizes asymmetric cryptography
technology, has been developed to facilitate secure transactions over the Internet and
other computer networks. Although the electronic contracting sections of the Act have
been drafted to be technologically neutral, Parts V-IX have been included to establish
rules for the use of the most prominent current technology. Thus, a digital signature
issued in accordance with Part V will be presumed to be a secure electronic signature.

6. Part X of the Act addresses the acceptance and use of electronic records and electronic
signatures by governmental entities. This section authorizes any department or ministry
to accept electronic filing of documents and to issue permits, licenses or approvals
electronically. This section also empowers any department or ministry of the government
to specify the conditions and procedures for electronic filing or retention of documents.
However, this section does not compel any department or ministry of the government to
accept or issue any document in electronic form if it does not wish to do so.

7. Part XI of the Act deals with issues relating to the liability of network service providers.

8. Part XII of the Act provides criminal penalties for intentional damage or destruction of
information systems or data, intentional "trespass" into a system and intentional theft of
computer services, tampering with data, interrupting network services, and intentionally
introducing viruses into computers or computer networks.
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9. Part XIII of the Act contains general provisions relating to the use of electronic records.
It provides for protection of confidentiality of electronic records and related materials
obtained pursuant to this Act, and provides for penalties in cases where confidentiality is
breached. It also vests enforcement authority on the Controller over certification
authorities and provides penalties in cases of non compliance with issued orders. The
Controller is empowered to investigate the activities of certification authorities,
essentially for the purpose of compliance auditing. The Central Government is also
empowered to make regulations for the better implementation of the Act.
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Annex 5: GHC Conference on E-Commerce and E-Finance in India
(Summary and Recommendations)

1. Private issue of e-money: Rather than simply clarifying whether, under the existing
laws private issuers can issue e-money, the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) should also address the
issue of whether the private sector should be allowed to issue e-money. Conditions for private
issue of e-money: While starting to develop rules and regulations affecting the issue and conduct
of e-money, business regulators in India will need to:

* Ensure the financial integrity of the issuing institutes be they banks or financial
companies without obstructing the development of e-money.

* In pursuing the above objective, government will have to take care and ensure that a level
playing field is maintained between e-money issuers (EMI) and traditional credit
institutions.

* Decide whether EMI should be permitted to accept deposits.9

* Clarify whether funds received in exchange for electronic money will be regarded as
deposits.

* State that contracts between the EMI and the holder of the smart card must establish that
e-money is a surrogate for coins and bank notes.

* Specify whether EMI will be allowed to accept advances of money with a view to issue
e-money at a later stage.' 0

* Clarify to what extent EMI should be subject to money laundering laws and consolidated
supervision.

* Analyze whether the EMI will need to be limited in the investments that they can hold to
ensure stability and to ensure that the ElvMl will be able to meet their obligations to
exchange e-money back into legal tender.

* Ensure that investments are limited to amounts not less than their financial liabilities
related to issued and outstanding e-money.

* Monitor the quality of the assets held by the EMI. It is vital that the assets held by the
EMIs are of good quality and are highly liquid.

Regulation of private issuers of e-money

2. The problem of varying standards of regulation among nations and within nations can
only be overcome once a supranational organization" or association is in place laying down
uniform standards. With the blurring of boundaries within sectors (securities business, insurance
and banking) of the financial system, a unified regulator along the lines of the Financial Services
Authority of the UK might be the most effective way forward.

3. Conditions for success: If such a person-to-person e-money system is to flourish,
players must be able to rely on general laws that govern the relationships between parties.

* Prudential norms: The govermnent would have to carefully draw up the prudential
norms governing EMI to control/mitigate this risk.

9 For example, the EU Directive prohibits EMI from accepting deposits.
10 The EU directive suggests that a straight exchange of cash for e-money will not be construed as a deposit
11 The Bank for International Settlement (BIS) is one such organization.
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* Seigniorage: Governments are already worried about the loss in revenues resulting from
a loss of seigniorage. Governments must decide whether they need to recover such losses
through some form of transaction fee or license fee. There has to be a consensus on the
rates of recovery and the distribution of the amounts recovered between governments.

* Interest on e-money deposits: The position as to how e-money will be considered needs
clarification. If one is to go by the terminology of devices (electronic wallet or purse)
and the fact that these systems are being promoted as substitutes to cash, then issuers will
not be liable to pay interest once e-money has been purchased. But if one is to draw a
parallel with credit and debit cards, then issuers will be liable to pay interest to their
customers till the money is redeemed.

* Money laundering: The problem is that such limits on money laundering tend to reduce
the attractiveness of these payment mechanisms. Governments will have to strike a
balance between the individual right to privacy and the regulator's need for information.
Any monitoring or disclosure should be pernitted only after carefully analyzing the
privacy implications.

4. Risks in e-money: The RBI has come out with a report that addresses loss allocation in
some detail. Several suggestions made by the report are worthy of implementation.' 2 Further, the
law relating to damages caused by negligence varies from country to country. For example in the
United States and some European countries large compensation is often awarded as danages. In
India, however, the damages awarded for breach of contract or liability is usually far less. It is
only in recent times that the courts in India have begun to award substantial damages in actions
based on tort. In cases of breach of contract, the provisions of the Indian Contract Act prevent
claims for huge liabilities.'3 In such a scenario a consensus needs to be developed on whether or
not special rules need to be framed to limit the damages to the parties - either banks or customers.

5. The operational failure or insolvency of a key e-money issuer could create a widespread
loss of confidence in other forms of electronic money issuers. This would be of considerable
concern to any government. Hence adequate measures to track and prevent this problem must
evolve. Suggestions include:

* Monetary policy. One way to tackle the problem created for monetary policy by
e-money is to initially permit EMI to operate in restricted environments and then slowly
allow them to expand their areas of operation.

* Counterfeiting. One way to minimize the risk of counterfeiting e-money is to ensure
that all e-money be protected through sophisticated encryption mechanisms. Stringent
and mandatory encryption standards for these issuers would be worthwhile.

* Privacy. In addressing issues relating to privacy the regulators in India will need to
answer some of the following questions: Who protects or controls the data (personal and

12 See Report of the Committee for Proposing Legislation on Electronic Funds Transfer and Other Electronic
Payments, January 1996. The report, however, does not discuss the issues brought out by e-money (Shere
Committee Report).

3 For example, S.74 of the Indian Contract Act provides for "reasonable compensation not exceeding the amount
named in the contract". See, Fatch Chand v. Balkisban Das AIR 1963 SC 1405. Also S. 73 of the Act decides
the quantum of damages for breach of contract in cases where the parties have not quantified the loss by
contract. This section usually limits the damages to actual loss. However, consequential damages can be
claimed if notice of special circumstances was given at the tine of contract.
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commercial) on the networks? Is it the service providers, the users themselves, the
government, a privacy commissioner (or equivalent), or a hybrid of these? How will the
networks be set up and by whom? What data will be available and how will it be used?
What control, if any, will data subjects have over their data? The answers to this may
have an important bearing on the confidence potential users of the networks have in
relying upon them for electronic commerce or even personal communication.

6. Rights in distant selling: In addressing the issues arising out of distant selling of
services, the government will need to address the following:

* The consumer's right to a period of reflection ("warming up") before agreeing to a
contract. (Consumers would have to be informed 'a priori' of the contractual termns and
conditions proposed by the supplier, who would have to maintain these terms for a fixed
period). This would allow consumers to compare various offers and examine the
contract adequately before giving their consent.

* The consumer's right of withdrawal, i.e., the right during a "cooling-off" period to
withdraw from the contact without penalty and without giving any reason which would
exist only if:

o the contract was signed before the consumer had received its full terms and
conditions; or

o the consumer was put under unfair pressure during the reflection period;
o basic consumer rights in cases where financial services ordered were partially or

totally unavailable (e.g., right to be refunded);
o the supplier's right to be compensated if the consumer decided to withdraw once

performance of the service had already begun - a prohibition on so-called
"inertia selling" (i.e., a prohibition on providing distance services that have not
been requested);

o limitations on and conditions for the use by the supplier of certain means of
distance communications (such as limitations on so-called "cold calling," where
a consumer is contacted without prior consent);

o complaints and redress procedures for the settlement of disputes between a
consumer and a supplier.

7. Web site and labor: The government should clarify whether a Web site would be held
to be a commercial undertaking, shop, or establishment.

Conclusion

8. Electronic commerce systems operating over open systems such as the Internet can, for
all intents and purposes, operate outside of clear geographical boundaries. These challenges are
even greater at the international level. Financial intermediaries are no longer complacent: if
innovation is the first name of the game then regulatory arbitrage is the second.14 Nation states
may find unilateral enforcement of electronic commerce related rules difficult. Laws such as
those involving protection of personal privacy and entities permitted to issue electronic money
may raise especially difficult problems, as will those dealing with tax collections. Sales over the

14 Professor Charles Goodhart captured the process in the so-called Goodhart's law that states that "attempts by [a
central bank) to regulate or tax one channel of banking business quickly lead to the same business being
conducted through a different channel which is untaxed or unregulated." David Begg. Stanley Fisher, Rudiger
Dornbusch, Box 24-2 in Economics, 3rd ed, McGraw Hill, 1991.
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Internet, for example, raise questions about the location of transactions and consequently about
which tax laws apply. All these considerations raise the larger question:

"What steps should the Indian Government take to identify and coordinate responses among
countries to those common problems in such areas as law enforcement, personal privacy,
protection of intellectual property, taxation, and so on?"

9. For electronic commerce, progress is best achieved through innovation by industry, and
by government acting only when markets are clearly unable to address concerns without
assistance. Even then it is important that industry, consumers, and governments work together to
find constructive solutions to problems.

Comparison of the Indian legal system with that of select countries

Digital Encryption Computer E-commerce Privacy lPRs
Signature Crimes

USA _ _ V V V 
UK Vv V. v V V
Singapore V V V N/A V

Germany / x N/A N/A V N/A

Canada v x N/A V V
Malaysia V N V V V
Australia V N V V V v
India V V x

/ These countries have either enacted legislation in the above-mentioned areas or are in the
process of doing so. Although having the required legislation in place is an important first step, it
is only one step in the right direction. What is crucial is to ensure institutional capacity for
effective irnplementation and consistent enforcement of the laws.
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